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FOREWORD
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This report classifies access management techniques and presents methods for esti-
mating the safety and operational effects of the different techniques. For some tech-
niques, quantitative assessment was not practical and case studies are presented to
demonstrate good and poor practice. This report will be very useful to those develop-
ing access guidelines and policy and those analyzing specific access situations.

Access management provides two major benefits to the transportation system: (1)
the preservation of highway capacity and (2) improved safety. The FHWA Report,
Access Management for Streets and Highways, was published in 1982, and, although
much of its contents are still applicable, many subsequent studies and reports have iden-
tified new access management techniques and offered guidance on their application.
Transportation agencies and real estate developers seek better methods of analyzing,
selecting, and predicting the impacts of access management techniques. Much of the
existing information is either out of date or too limited to reflect the state of the art in
access management.

Under NCHRP Project 3-52, Urbitran Associates and their subcontractors listed
and classified more than 100 access management techniques. A comprehensive litera-
ture search was performed and the results were synthesized. The techniques were eval-
uated on the basis of how widely they can be applied to the road network and the like-
lihood that their benefits could be expressed quantitatively. Twelve techniques were
selected for further study and were consolidated into eight categories (i.e., traffic sig-
nal spacing, unsignalized access spacing, corner clearance criteria, median alternatives,
left-turn lanes, U-turns as alternatives to direct left turns, access separation at inter-
changes, and frontage roads).

This report describes the research approach used and then discusses each of the
selected techniques. In most cases, the literature review and subsequent study sup-
ported methods for quantitatively estimating the safety and operational impacts of the
access management techniques. When this was not possible, case studies were used to
illustrate good practice.
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This report discusses methods for predicting and analyzing the safety and traffic
operational effects of selected access management techniques. It classifies access man-
agement techniques; identifies the more significant techniques; and suggests safety,
operations, and economic impact measures. It quantifies the effects and benefits of pri-
ority techniques and sets forth salient planning and policy implications. Chapters con-
cerning access management techniques conclude with sections containing application
guidelines. These sections should be consulted for procedures to quantify the effects of
access management.

The research effort focused on techniques whose effects can be measured. Where
effects could not be quantified, case studies identified good and poor practice.

ACCESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

More than 100 individual access management techniques were identified. These, in
turn, were grouped according to policy and roadway design features as shown in Table
1. This system links techniques to the type of improvements normally applied along
highways and access driveways. It is simple to use and understand.

A series of “priority” techniques was identified for detailed analysis. These tech-
niques (1) apply to much of the roadway system; (2) can improve safety, speeds, and
emissions; and (3) are generally amenable to measurement. These priority techniques
are listed in Table 2.

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SPACING (TECHNIQUE 1A - CHAPTER 3)

The spacing of traffic signals, in terms of their frequency and uniformity, governs
the performance of urban and suburban highways. It is one of the most important access
management techniques. This is why Colorado, Florida, and New Jersey require long
signal spacings (e.g., 1⁄2 mi) or minimum through band widths (e.g., 50 percent) along
principal arterial roads.

Safety

Several studies have reported that accident rates (per million vehicle miles of travel
[VMT]) rise as traffic signal density increases. An increase from two to four traffic sig-

SUMMARY

IMPACTS OF ACCESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES



nals per mile resulted in roughly a 40 percent increase in accidents along highways in
Georgia and roughly a 150 percent increase along US 41 in Lee County, Florida. How-
ever, the safety effects may be obscured in part by differing traffic volumes on inter-
secting roadways and by the use of VMT for computing rates, rather than the accidents
per million entering vehicles.

Travel Times

Each traffic signal per mile added to a roadway reduces speed about 2 to 3 mph.
Using two traffic signals per mile as a base results in the following percentage increases
in travel times as signal density increases (see Table 3). For example, travel time on a
segment with four signals per mile would be about 16 percent greater than on a seg-
ment with two signals per mile.

2

TABLE 1 Recommended classification system for access management
techniques

TABLE 2 Priority techniques analyzed



UNSIGNALIZED ACCESS SPACING (TECHNIQUE 1B - CHAPTER 4)

Access points introduce conflicts and friction into the traffic stream. As stated in the
1994 AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets,“Driveways
are, in effect, at-grade intersections . . . . The number of accidents is disproportionately
higher at driveways than at other intersections; thus, their design and location merit spe-
cial consideration.”

It is increasingly recognized that spacing standards for unsignalized access points
should complement those for signalized access. Potentially high-volume unsignalized
access points should be placed where they conform to traffic signal progression require-
ments. On strategic and primary arterials, there is a basic decision of whether access
should be provided entirely from other roads.

Safety

Many studies over the past 40 years have shown that accident rates rise with greater
frequency of driveways and intersections. Each additional driveway increases accident
potential. This finding was confirmed by a comprehensive safety analysis of accident
information obtained from Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, Oregon, Texas,
Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Roughly 240 roadway segments, involving more than 37,500 accidents, were ana-
lyzed in detail. Accident rates were derived for various spacings and median types. The
accident rate indexes shown in Table 4 were derived using 10 access points per mile as
a base. (Access density is a measure of the total number of access points in both travel
directions.) For example, a segment with 60 access points per mile would be expected
to have an accident rate 3 times higher than a segment with 10 access points per mile.
In general, each additional access point per mile increases the accident rate by about 
4 percent.

Representative accident rates by access frequency, median type, and traffic signal
density are summarized in Table 5 for urban and suburban areas.

Tables 6 and 7 show how accident rates rise as the total access points per mile (both
signalized and unsignalized) increases in urban and rural areas, respectively, as a func-
tion of the median treatment. In urban areas, undivided highways had 9.0 accidents per
million vehicle miles as compared with 6.9 for two-way left-turn lanes (TWLTLs) and
5.6 for nontraversable medians. In rural areas, undivided highways had 3 accidents per

3

TABLE 3 Percentage increases in travel times
as signal density increases



4

TABLE 4 Accident rate indexes

TABLE 5 Representative accident rates (accidents per million VMT) 
by access density—urban and suburban areas

TABLE 6 Representative accident rates (accidents per million VMT) 
by type of median—urban and suburban areas

TABLE 7 Representative accident rates (accidents per million VMT) 
by type of median—rural areas



million vehicle miles as compared with 1.4 for TWLTLs and 1.2 for nontraversable
medians.

In urban and suburban areas, each access point (or driveway) added would increase
the annual accident rate by 0.11 to 0.18 on undivided highways and by 0.09 to 0.13 on
highways with TWLTLs or nontraversable medians. In rural areas, each point (or 
driveway) added would increase the annual accident rate by 0.07 on undivided high-
ways and 0.02 on highways with TWLTLs or nontraversable medians.

Travel Times

Travel times along unsignalized multi-lane divided highways can be estimated using
procedures set forth in the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual(HCM). Speeds are esti-
mated to be reduced by 0.25 mph for every access point up to a 10-mph reduction for
40 access points per mile. The HCM procedure is keyed to access points on one side
of a highway, but access points on the opposite side of a highway may be included
where they have a significant effect on traffic flow.

Curb-Lane Effects

Detailed analyses were made to estimate curb-lane effects on through traffic result-
ing from cars turning right into driveways at 22 unsignalized locations in Connecticut,
Illinois, New Jersey, and New York.

Affected Vehicles

The percentage of through vehicles in the right (curb) lane that would be affected at
a single driveway increases as right-turn volumes increase as shown in Table 8. The
percentage of right-lane through vehicles that would be affected at least once per 1⁄4 mi
was as shown in Table 9.

5

TABLE 8 Percentage of through vehicles affected at a
single driveway as right-turn volume increases

TABLE 9 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles affected at least once per 1⁄4 mi
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Influence Distances

The influence distances were calculated adding driver perception-reaction distances
and car lengths to the effect lengths. The percentages of right-lane through vehicles that
would be influenced to or beyond an upstream driveway in a 1⁄4-mi section were esti-
mated for various right-turn volumes, driveway spacings, and posted speeds. The likely
percentages of affected vehicles that would extend to or beyond at least one driveway
(upstream) per 1⁄4 mi (i.e., “spillback”) for a 45-mph speed are shown in Table 10. This
information may be used to identify the cumulative effect of decisions concerning
driveway locations and unsignalized access spacing.

Right-Turn Lanes

Right-turn deceleration lanes should be provided wherever it is desired to keep the
proportion of right-lane through vehicles affected to a specified minimum. For arterial
right-lane volumes of 250 to 800 vph, the percentage of through vehicles affected 
was about 0.18 times the right-turn volume. This results in the following effects (see
Table 11) that may provide a basis for decisions regarding provision of right-turn de-
celeration lanes.

Criteria of 2 percent and 5 percent impacted suggest minimum right-turn volumes of
10 vph and 30 vph, respectively. This range may be applicable in certain rural settings.
Criteria of 15 percent and 20 percent affected suggest a minimum of 85 vph and 110
vph, respectively. This range may be applicable in certain urban areas. The length of
the deceleration lane is a function of the effect length and storage requirements.

Access Separation

The three factors that influence the desired access separation distances are safety,
operations, and roadway access classification. Direct property access along strategic
and principal arterials should be discouraged. However, where access must be 
provided, adequate spacing should be established to maintain safety and preserve
movement.

“Spillback” is defined as a right-lane through vehicle being influenced to or beyond
the driveway upstream of the analysis driveway. Spillback occurs when the influence
length is greater than the driveway spacing minus the driveway width. The spill-
back rate represents the percentage of right-lane through vehicles that experience this
occurrence.

The spillback rate should be kept to a level consistent with an arterial’s function and
desired safety and operations. Table 12 provides access separation distances for spill-

TABLE 10 Likely percentage of affected vehicles that would extend to or
beyond at least one driveway



back rates of 5, 10, 15, and 20 percent. For the lower speeds of 30 and 35 mph, the
access separation distance shown is based on the safety implications of driveway den-
sity. For roadways with a primary function of mobility, there should not be more than
20 to 30 connections per mile (both directions).

CORNER CLEARANCES (TECHNIQUE 1C - CHAPTER 5)

Corner clearances represent the minimum distances that should be required between
intersections and driveways along arterial and collector streets. As stated in the
AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets:“Driveways should
not be situated within the functional boundary of at-grade intersections. This boundary
would include the longitudinal limits of auxiliary lanes.”

Corner clearance criteria assembled from various state, county, and city agencies
showed a wide range of values. Setback distance criteria ranged from 16 to 325 ft.

Eight case studies of corner clearances were reviewed to illustrate current practices,
problems, and opportunities. These case studies indicated that (1) definition of corner
clearance distances varied among locations; (2) distances ranged from 2 to 250 ft; (3)
queuing or spillback across driveways was perceived as the most pervasive problem,
making it difficult to turn left into or out of a driveway; (4) roadway widening to
increase capacity sometimes reduces corner clearances; (5) placing driveways too close
to intersections correlates with higher accident frequencies—sometimes as many as
one-half of all accidents involved are driveway-related; (6) corner clearances are lim-
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TABLE 11 Percentage of right-lane through
vehicles affected by right-turn volume

TABLE 12 Access separation distances (ft) on the basis of spillback rate*



ited by the property frontage available; (7) improving or retrofitting minimum corner
driveway distances is not always practical, especially in built-up areas.

Adequate corner clearances can best be achieved when they are established before
land subdivision and site development approval. Corrective actions include (1) requir-
ing property access from secondary roads, (2) locating driveways at the farthest edge
of the property line away from the intersection, (3) consolidating driveways with adja-
cent properties, and (4) installing a raised median barrier on approaches to intersections
to prevent left-turn movements.

MEDIAN ALTERNATIVES (TECHNIQUES 2A, 2B, AND 3C - CHAPTER 6)

The basic choices for designing the roadway median are whether to install a contin-
uous TWLTL or a nontraversable median on an undivided roadway, or to replace a
TWLTL with a nontraversable median. These treatments improve traffic safety and
operations by removing left turns from through travel lanes. Two-way left-turn lanes
provide better access and maximize operational flexibility. Medians physically sepa-
rate opposing traffic, limit access, clearly define conflicts, and provide better pedestrian
refuge; their design requires adequate provision for left- and U-turns to avoid concen-
trating movements at signalized intersections.

An extensive review of safety and operational experience and models provided
guidelines for impact assessment.

Safety

The safety benefits reported in studies conducted since 1970 were as follows:

• Highway facilities with TWLTLs had accident rates that were, overall, roughly 38 per-
cent less than those experienced on undivided facilities (13 studies).

• Highway facilities with nontraversable medians had an overall accident rate of 3.3 per
million VMT compared with about 5.6 per million VMT on undivided facilities (10
studies).

• Highway facilities with nontraversable medians had an overall accident rate of 5.2 
per million VMT compared with 7.3 per million VMT on facilities with TWLTLs 
(11 studies).

• The estimated total accidents per mile per year—on the basis of an average of seven
accident prediction models—were as shown in Table 13.

Operations

Several operations studies have indicated that removing left-turning vehicles from
the through traffic lanes reduces delays whenever the number of through travel lanes
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TABLE 13 Estimated total accidents per mile per year on the basis of an
average of seven accident prediction models



is not reduced. Some 11 operations models developed over the past 15 years confirmed
these findings.

Economic Effects

The economic effects of various median alternatives depend on the extent that access
is improved, restricted, or denied. The effects on specific establishments also depend
on the type of activity involved and on background economic conditions.

Where direct left turns are prohibited, some motorists will change their driving or
shopping patterns to continue patronizing specific establishments. Some repetitive
pass-by traffic will use well designed or conveniently located U-turn facilities. Effects
also will be reduced where direct left-turn access is available. In some cases, retail sales
may increase as overall mobility improves.

The maximum effects resulting from median closures can be estimated by multiply-
ing the number of left turns entering an establishment by the proportion of these turns
that represents pass-by traffic. Typical proportions of this pass-by traffic are as follows:

• Service Station-Convenience Market—55%
• Small Retail (< 50,000 sq. ft.)—55%
• Fast Food Restaurant with Drive-Through Window—45%
• Shopping Center (250,000–500,000 sq. ft.)—30%
• Shopping Center (Over 500,000 sq. ft.)—20%

Selecting a Median

Selecting a median alternative depends upon factors related to policy, land use, and
traffic. These factors include (1) the access management policy for and access class of
the roadway under consideration; (2) the types and intensities of the adjacent land use;
(3) the supporting street system and the opportunities for rerouting left turns; (4) exist-
ing driveway spacings; (5) existing geometric design and traffic control features (e.g.,
proximity of traffic signals and provisions for left turns); (6) traffic volumes, speeds,
and accidents; and (7) costs associated with roadway widening and reconstruction. This
report contains a procedure for evaluating and selecting median treatments that was
developed for NCHRP Project 3-49.

LEFT-TURN LANES (TECHNIQUE 3A - CHAPTER 7)

The treatment of left turns is a major access management concern. Left turns at 
driveways and street intersections may be accommodated, prohibited, diverted, or 
separated depending on specific circumstances.

Safety

A synthesis of safety experience indicates that the removal of left turns from through
traffic lanes reduced accident rates by roughly 50 percent (the range was 18 to 
77 percent).

Operations

Left turns in shared lanes may block through vehicles. The proportion of through
vehicles blocked on approaches to signalized intersections is a function of the number
of left turns per traffic signal cycle as shown in Table 14.
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The capacity of a shared lane might be 40 to 60 percent of that for a through lane
under typical urban and suburban conditions. Thus, provision of left-turn lanes along
a four-lane arterial would increase the number of effective travel lanes from about 1.5
to 2.0 lanes in each direction—a 33 percent gain in capacity.

Application of the 1994 Highway Capacity Manualgives the following illustrative
capacities for 2- and 4-lane roads at signalized intersections (see Table 15).

U-TURNS AS ALTERNATIVES TO DIRECT LEFT TURNS 
(TECHNIQUE 3D - CHAPTER 8)

U-turns reduce conflicts and improve safety. They make it possible to prohibit left-
turns from driveway connections onto multi-lane highways and to eliminate traffic sig-
nals that would not fit into time-space (progression) patterns along arterial roads. When
incorporated into intersection designs, they enable direct left-turns to be rerouted and
signal phasing to be simplified.

Safety

U-turns result in a 20 percent accident rate reduction by eliminating direct left-turns
from driveways and a 35 percent reduction when the U-turns are signalized. Roadways
with wide medians and “directional” U-turn crossovers have roughly one-half of the
accident rates of roads with TWLTLs.

Operations

U-turns, coupled with two-phase traffic signal control, result in roughly a 15 to 20
percent gain in capacity over conventional intersections with dual left-turn lanes and
multi-phase traffic signal control.

A right turn from a driveway followed by a U-turn can result in less travel time along
heavily traveled roads than a direct left-turn exit when there is as much as 1⁄2 mi of 
additional travel.

Indirect U-turns may require a median width of 40 to 60 ft at intersections, depend-
ing on the types of vehicles involved. Narrower cross sections may be sufficient when
there are few large trucks.
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TABLE 14 Proportion of through vehicles blocked on
approaches to signalized intersections in relation to the
number of left turns per traffic signal cycle

TABLE 15 Capacities of 2- and 4-lane roads at signalized intersections



ACCESS SEPARATION AT INTERCHANGES (TECHNIQUE 1D - CHAPTER 9)

Freeway interchanges have become focal points of activity and have stimulated
much roadside development in their environs. Although access is controlled within the
freeway interchange area, there generally is little access control along the interchang-
ing arterial roadways.

Separation distances reported by state agencies ranged from 100 to 700 ft in urban
areas and 300 to 1,000 ft in rural areas. Case studies reported separation distances of
120 to 1,050 ft. These distances are usually less than the access spacing needed to
ensure good traffic signal progression and to provide adequate weaving and storage for
left turns.

Desired access separation distances for free-flowing right turns from exit ramps
should include the following components:

• Perception-Reaction Distance (100–150 ft)
• Lane Transition (150–250 ft)
• Left-Turn Storage (50 ft per left-turn per cycle)
• Weaving Distance (800 ft, 2-lane arterials; 1200 ft, 4-lane arterials; 1600 ft, 6-lane 

arterials)
• Distance to Centerline of Cross Street (40–50 ft)

FRONTAGE ROADS (TECHNIQUES 6A AND 6B - CHAPTER 10)

Frontage roads reduce the frequency and severity of conflicts along the main travel
lanes and permit direct access to abutting property. Along freeways and expressways,
they can be integrated with interchange and ramping systems to alleviate congestion
and to improve access. Frontage roads along arterials should be carefully designed to
avoid increasing conflicts at intersections. Reverse frontage or “backage” roads with
developments along each side may be desirable in developing areas. In all cases, arte-
rial frontage roads must be carefully designed and located to protect arterial and cross-
road operations.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS (CHAPTER 11)

Access management requires both retrofit and policy actions. Access separation dis-
tances should be established as part of statewide access management programs, corri-
dor retrofit plans, and community zoning ordinances. Advance purchase of right-of-
way and/or access rights is desirable.

The basic policy issues are as follows:

• Comprehensive access management codes should indicate where access is allowed or
denied for various classes of roads, specify allowable spacings for signalized and
unsignalized connections, and set forth permit procedures and requirements. Codes
may define or limit the application of specific techniques and establish procedures for
an administering agency to use in removing access.

• A network of supporting local and collector streets that should provide sufficient direct
access to adjacent developments. These secondary streets should connect to arterial
streets at appropriate and well-spaced locations. Such streets make it possible to min-
imize direct property access on major arterials.

• Access should be provided from strategic and primary arterials only when reasonable
access cannot be provided from other roadways. In such cases, access should be lim-
ited to right turns wherever possible.

• Left-turn and cross egress should be well separated and placed at locations that fit into
overall signal coordination patterns with high efficiency.
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Sound land use and development planning is essential to permit effective arterial
traffic flow and to allow attractive property access. Access spacing standards (includ-
ing corner clearance requirements) should be established in advance of actual devel-
opment. Zoning, subdivision, and access spacing requirements should be consistent.

Better coordination of land use, interchange geometry, and arterial streets is essen-
tial to avoid “double loading” arterials and to minimize weaving movements and traf-
fic congestion. Strategically placed frontage roads may be integral to this effort.
Equally important is developing a suitable supporting street system.

Raised medians are more effective than painted channelization from an access man-
agement perspective. Median width and opening policies are essential design elements.
Wide medians that allow indirect U-turns in lieu of direct left turns should be consid-
ered for new arterials where space permits, because the medians improve safety and
simplify intersection operations and signal timing and coordination.

Any access control or management plan must be done systemwide to avoid trans-
ferring problems to upstream or downstream intersections.

Several research needs emerged. These include (1) enhancing the safety database,
(2) assessing the effects of median closures—including upstream and downstream
effects, and (3) obtaining more information on driver selection of roadside businesses
on the basis of accessibility considerations.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

RESEARCH PROBLEM STATEMENT

Streets and highways constitute a valuable resource and a
major public investment. It is essential to operate them
safely and efficiently by managing the access to and from
abutting properties. Owners have a right of reasonable
access to the general system of streets and highways. Road-
way users have the right to freedom of movement, safety,
and efficient expenditure of public funds. The need to bal-
ance these competing rights is especially acute where sig-
nificant changes in land development have occurred or are
envisioned to occur. The safe and efficient operation of the
highway system calls for effectively managing the access to
adjacent developments.

Access management provides (or manages) access to land
development while simultaneously preserving the flow of
traffic on the surrounding road network in terms of safety,
capacity, and speed (1). Access management benefits the
transportation system by preserving capacity, maintaining
mobility, and improving safety. These benefits have been
recognized at all levels of government. Three states—Col-
orado, Florida, and New Jersey—have implemented com-
prehensive statewide access codes. Some states, including
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Ohio, and Oregon, are
reviewing their statewide practices and/or developing access
codes. Other states are upgrading their access design criteria.
Several counties and cities (e.g., Lee County, Florida, and
Lakewood County, Colorado) have patterned their codes on
the statewide codes. A growing number of cities, counties,
and planning regions are managing property access by clos-
ing, consolidating, or improving driveways.

Over the years, many techniques have evolved for improv-
ing highway access. An initial “Evaluation of Techniques for
the Control of Direct Access to Arterial Highways” was pre-
pared by the Midwest Research Institute in 1975 (2). The
1982 FHWA report, “Access Management for Streets and
Highways” (3) contained access management guidelines that
incorporated and updated the various techniques set forth in
the 1975 study. NCHRP Report 348,published in 1992, con-
tained policy, planning, and design guidelines for developing
access management and programs; a follow-up study
described the selected case studies (1). A 1993, FHWA-
sponsored study, “Guidelines for Providing Access to Trans-
portation Systems,” shows how specific techniques might be
analyzed (4).

These documents contain important information on the
various access management methods and techniques. How-
ever, much of the information they contain is too dated or
limited for analyzing and quantifying the effects of access
management techniques.

Transportation agencies and private developers continue
to seek better methods to evaluate the benefits and effects of
various access management techniques. Three reasons, in
particular, underscore the need for better methods of appli-
cation and analysis of the many access management tech-
niques cited in earlier documents:

• The emergence of comprehensive access management
codes provides a context for access management de-
cisions and controls and the applications of specific
techniques.

• New analytical tools and techniques (5) provide updated
parameters and procedures for assessing effects.

• Travel time, safety, and economic benefits generally
reflect information collected in past decades. A new data
base that reflects recent research and conditions, insofar
as possible, is needed.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The research objective—as defined in the project state-
ment—“is to develop methods of predicting and analyzing
the traffic-operation and safety impacts of selected access-
management techniques for different land use, roadway vari-
ables, and traffic volumes. The methods to be developed are
for use by state departments of transportation, city and
county traffic departments, transportation-planning agencies,
and private developers.”

The research involved a two-phase approach to achieve
these objectives and to produce practical guidelines for the
application, analysis, and selection of various access man-
agement techniques. The first phase identified the various
techniques available; showed how they can be classified in
terms of functional objectives, roadway elements, and their
likely effects; and suggested priority techniques for further
analysis. Likely effects were extracted on the basis of a liter-
ature review, the research team’s experience, and selected
agency review; and the need for further data collection was
identified. First-phase efforts concluded with the design of



data collection plans that addressed the data voids for the
more important techniques.

The second phase involved the compilation, collection,
and analysis of additional data from both primary and sec-
ondary sources. Methods for predicting the safety, opera-
tions, and economic effects associated with the more impor-
tant techniques were developed. Technical memoranda were
prepared regarding these techniques, and this final user-
oriented report was prepared in order to establish procedures
for an administering agency to use in controlling access.

The various techniques—their effects and benefits are
important in developing site-specific access solutions and
in developing broader corridor or areawide access manage-
ment plans. Figure 1 shows the study context and shows
how the specific access management techniques relate to
access management programs and to overall access man-
agement plans.

A comprehensive access management code determines
when access is provided or denied for various access classes
of roads, specifies the allowable spacings for signalized and
unsignalized connections, and sets forth access permit pro-
cedures and requirements. The code may define or limit the
applicability of specific techniques and establish procedures
for an administering agency to use in controlling access.

Many access management techniques deal with a single
location or site (e.g., closing a median at a driveway). Some
techniques may transfer problems to other locations down-
stream or upstream of the location under consideration. In
such cases, broader analyses of effects and benefits will be
required. The research focused on roadway and traffic
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improvement techniques. Although good pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit access are essential to developments and should
be provided where appropriate and incorporated into site
plans, they were beyond the scope of this research.

RESEARCH APPROACH

The work program involved the eight study tasks shown in
Figure 2. The first study phase (Tasks 1 through 5) related
techniques to effects, identified voids in available research,
and prepared study designs for needed data collection. The
second study phase involved collecting and analyzing the
field data, developing impact analysis parameters and tech-
niques, and producing this project report. A brief description
of each work task in Phase I follows:

• Task 1—Review Techniques and Recommend Clas-
sification Scheme.Access management techniques that
are in use or described in the literature were identified.
More than 100 access management techniques were
identified. A classification system for organizing the
techniques was developed on the basis of practicality
and usefulness.

• Task 2—Identify and Stratify Effects by Relevant
Variables. This task defined and grouped the various
access management effects, identified the relevant vari-
ables (e.g., roadway cross section and development
type), and related access management techniques to

Figure 1. Study context.

Figure 2. Study tasks.



these variables and effects. In addition, performance
measures were identified for quantifying the relationship
between each technique and the relevant variables and
effects.

• Task 3—Relate Techniques to Variables and Effects.
This task selected candidate access management tech-
niques and their associated effects for further study and
analysis. The list of more than 100 techniques developed
in Task 1 was analyzed to identify those techniques con-
sidered to be more important on the basis of potential
application and effectiveness. Approximately 25 tech-
niques were found to be more important because they
were applicable to a significant portion of the roadway
system and they were shown to be effective in improv-
ing safety, reducing emissions, and/or improving traffic
operations.

• Task 4—Extract Data and Prepare Data Collection
Plan.Each of the 25 priority techniques was assessed in
terms of data availability, ability to measure effects, and
suitability for analysis.

• Task 5—Present Interim Report.The study approach
for each technique, including experimental design, was
presented in an interim report for review and refinement.

Phase I concluded with the decision to focus Phase II on
the following priority techniques:

• Establishing spacing for unsignalized access;
• Establishing criteria for median treatments, including

—Installing a physical median on an undivided highway,
—Replacing a TWLTL with a physical median, and
—Installing a continuous TWLTL where none exists;

• Establishing access separation distances at interchanges;
• Establishing corner clearance criteria; and
• Providing U-turns as an alternative to direct left turns

from a driveway.

As work progressed, two more techniques were added to
the Phase II effort to provide a more complete assessment of
access management effects:
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• Installing left-turn lanes and
• Providing frontage roads.

Phase II (Tasks 6, 7, and 8) was initiated by conducting a
survey of state transportation and other agencies to obtain
information on current practices and policies for the priority
techniques, as well as on existing data on the effects of access
management techniques.

This phase involved the development of methods to iden-
tify the effects of the priority access management techniques.
Efforts were focused on selected effects that are important
and measurable. The results of the literature search and the
agency survey performed of state and other agencies were
used wherever possible. Compilation of data from secondary
sources and selective field data collection were performed to
help quantify effects. A major goal was to assess how traffic
performance and safety changed with different traffic condi-
tions, roadway geometry, and environmental factors. How-
ever, as the research progressed, it became apparent that the
effects of several techniques could not be quantified. Accord-
ingly, the research approach for these techniques focused on
identifying desirable and undesirable practices and on sug-
gesting concepts that might be applied. Case studies were
developed to help identify good and poor practices.

The products of Phase II included technical memoranda
and this report.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

The chapters that follow describe access management
techniques and define their effects:

• Chapter 2 presents the results of the Phase I effort per-
taining to classifying techniques and identifying effects.

• Chapters 3 through 10 present the research findings and
application guidelines for specific access management
techniques.

• Chapter 11 presents conclusions and recommendations.



CHAPTER2

ACCESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES AND IMPACTS

TYPES OF ACCESS MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

Access management techniques and classification systems
have evolved over a 25-year period. The early classification
systems, developed by Stover and Glennon, were based on
techniques relating to highways and driveways (6,7). This
system was expanded in 1993 to include management ele-
ments (8). The 1982 FHWA report on access management,
in contrast, classified techniques by functional objective (9).
NCHRP Report 348in 1992 described various policy and
design approaches, but did not develop a specific classifica-
tion system (10).

In developing a classification system, it is important to
consider both the strategic and tactical decisions involved in
developing access to abutting properties. As shown in Figure
3, the “strategic analysis” involves the basic site access deci-
sions that relate to the location and number of access points.
The “tactical analysis” deals with the specific design of
access roadways and treatments to help ensure safe and effi-
cient operations.

Figure 4 shows how strategy and tactics relate within an
access management context. Thus, the “strategy” covers
access codes and design standards that, in turn, influence
the provision and spacing of access. The “tactics” encom-
pass the specific design and operational techniques. Both
sets of decisions influence the choice of techniques for any
specific situation. Thus, a classification system must
clearly differentiate between policy (strategic) and
design/operation (tactical) treatments. This differentiation
becomes even more important as the number of states,
counties, and other jurisdictions with access management
codes increases. The classification system should also
apply to treatments for both new developments and retro-
fit situations.

CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNIQUES

Classification systems reviewed include those developed
in previous access-related documents prepared by Stover and
Glennon (1970, 1975), Flora (1982), Bellomo (1993), and
Koepke/Levinson (1992); each is described briefly below.
This section also identifies the recommended classification
system developed as part of this project effort.
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Prior Classification Systems

Systems previously used for classification are as follows:

• Stover and Glennon.The initial classification system
used by Stover (1970) and Glennon (1975) classified
some 70 techniques according to the following:
—Highway design and operation,
—Driveway location, and
—Driveway design and operation.

• FHWA-Flora. The 1982 system by Flora grouped
some 65 techniques according to functional objective
as follows:
—Limit number of conflict points,
—Separate basic conflict areas,
—Limit deceleration requirements, and
—Remove turning vehicles from the through lanes.

• FHWA-Bellomo. The 1993 scheme by Bellomo
grouped techniques as follows:
—Management elements,
—Facility design elements,
—Access driveway/design elements, and
—Traffic control elements.

• NCHRP Report 348.This 1992 NCHRP report fo-
cused on concepts rather than specific techniques 
per se. The report described concepts in the following 
categories:
—Interchanges,
—Frontage roads,
—Medians,
—Left turns,
—Right turns, and
—Driveway arrangements.

Recommended Classification System
Developed for this Project

Several additional systems were developed for purposes of
this project. Each classification scheme was analyzed in
terms of the following basic factors:

• Clarity—the scheme must be clear to users. It should
clearly differentiate policy versus design so that practi-
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Figure 3. Strategic and tactical decisions in access management.

Figure 4. Suggested context for classification/application of improvement techniques.



tioners will focus on those areas within the realm of their
responsibility.

• User-Friendly—the scheme must be easy to understand.
• Practicality—the scheme must be easy to apply.
• Manageability—the scheme must contain a reasonable

number of classes.
• Comprehensiveness—the scheme must be able to

include the various techniques that have been or might
be identified.

On the basis of the assessment of the various classification
systems according to the five factors, a preferred one was
identified. The recommended classification system is shown
in Table 16. Appendix A groups individual access manage-
ment techniques according to this system.

This system covers both policy and design techniques,
with each forming a major classification group. The system
links techniques to the type of improvements normally
applied along highways and access driveways. This system
is relatively simple to use and understand, covers virtually all
improvements, and provides a reasonable distribution of the
various techniques among the various categories. It incorpo-
rates medians and left turns into one group and further sub-
divides driveway location techniques by consolidation, re-
orientation, and relocation.

TECHNIQUES SELECTED FOR 
FURTHER ANALYSIS

About twenty-five candidate techniques were identified as
important and promising. This short list included techniques
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that cover much of the roadway system, are effective in
improving safety and/or reducing delay and emissions, and
may be amenable to analysis. These techniques are fre-
quently encountered in key access management decisions.

Policy techniques, such as establishing an access manage-
ment code, modernizing zoning requirements, and acquiring
rights-of-way, are extremely important and provide a basic
framework for other techniques. However, because of their
broad nature, they do not lend themselves to measurement or
quantification. Therefore, they were screened from further
analysis. However, “design-related” policy techniques that
relate to access spacing were included. Other techniques
relate to physical design and/or traffic operations.

The priority access management techniques are as 
follows:

• 1a Establish Traffic Signal Spacing Criteria,
• 1b Establish Spacing for Unsignalized Access,
• 1c Establish Corner Clearance Criteria,
• 1d Establish Access Separation Distances at Interchanges,
• 2a Install Nontraversable Median on Undivided Highway,
• 2b Replace TWLTL with Nontraversable Median,
• 2c Close Existing Median Openings,
• 2d Replace Full Median Opening with Median Designed

for Left Turns from the Major Roadway,
• 3a Install Left-Turn Deceleration Lanes Where None

Exists,
• 3b Install Left-Turn Acceleration Lane,
• 3c Install Continuous TWLTL on Undivided Highway,
• 3d Install U Turns as an Alternative to Direct Left Turns,
• 3e Install Jug Handle and Eliminate Left Turns Along

Highways,
• 4a Install Right-Turn Acceleration/Deceleration Lane,
• 4b Install Continuous Right-Turn Lane,
• 5a Consolidate Driveways,
• 5b Channelize Driveways to Discourage or Prohibit Left

Turns on Undivided Highways,
• 5c Install Barrier to Prevent Uncontrolled Access Along

Property Frontage,
• 5d Coordinate Driveways on Opposite Sides of Street,
• 6a Install Frontage Road to Provide Access to Individ-

ual Parcels, and
• 6b Locate/Relocate the Intersection of a Parallel Frontage

Road and a Cross Road Further from the Arterial-Cross
Road Intersection.

Table 17 provides a generalized assessment of each tech-
nique in terms of its perceived importance to access man-
agement, the availability of secondary sources, the tech-
nique’s amenability to analysis, and its priority for inclusion
in the Phase II efforts.

The high-priority techniques identified by the research
team in conjunction with the project panel for subsequent
analysis were as follows:

TABLE 16 Recommended classification system for access
management techniques
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TABLE 17 Summary of significant access management techniques
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TABLE 18 Format for stratification of impacts by roadway, environmental, and traffic variables

• Spacing for Unsignalized Access (Technique 1b);
• Establish Corner Clearance Criteria (Technique 1c);
• Establish Access Separation Distances at Interchanges

(Technique 1d);
• Integrated Median Techniques, including (Techniques

2a, 2b, 3c)
—Install Nontraversable Median on Undivided High-

way,
—Replace TWLTL With Nontraversable Median, and
—Install Continuous TWLTL on Undivided Highway;

• Install U-Turns as an Alternative to Direct Left Turns
(Technique 3d).

In addition, several other techniques were included to pro-
vide a more complete picture. These were Technique 1a
(Establish Traffic Signal Spacing Criteria), Technique 3a

(Install Left-Turn Deceleration Lanes Where None Exists),
and Techniques 6a and 6b pertaining to frontage roads. Tech-
nique 3e (Install Jug Handle and Eliminate Left Turns Along
Highways) was included in Technique 3d (Install U-Turns as
an Alternative to Direct Left Turns).

These priority techniques cover key aspects of access
management. They include access spacing and median treat-
ments and encompass both the transverse and longitudinal
roadway elements.

IMPACTS OF ACCESS MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

Potential impacts were identified and grouped into four
broad categories: traffic operations, traffic safety, environ-
mental, and economic (including transportation service and
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TABLE 19 Stratification of impacts by roadway, environmental, and traffic variables for
Technique 2a

land use). In reviewing these groups, it became apparent that
many impacts are interrelated. This was particularly true for
environmental impacts (e.g. emissions) that largely depend
on the volume and speed of travel. Therefore, subsequent
analysis of specific techniques focused mainly on traffic
operational and safety impacts. However, economic impacts
were considered for some techniques where those impacts
are key considerations.

Relevant roadway and traffic variables included area type
(e.g. urban and rural), development type (e.g., residential and
commercial), roadway cross section, highway volumes, dri-
veway volumes, traffic signal frequency, median opening
frequency, driveway connections per mile, and speed.
Ranges in these variables were identified. The relevant
impacts and their associated variables were explicitly identi-
fied for each of these techniques (11). Table 18 shows the
general “template” that was used in relating each technique
to impacts and variables. Table 19 shows an example of the
completed template for the installation of nontraversable
median barriers. It identifies the primary, secondary, and
derived impacts and the key performance measures. Similar

analytical frameworks were derived for other techniques and
are contained in the interim report (11). They also provided
an initial context for the Phase II effort.

The Phase II impact analyses reflected the following
objectives:

• Concentration on selected impacts that are important
and measurable,

• Use of available literature and research whenever possi-
ble, drawing on and synthesizing several decades of
research for several techniques,

• Collection of selective field data to help quantify
impacts (The field investigations focused on analyzing
the impacts of right turns into driveways on arterial traf-
fic performance), and

• Performance of case studies to help identify benefits
and, in certain cases, the disadvantages of particular
techniques (Case studies of desirable and undesirable
practice were obtained for corner clearances and for
access spacing at interchanges).



INTRODUCTION

The spacing of traffic signals—in terms of frequency and
uniformity—governs the performance of urban and suburban
highways. Signals account for most of the delay that
motorists experience: they constrain capacity during peak
travel periods with attendant queuing and spillback; they
delay vehicles during both peak and off-peak periods wher-
ever they are randomly located, ineffectively coordinated, or
improperly timed; and closely and/or irregularly spaced sig-
nals can reduce arterial travel speeds thereby resulting in an
excessive number of stops even under moderate traffic vol-
ume conditions (Figure 5). They can also increase accidents.

Establishing traffic signal spacing criteria for arterial
roadways is one of the most important and basic access man-
agement techniques. This is why New Jersey requires a min-
imum through band of 50 percent of the signal cycle and why
Colorado and Florida require 1⁄2-mi signal spacing along
principal arterial roads. It is also why Colorado requires a
minimum bandwidth where any signal location deviates
from the uniform 1⁄2-mi interval. (The through bandwidth
measures how large a platoon of vehicles can pass through a
series of signals without stopping for a red traffic light. It
may be expressed in terms of the number of seconds per
cycle or the percent of cycle length that the traffic could flow
within a platoon.)

This chapter presents the safety and travel time impacts
associated with traffic signal spacing. It summarizes reported
accident experience, shows how time-space patterns and
through bandwidths are impacted by signal spacing and loca-
tion, and identifies the basic planning considerations. It quan-
tifies the impacts of traffic signal densities and traffic vol-
umes on travel speeds. Finally, it presents guidelines for
application and gives examples of their use.

SAFETY

Several studies have evaluated the impacts of traffic sig-
nal spacing on safety. Studies conducted on Oregon state
highways in the 1950s found the number of accidents
increased as the number of driveways, intersections, and traf-
fic signals per mile increased (12). The results of multiple lin-
ear regression indicated that the number of signalized inter-
sections per mile was perhaps the largest contributor to
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accidents. Studies by Cribbins in the 1960s also found that
the total accident and injury accident rates increased as the
number of intersections per mile increased (13). The relative
importance of variables as predictors used to estimate acci-
dents per mile was as follows:

Type of Intersection Relative Importance

Total number of intersections per 
mile without left-turn storage 3.29

Number of signalized intersections 
per mile without left-turn storage 3.00

Total number of intersections per 
mile with left-turn storage 2.71

Number of signalized intersections 
per mile with left-turn storage 2.70

Studies by Squires and Parsonson in Georgia in 1989
found that accident rates generally increased as the number
of signals per mile increased (14). The relative increases in
accident rates were about 40 percent when traffic signal den-
sity increased from two to four signals per mile. However,
the rates displayed some scatter and varied by roadway width
and type of median.

The effects of traffic signal densities on accident rates in
Lee County, Florida (1993) are shown in Figure 6 (15). A
doubling of signals from two to four per mile increased the
accident rate by roughly 2.5 times.

The safety impacts of increased traffic signal spacing 
are obscured in part by the traffic volumes on intersecting
roadways and the common use of vehicle-miles of travel
(VMT) for comparing accident rates rather than the accidents
per million entering vehicles or the product of conflicting
volumes.

TIME-SPACE ANALYSIS AND IMPACTS

Time-space analysis clearly indicates the desirability of
long and uniform signal spacings in achieving efficient traf-
fic signal progression at desired travel speeds. The effects of
signal cycle length and spacing on progressive speeds in both
directions of travel have been well established. Speeds
increase directly as signal spacing increases and inversely
with cycle length. The longer the spacing between signals,

CHAPTER3

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SPACING (TECHNIQUE 1A)
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the faster the speeds for any given cycle length. Similarly, for
any given block spacing, the shorter the cycle length, the
higher the speeds.

Signal Coordination Concepts

Successive signals along a roadway may turn green at the
same time (a “simultaneous” system) or their green times
may alternate (an “alternating” system). In a simultaneous
system, all signals along a given street operate with the same
cycle length and display the green indication at the same
time. In an alternating system, each successive signal or

group of signals shows opposite (or alternating) indications
to that of the next signal or group. Either system may allow
full “through bands” at a desired travel speed in both direc-
tions of travel. However, when signals are too closely or too
irregularly spaced, multiple alternate patterns are typically
provided. These result in a loss of through band efficiency
and/or cross street green time. Signals also may be set to
favor one direction of travel—but this usually reduces the
through band in the other direction of travel.

Basic Relationships

The formulas for determining speeds in relation to cycle
lengths and signal spacing have been long established. They
are based on the dynamics of vehicle motion and assume pro-
gressive flow in each travel direction. The formula for coor-
dinated simultaneous and alternating traffic signal patterns is
as follows:

and

where:
S= signal spacing in feet
C = cycle length in seconds
V = speed in mph

V S
C

= 1 362.  for alternating signals (2)

V S
C

= 0 681.  for simultaneous signals (1)

Figure 5. Technique 1a. Establish traffic signal spacing criteria.

Figure 6. Signal spacing and crashes: US 41 – Lee
County, Florida.
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In metric units these formulas become

where:
m = spacing in meters
C = cycle length in seconds
V′ = speed in km/h

Thus, the optimum spacing of signals depends upon the
cycle length and travel speed. Long cycle lengths combined
with high speeds require long distances between signals.
Shorter cycle lengths and lower speeds allow closer spacing
between signals. Table 20 shows the optimum signal spacing
as a function of speed and cycle length assuming an alternat-
ing pattern of successive signals. Figure 7 shows the speed-
cycle-length relationships for 1⁄2-, 1⁄3-, and 1⁄4-mi signal spac-
ings (i.e., two, three, and four uniformly spaced signals per
mile, respectively). (A simultaneous pattern of successive
signals would result in half of the speeds.) Table 21 shows
the travel speeds for 1⁄2-mi signal spacing at various cycle
lengths.

V
C

′ = 7 2. m  for alternating signals (4)

V
C

′ = 3 6. m  for simultaneous signals (3)

The speed “impacts” of the various spacings can be sum-
marized as follows:

• Spacings that are less than 1⁄4 mi (about 400 m)—i.e.,
more than four signals per mile—result in progressive
speeds that are too low for urban conditions (except per-
haps for central business districts).

• Signals spaced at about 1⁄4 mi (about 400 m) can provide
progressive speeds from 26 to 30 mph at cycle lengths
from 60 to 70 sec. These speeds and cycle lengths are
acceptable in cities where traffic volumes are spread
over several streets, where two-phase signal operations
dominate, and posted speeds are 35 mph or less.

• Longer signal spacings are necessary along many sub-
urban highways where both traffic volumes and speeds
increase. Longer cycle lengths are commonly used to
increase capacity and provide protected phases for left
turns. Cycle lengths of 80 to 120 sec are common, espe-
cially during peak periods and require 1⁄2-mile signal
spacings (about 800 m)—i.e., two signals per mile—to
maintain progressive speeds of up to 45 mph.

• Cycle lengths that exceed 120 sec result in progressive
speeds less than 25 mph even with 1⁄2-mi spacings
between signals and, therefore, should be avoided.
Moreover, when green times exceed 50 sec, there is

TABLE 20 Optimum signal spacing as a function of speed and cycle length (alternating signals)
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about a 10 percent decline in saturation flows because
some drivers become less attentive and do not start mov-
ing immediately after the preceding vehicle (16).

The “progression efficiency” is measured by the through
bandwidth as a proportion or percent of the total signal cycle.

It increases slightly as the cycle length increases because there
are fewer phase changes and less lost time. Longer cycles also
allow greater efficiencies when a fixed time per cycle is allo-
cated to left-turn phases. However, as noted above, there are
drawbacks to cycle lengths that exceed 120 sec.

Uniform or near uniform spacing of signals is essential.
Uniform spacing, with signals placed at optimum locations
from a time-space perspective, allows through bands that are
equal to the artery green time. As signals are placed away
from the optimum locations, there is a corresponding reduc-
tion in the through bandwidth—the time during which pro-
gression is maintained.

An analysis of the delays resulting from reducing the
through band is summarized in Table 22 (17). These delays
were estimated on the basis of a 30-mph progressive speed,
an unimpeded arrival by the first vehicle in the platoon, and
2.1-sec arrival and departure headways. Delays result
whenever the approach volume exceeds the number of
vehicles that can be accommodated in the through band.
The volume-to-through band capacity ratio is more signif-
icant than the actual v/c ratio in influencing delays. For
example, a volume of nine vehicles per cycle would result
in a 12-sec delay when the capacity is six, while a volume
of six vehicles per cycle would result in a 17-sec delay
when the through band is three vehicles per cycle. Thus, the
data underscore the need for preserving the through band,
because its reduction would increase delays even at moder-
ate traffic volumes.

Figure 7. Relationship between speed, cycle length, and signal
spacing (156, 157, 158)

TABLE 21 Progressive speeds for various cycle
lengths with 1⁄ 2-mi (uniform) traffic signal spacing
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Planning Implications

The planning, design, and operation of traffic signals
along arterial streets and roadways must achieve a balance
between capacity and progression requirements. The key
variables include cycle length, signal spacing, travel speeds,
and progression efficiency. Key issues to consider are as
follows:

1. Long, uniform spacings of traffic signals are desirable
to allow effective progression of traffic in both direc-
tions of travel. During off-peak periods, arterial road-
ways should operate at speeds of 25 to 35 mph in urban
environments and 35 to 50 mph in suburban settings.
During peak conditions, roadways should operate at
speeds of at least 20 mph. Throughput is maximized,
and fuel consumption and emissions are minimized at
speeds of 35 to 45 mph.

2. The green time per cycle for arterial roadway traffic
should be maximized. This requires minimizing the
time needed for left turns by prohibiting and redirect-
ing the turns or by providing single or multiple left-turn
lanes. Where left-turn phases are provided, cycle
lengths may have to be increased to ensure sufficient
green time and traffic progression efficiency (through
bandwidth divided by the cycle length).

3. Major urban and suburban arterials experience high
travel demands, especially during the morning and
evening peak periods. Therefore, capacity is critical.
This may require longer cycle lengths to minimize the
“lost” time that occurs each time the traffic signal indi-
cation is changed and to provide special phases for left
turns. Cycle lengths during peak periods normally
range from 80 to 120 sec as compared with 60 to 80 sec
at other times.

4. Cycle lengths that preclude achieving desired speeds
for any given block spacing should be avoided. For
example, with 1⁄2-mi signal spacing along a suburban
roadway and 30 mph travel speeds, cycle lengths
should not exceed 120 sec.

5. Where signals must be provided at locations that do not
“fit” in the time-space pattern, additional arterial green
is necessary to ensure adequate through bandwidth.
This results in less green time for the intersecting street
or driveway.

TRAVEL TIME IMPACTS

Frequent and/or non-uniform spacings of traffic signals
constrain traffic flow and cause excessive delay. The relative
effects of traffic signal spacing on travel speeds have been
found in studies over the past 30 years.

Regression Analysis

A 1967 study of 77 street sections in New York State by
Guinn (18) found that traffic signal density (signals per mile)
and traffic volume per lane were the critical variables affect-
ing traffic flow on arterial streets. Stover et al. (19) reported
similar findings in 1970: operating costs and total costs
decreased as signal spacing increased, and longer spacings
were needed as the traffic volume per lane increased.

Several multiple linear regression analyses confirmed
these earlier findings. A 1982 study in New Haven, Con-
necticut (20), and a 1992 study in Seminole County, Florida
(21), found that peak-hour travel speeds decreased as traffic
signal density and peak-hour traffic volumes per lane
increased.

Linear regression equations were also derived as part of
NCHRP Project 7-13, Quantifying Congestion(22) in 1995
for Class I, Class II, and Class III arterials as defined in the
1994 Highway Capacity Manual(23).

Class I arterials are typically high-speed, suburban arterials,
while Class II and III arterials are intermediate-to-low-speed
facilities in downtown or urban areas. Typically, speed limits
are 40 to 45 mph on Class I arterials, 30 to 40 mph on Class II
arterials, and 25 to 35 mph on Class III arterials. Typically, the
number of signals per mile is 1 to 5 for Class I arterials, 4 to
10 for Class II arterials and 6 to 12 for Class III arterials.

TABLE 22 Illustrative delays when traffic demand exceeds bandwidth capacity
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The New Haven and NCHRP data suggested a 2- to 2.5-
mph drop in speeds for every traffic signal added to 1 mi of
street and up to a 0.5-mph drop in speeds for every 1,000
vehicles per lane per day increase in traffic.

Simulation Studies

Several recent simulation studies indicated that average
speeds decline in a non-linear manner as the spacing between
signals decreases and as the traffic volume per lane increases.

Simulation studies performed as part of the Colorado Access
Control Demonstration Project (24) indicated that substantial
reductions in total travel time and in total delay can be achieved
with a 1⁄2-mi signalized intersection spacing and “mid-block”
right turns only as compared with 1⁄4-mi signalized spacings
and full median openings at mid-block locations. These reduc-
tions in travel time and delay occurred even though more traf-
fic passed through the signalized intersections.

Results of simulations conducted at the University of
Texas (25, 26) are shown in Figure 8. Signal spacing is the
principal influence on speeds at low volumes. However, the
v/cor traffic-per-lane ratios become very critical as volumes
approach or exceed capacity. Inspection of this figure shows
that average speeds on 6-lane arterials drop significantly
when AWDTs increase to greater than 50,000 vpd. The fig-
ure also shows that the percent reduction in speed increases
as signal spacing decreases.

NETSIM was used by Margiotta et al. (27) to simulate the
effects of traffic signal density and v/c ratios on average
travel speeds. The simulation results obtained for a 50-mph
(83-km/h) free-flow speed, fixed-time signals, and left-turn
bays indicated that signal density had the greatest effect on
travel speed, with a sharp drop from 0.5 to 3 signals per mile.
The simulations show a growing effect of traffic volumes as
the v/c ratio approaches 1.0.

Suggested Relationships

Curves for estimated peak-hour speeds on arterial streets
at different v/c ratios and signal densities are shown in Fig-
ures 9 and 10 for Class I and Class II and III arterials, respec-
tively. These curves were developed by the Texas Trans-
portation Institute as part of their research in quantifying
congestion (22). The Class I arterials assume a capacity of
10,000 vehicles per lane per day and the Class II and III
curves assume a capacity of 8,000 vehicles per lane per day.
The figures reflect traffic volume that ranges from 0.6 to 1.2
times the capacities.

These curves represent a synthesis of the relationships
identified in the NCHRP, New Haven, and Margiotta
research and, therefore, differ from the individual curves or
equations. They provide results that are intuitively correct
and that remove some of the anomalies in the individual data
sets. They relate to the number of signals per mile in any road

Figure 8. Speed, volume, and signal spacing relationships.
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section. In application, road sections should have relatively
homogenous signal spacing.

The curves indicate the following:

• Traffic signal density has a greater effect than traffic
volumes on reducing speeds when the v/c ratio is less
than 0.8. Signals have their greatest reductive effect
when they are introduced into free-flowing or lightly
interrupted traffic (from 0 to 3 signals per mile) (0 to 2
signals per kilometer).

• Signal progression can be introduced into the curves by
viewing the signal density in terms of “effective” signals
per mile. The effective signals per mile may be esti-
mated by the product of 1 minus bandwidth/cycle length
and the signals per mile. For example, a 40 percent
through band would result in 60 percent of the signal
density associated with little or no progression.

• When traffic volumes approach, or exceed capacity, there
is a considerable drop in speeds at all signal densities.

A further analysis indicates that the curves shown in Fig-
ures 9 and 10 can be represented by the following equation:

where:
To = free-flow travel time in minutes per mile
T = actual travel time in minutes per mile
e= the number of effective traffic signals per mile

v/c= volume-to-capacity ratio

The actual speed in miles per hour is 60/T.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

The curves shown in Figures 9 and 10 provide reasonable
approximations for estimating travel time impacts for plan-
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ning and policy purposes. Travel time impedance values
based upon Equation 5 and shown in Table 23 also may be
used. The effects of signal spacing increase steadily as the
number of traffic signals per mile increases—the impedance
factor rises from about 1.1 for a 2-mi spacing to greater than
1.9 for a 1⁄8-mi spacing. The effects of the v/c ratio are neg-
ligible until the v/c ratio exceeds 0.7; the impedance values
then rise rapidly. These values can be applied to any assumed
free-flow travel time rate (minutes per mile) to determine the
combined effects of traffic signal density and traffic vol-
umes. The travel time rates, in turn, can be converted to
speeds.

Using two traffic signals per mile as a base, the following
percentage increases in travel times as signal density
increases are estimated:

Percent Increase in 
Signals Travel Times 

Per Mile (Two Signals Per Mile as Base)

3.0 9
4.0 16
5.0 23
6.0 29
7.0 34
8.0 39

Table 24 gives the resulting travel time rates and speeds,
assuming a “free-flow” speed of 40 mph. Thus, if there are
two effective signals per mile, and a v/c ratio of 0.6, the
impedance factor is 1.52. When applied to the 1.5-min per-
mile free-flow rate, it results in a rate of 2.28 minutes per mile
or 26 mph. This approach may be used to assess the impacts
of adding traffic signals and/or traffic volumes to a given
roadway.

The following application guidelines are suggested rela-
tive to the inputs for Equation 5 and Table 23:

Figure 9. Suggested speed estimation curves for Class I
arterials using v/c ratio.

Figure 10. Suggested speed estimation curves for Class II
& III arterials using v/c ratio.
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1. The v/c ratios may be computed for critical sections of
highway. However, the average daily traffic per lane
may be used as a surrogate for the peak-hour v/c ratio.
Suggested values are as follows:

Maximum 
% Green Capacity
Per Cycle ADT/Lane/Day

40 8,000
0 10,000
60 12,000

2. Signal coordination may be treated as follows:
(a) No coordination or through band. The effective

signals per mile equals the actual number of signals
per mile (i.e., e= S).

(b) Limited through band. This condition occurs with
irregularly spaced signals or where multiple alter-
nate signal progression patterns exist.

e S Bandwidth
Cycle

= −





1 6( )

where:
e= effective signals per mile
S= actual signals per mile

This factor should be computed whenever the band-
width exceeds 35 percent.

(c) Perfect coordination.This occurs with regularly
spaced signals at 1⁄4-, 1⁄3-, 1⁄2-, or 1-mi intervals and
along one-way arterial streets. The progressive
speed becomes the free-flow speed. Accordingly,
where the through bandwidth exceeds 40 percent,
replace the term To (1 + e)0.3 in Equation 5 with
60/P where P is the progressive speed in miles per
hour.

(d) Added signal in one direction.When a new signal
is added in only one direction of travel and fits per-
fectly into the time-space pattern, it should not be
included in any impact analyses.

Examples

Two examples based on Table 23 are set forth in Table 25.
(Use of Figures 9 and 10 would yield generally similar
results.) A brief description of these examples follows:

TABLE 23 Travel time rate impedance factors resulting from various
signal densities and volume-to-capacity ratios
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• Example 1:A roadway with two traffic signals per mile
has an estimated capacity of 10,000 vehicles per lane
per day (vplpd), an actual volume of 6,000 vplpd, and a
free-flow speed of 40 mph. Developments along the
road would increase the ADT/lane/day to 8,000 and
increase the signal density to four signals per mile. The
existing signals are not coordinated. The impacts are
assessed by directly applying the factors in Table 23 or
using Table 24. Because no signal coordination is
involved, the effective signals and the actual signals are
the same. The example shows a drop in peak-hour
speeds from about 26 mph to 19 mph.

• Example 2: This example is similar to the first one in
terms of free-flow speeds, capacities, and volumes.
However, there are four signals per mile initially with a
35 percent through band and five signals per mile “after”

with no effective coordination. The impacts are assessed
by applying the factors contained in Table 23. However,
the before effective signals per mile are reduced from
four to three to account for the limited coordination.
There is no corresponding adjustment for the “after”
condition because the addition of the extra signal pre-
cludes coordination. The changes in volumes and speeds
reduce the speeds from roughly 24 to 18 mph.

Arterial Simulation

More precise impacts of changes in traffic signal spacing
and traffic volumes may be obtained by computer simula-
tion. Simulation models (e.g., PASSER, TRANSYT 7-F, and
TRAF NETSIM) may be applied to obtain estimates of sys-
tem performance.

TABLE 24 Travel time rates and speeds for 40 mph TABLE 25 Illustrative examples based on Table 8
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CHAPTER4

UNSIGNALIZED ACCESS SPACING (TECHNIQUE 1B)

INTRODUCTION

Access points, such as driveways, introduce conflicts and
friction into the traffic stream. Vehicles entering and leaving
the main roadway often slow the through traffic, and the dif-
ference in speeds between through and turning traffic
increases accident potential. As stated in the 1994 AASHTO
A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
“Driveways are, in effect, at-grade intersections. . . . The
number of accidents is disproportionately higher at drive-
ways than at other intersections; thus their design and loca-
tion merit special consideration.”

The consensus is that increasing the spacing between
access points improves arterial flow and safety by reducing
the number of conflicts per mile, by providing greater dis-
tance to anticipate and recover from turning maneuvers, and
by providing opportunities for use of turn lanes. It is increas-
ingly recognized that spacing standards for unsignalized
access points should complement those for signalized access
points and that potentially high-volume unsignalized access
points should be located where they conform to traffic signal
progression requirements.

Many studies have shown that driveway spacing is one of
the key factors that influence accidents. However, relatively
few studies have actually related access spacing to driver per-
formance. This chapter summarizes and compares the salient
findings of the various research studies. It also presents the
results of special safety and operations analysis.

SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

The research linking access density and accidents spans
many decades. More than 40 years of research efforts have
documented the basic relationships between access and
safety. The methods of analyses and resulting relationships
among individual studies vary, but the patterns are generally
similar. Roadways with full control of access have lower
accident rates than other roadways. Arterial roadways with
many driveways and signals often have double or triple the
accident rates of roadways with wide spacings between
access points or of those where access is fully controlled.
Accident rates generally increase with greater frequencies of
intersections and driveways.

Safety Experience

An extensive review was made of the safety research and
experience associated with access spacing. The first part of the
review summarized the benefits resulting from the full control
of access. This was followed by a summary of the early research
(1952–1980) and, in turn, the more recent studies (1980–1996).

Full Control of Access

The safety benefits of access control have long been recog-
nized and were a fundamental justification for the development
of the freeway systems. Access control reduces the number and
variety of events, while increasing the spacing of events (and
conflicts) to which drivers must respond. This translates into
fewer accidents—roadways with full control of access consis-
tently have lower accident rates than other roadways.

Early Studies (1950–1980)

Almost 12 research investigations between 1950 and 1960
attempted to correlate accident rates with the number, fre-
quency, and type of roadside features and access points. (See
references 28 through 39 for further information).

Recent Studies

Studies since the mid-1980s have also shown that increas-
ing the frequency of access points adversely affects safety.
Most of these studies were conducted to demonstrate the ben-
efits of access management. Some show aggregate relation-
ships while others utilize analytical or regression models.
(See references 40 through 52 for further information.)

Arapahoe Avenue and Parker Drive, Denver
(1985) (40)

A demonstration project conducted by the Colorado
Department of Highways compared the 3-year accident
experience on two access-managed highways (Arapahoe
Avenue and Parker Drive) with that of five regular arterials.
The accident rate comparisons are shown in Figure 11. The
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two highly access-managed arterials (with physical medians,
full access generally limited to 1⁄2-mi intervals, most left-turn
access prohibited, and right-turn access provided at 1⁄4-mi
intervals) had about 40 percent of the accident rate found
along the roads with more frequent access (the range was 27
to 69 percent).

Oregon Coast Highway, Oregon (1995–1996) (48,
49, 50)

A comprehensive accident analysis was conducted for 29
mi of the Oregon Coast Highway (US Route 101) by Port-
land State University in association with the Oregon Depart-
ment of Transportation. The study area, located on the Ore-
gon coast in and around Lincoln City, has tourist traffic as
well as the usual urban and rural traffic. Seven hundred and
fifty accidents were analyzed for the period from 1990 to
1994.

Figure 12 shows how the frequency of accidents relates to
access density. This chart shows a consistent relationship
between access per mile and accidents per mile, except for
the “Parkway” section. The low number of accidents per mile
on the Parkway section reflects the presence of a continuousFigure 11. Accidents per million vehicle miles–Denver.

Figure 12. Relationship between access density and accident frequency – Oregon coast highway.
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nontraversable median. As expected, the higher accident fre-
quencies along US 101 were found within the city limits
where urban development not only resulted in higher drive-
way densities, but probably higher driveway volumes as
well.

Lee County, Florida (1993–1996) (51)

The effects of connection and traffic signal densities on
accident rates in Lee County, Florida, are shown in Figure
13. A doubling of connections from 20 to 40 per mile dou-
bled the accident rate.

Australian Experience (1997) (53)

Studies by ARRB Transport Research indicated the fol-
lowing safety impacts when intersection and/or driveway
frequency was increased:

• Divided urban arterial roads with direct property access
and frequent minor intersections had a 30 percent higher
accident rate than those with few property access points
and infrequent minor intersections. This difference
increased to 70 percent for undivided roads.

• In rural areas, each minor intersection added about 0.35
accidents per million entering vehicles for a 2-lane road
and about 0.25 accidents per million entering vehicles
for a 4-lane road.

• Increasing minor intersection density in rural areas from
0 to 1 per kilometer (0 to 1.6 per mile) increased acci-
dent rates by about 25 percent on rural roads. An
increase in minor intersection density in urban areas
from 2 to 6 per kilometer (3.2 to 9.7 per mile) increased

accident rates by 20 to 100 percent on 4-lane roads and
50 to 100 percent on 2-lane roads.

• Each additional private driveway per kilometer in both
urban and rural areas increased accident rates about 1.5
percent for 2-lane roads and 2.5 percent for 4-lane roads.
These translate into 2.4 and 4.0 percent increases per
private driveway on a per mile basis. In urban areas,
each commercial driveway had about 5 times the effect
of a private driveway on accident rates.

• In general, the effects noted above increased with
decreasing standards of horizontal alignment and
decreased if medians were present.

Synthesis of Findings

The various studies point to one consistent finding. An
increase in the number of access points translates into higher
accident rates. Thus, the greater the frequency of driveways
and streets, the greater the number of accidents.

The specific relationships vary, reflecting differences in
road geometry (e.g., lane width and presence or absence of
turn lanes and physical medians), operating speeds, and drive-
way and intersection traffic volumes. Still, in every case,
more access means more accidents. This upward trend in
accident rates is apparent from Figure 14, which shows
reported results for experience in the United States and
Canada, graphed on a common scale.

Indexes were prepared that correlated accident rates with
access density using the accident rates for 10 access points
per mile as a base (total access points per mile on both sides
of the road). The indexes were averaged for each access den-
sity. Figure 15 presents the composite accident rate indexes.
These indexes suggest that doubling of access frequency

Figure 13. Connections and crashes: US 41 – Lee County, Florida
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from 10 to 20 per mile increases accident rates by roughly 30
percent. An increase from 20 to 40 driveways per mile would
increase accident rates by more than 60 percent. These
increases are similar to those reported in Australia (53).

The access spacing implications are clear. Increasing the
spacing between access points and providing greater separa-
tions of conflicts will reduce the number and variety of

events to which drivers must respond. This translates into
fewer accidents, as well as shorter delays.

Safety Analyses

Comprehensive safety analyses were performed for acci-
dent information obtained from Delaware, Illinois, Michi-
gan, New Jersey, Oregon, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Overall, some 386 roadway segments were analyzed. Analy-
ses of the data further established the relationships between
access and accidents for various spacings and median types.

Analysis Procedures

The literature review indicated (and subsequent analyses
confirmed) that accident rates (accidents per million vehicle
miles) generally increased as access density—the number of at-
grade intersections, driveways, and median openings per
mile—increased. Signalized access density was one of the
more influential factors. The type of median treatment (e.g.,
undivided, TWLTL, or physical median) also influenced acci-
dent rates.

Accordingly, the accident database for the 386 road seg-
ments was stratified by the number of signalized and unsignal-
ized access points per mile, the area type (i.e., urban/rural) and
the median treatment. The segments were further stratified by
land use, number of lanes, and ADT range. In urban areas, there
were 264 segments covering 254 mi, including 116 segments
with medians, 95 segments with TWLTLs, and 53 undivided
segments. In rural areas, there were 122 segments covering 168
mi including 57 segments with medians, 14 segments with
TWLTLs, and 51 undivided segments. A screening of the data-
base reduced the number of segments to 369, including 252
urban and 117 rural sections.

To provide sufficient samples for stratification purposes,
data were grouped by geographical region (i.e., data from
states in the same region were aggregated) or combination of
geographical regions. For example, the records from Michi-
gan, Illinois, and Wisconsin formed one region and records
from New Jersey and Delaware formed a second region. Fig-
ure 16 illustrates the data analysis sequence.

Accident rates varied by area type, because urban and sub-
urban areas have significantly different roadway activity and
operational characteristics than do rural areas (e.g., a review
of the accident data for the rural segments in Michigan indi-
cated a significant number of accidents involved animal
crossings). Furthermore, accident frequency/rates would be
expected to increase as access density increases, because the
opportunity for conflicts is greater and the available space for
maneuvering decreases.

Exploratory analyses (e.g., frequency distributions, cross-
classifications, and means) were performed for key variables
in the database to define the appropriate stratifications. These
analyses revealed that (a) area type was significant because
accident rates for rural areas were significantly lower than for
urban and suburban areas; (b) the average accident rates for

Figure 14. Effect of access spacing on accident
rates (composite).

Figure 15. Composite accident rate indices.
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Figure 16. Data analysis sequence.
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urban and suburban areas in Texas, Virginia, and Oregon
were almost 50 percent lower than comparable areas from the
other states; (c) Virginia segments exhibited twice as high
average volumes per lane, compared with segments from the
other states (excluding New Jersey); and (d) the average
access density and the average volume per lane for the urban
and suburban segments in New Jersey were significantly
higher than comparable segments from the other states.

At first, it was thought that the low accident rates in Texas,
Virginia, and Oregon were attributable to significantly higher
accident reporting dollar thresholds. However, as shown by
the actual thresholds in Table 26, this was not the case. Fur-
ther investigation revealed that many accidents in Texas are
not reported. In Dallas, for example, only accidents with
injury or death are investigated and reported by the police.
Other accidents are supposedly reported by the parties
involved; however, not all of these accidents involving only
property damage (PDO) are reported. An unofficial estimate
of the PDO accident reporting rate is about 50 percent.

No reason was identified for the lower rates in Oregon or
Virginia. Because the data sent from Virginia were originally

collected as part of a research study that concentrated only on
very short urban segments with a high number of access
points and high traffic volumes, the data from Virginia were
excluded from further analysis. Texas and Oregon were ana-
lyzed individually and excluded from any aggregate analysis.

The resulting database that was used for further aggregate
analysis reflected about 37,500 accidents and included 152
urban and suburban segments and 89 rural segments.

Urban and Suburban Areas

Detailed analyses were conducted for the urban/suburban
database for Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, New Jersey, and
Delaware. The first step was to further screen segments for
characteristics or accident rates that did not appear to be con-
sistent with the rest of the data. Next, the accidents were
stratified by geometric and access density variables. Finally,
statistical analyses were performed for the accident rates in
the various strata.

After the potential “outliers” were removed from the data-
base, frequency distributions and cross-classifications were
performed to identify potential strata and to explore relation-
ships. Based on this analysis, three strata for total access
points (TAP) per mile and unsignalized access points per
mile and four strata for signalized access points (SAP) per
mile were established. The resulting access density strata are
shown in Table 27 along with the number of segments in
each stratum. The strata—in increments of 20 access points
per mile—avoid cells with few points.

Accident rates by total access density and type of median
treatments are shown in Table 28. Means, coefficients of
variation, students ‘t’ distribution statistics, and p-values are
given. The p-values represent the probabilities of differences
between means occurring because of chance; thus, a 0.05 

TABLE 26 Accident reporting threshold

TABLE 27 Access density strata–urban/suburban segments
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p-value is similar to a 5 percent level of significance. The 
p-values are shown for changes in access frequency (top to
bottom). They are for a one-sided, upper-tail test (i.e., to
determine if differences are significantly greater).

Table 28 shows an increase in accidents for each type of
median treatment as the total access density increases. The
accident rate for access densities of more than 60 per mile
was more than 2.5 times higher than the accident rate for
access densities of fewer than 20 per mile.

Table 28 also shows the accident reductions associated with
various median alternatives. Overall, TWLTLs had a 20 per-
cent lower accident rate, and nontraversable medians had a 40
percent reduction than undivided road sections. These pat-
terns were generally consistent for all access density ranges.

The effects of signalized access density on accident rates are
shown in Table 29. The p-values are shown top to bottom.
Accident rates increased as signalized access density
increased. The rate for more than six signals per mile was more
than 2.5 times that for signal densities of two or fewer per mile.

TWLTL segments appeared to have lower accident rates
than undivided road sections. The one inconsistency may
have reflected the low sample size for undivided segments
with fewer than two signals per mile. Nontraversable medi-
ans had lower accident rates than the other median treatments
for all signal spacing frequencies.

Accident rates were also computed for various cross-
classifications of signalized and unsignalized access densi-
ties as shown in Table 30. The upper tail p-values are shown
for changes in unsignalized access frequencies (left to right).
The data showed an overall increase in accident frequency as
unsignalized access density rises.

Overall accident rates for access densities of more than 60
points per mile were about 2.2 times than for densities of 20
or fewer access points per mile. This pattern was generally
consistent at each level of signal density.

Table 30 provides guidance for estimating the effects of
increasing unsignalized access density. However, because
signal density may be a surrogate for heavy cross-street vol-

TABLE 28 Accident rates by access density and median treatment – urban/suburban
segments
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umes, the values for signal density may not apply where sig-
nals are added at lightly traveled crossroads.

Rural Areas

A similar analysis was performed for road segments in
rural areas. The accident rates were stratified by total access
point density and median treatment, because the number of
signalized access points in the database was small. Accidents
rates for Michigan were recalculated to remove animal-
related and rail-crossing accidents.

After the potential outliers were eliminated from the
database, frequency distributions and cross-classifications
were performed to identify potential strata and to explore
relationships. The number of strata was kept to a mini-
mum to avoid cells with very few points. Accordingly,
three strata for TAP were identified as summarized in
Table 31.

Accident rates are stratified by total access density and
median treatment in Table 32. The upper tail p-values com-
pare various access densities (top to bottom) on the table. 
P-values were not computed where inconsistencies in the
accident rate trend exist.

The increase in access density from fewer than 15 access
points to more than 30 access points per mile resulted in a
65 percent increase in the overall accident rate. Again,
TWLTLs had about a 40 percent lower accident rate and
nontraversable medians had a 60 percent lower accident rate
than undivided road sections. This pattern was generally con-
sistent at all access densities.

OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

This section contains the results of a detailed literature
review and special operational studies relating traffic perfor-
mance (i.e., speeds, delays, and affected vehicles) to drive-

TABLE 29 Accident rates by signalized access density and median treatment –
urban/suburban segments
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way spacing. Collectively, these investigations underscore
the importance of adequate spacing.

Operations Experience

Various operational studies have addressed the travel time
impacts associated with access spacing and have also simu-
lated traffic performance. A research synthesis summarized
the results of the studies performed in the 1960s and 1970s

(see references 54 through 58 and more recently (see refer-
ences 53and 59 through 63).

Recent Studies

The following are the highlights from two of the more
recent studies.

British Columbia (1992) (61).A manual developed by the
Planning Services Branch for evaluating highway programs

TABLE 30 Accident rates by access density – urban/suburban segments

TABLE 31 Access density strata – rural segments
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incorporated speed adjustments for access density. Accesses
included unsignalized intersections, commercial establish-
ments, and driveways. To account for different access vol-
umes at various access points, it was assumed that

• 5 driveways = 1 access
• 1 commercial establishment = 1 access
• 1 unsignalized intersection = 2 accesses

The speed adjustment factors shown in Table 33 were sug-
gested for 2-lane highways.

Reilly-HCM. The 1994 Highway Capacity Manual (60)
describes the impacts of access frequency on travel speeds

for multi-lane rural and suburban arterials. The facilities gen-
erally have posted speed limits of between 40 and 55 mph.
They usually have four or six lanes, often with physical
medians or TWLTLs, although they may also be undivided.
Traffic signals may be found along these facilities, but traf-
fic signals spaced at 2.0 mi or less typically create urban arte-
rial conditions. The speed adjustment factors in the 1994
HCM are based on the analysis performed for NCHRP Proj-
ect 3-33 (59). The 1994 HCM states that

An important influence on free-flow speed is the number
of access points along the right side of the roadway. The data
base used to establish the procedures in this chapter indi-
cated that the number of access points was the critical ele-

TABLE 32 Accident rates by access density and median treatment – rural segments

TABLE 33 Speed adjustments for access density: British Columbia
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ment in reducing free-flow speeds along a section of multi-
lane highway. Although the amount of activity at each point
also contributes to changes in travel speed, it is apparent that
drivers adjust their travel speed not only on the basis of
entrances and exits at such points but also on the mere exis-
tence of access points. As expected, the addition of inter-
sections or driveways along a multi-lane highway will
reduce travel speeds. The procedures of this chapter show
that for every 10 access points per mile that affect a given
direction of travel on a multi-lane highway, travel speed will
be reduced by 2.5 mph.

Note that this procedure takes into account only those
access points on one side of the roadway and not those on the
opposite side of the roadway or openings in the median. If
access points on the opposite side of the roadway or median
openings for U-turns are expected to have a significant effect
on traffic flow in the direction of interest, these intersections,
driveways, or openings may be included in the determination
of access-point density.

Table 34 provides the suggested adjustment factors.
Where data on access frequency are not available, the 1994
HCM suggests the following access densities be used as
default values:

• Rural—0–10 driveways per mile
• Low-Density Suburban—11–20 driveways per mile
• High-Density Suburban—21 or more driveways per

mile

The adjustment factors make no distinctions between drive-
ways and street intersections, nor do they differentiate be-
tween high-volume and low-volume access points.

The research for NCHRP Project 3-33 indicated that each
turning movement per hour per mile of highway (for one
direction of flow) reduces free-flow speeds by .005 mph, up
to a maximum reduction of 10.0 mph. The presence of an
access point itself was found to reduce speed by 0.15 mph.

For a right-turn volume of 500 vph and five access points
per mile, the speed loss would be 3.25 mph. However, with
40 access points per mile and a right-turn volume of 500 vph,
the speed loss would be 8.50 mph.

Implications

The studies found that increasing the number of driveways
(i.e., reducing driveway spacing) along a section of highway
increased delays and reduced roadway capacities. The meth-
ods and results varied from study to study, and there were no
“before and after” studies. The field studies by Reilly (59)
and the simulations by McShane (62, 63) gave generally con-
sistent results. For driveway volumes of 600 per mile per
hour, the Reilly studies (for uninterrupted flow) showed a
speed loss of 1.0 to 1.7 mph per driveway, while the
McShane simulations (for signalized arterials) suggested a
1.5- to 2.0-mph loss per driveway. (These comparisons are
for up to four driveways per mile.)

Operations Analysis

Field studies were conducted to identify how right turns at
a driveway affect other drivers following in the same lane.
As a surrogate measure of the number of impacts, the inci-
dents of brake lights being activated or evasive maneuvers by
a following through vehicle were counted.

The field investigation and analyses were conducted for 22
sites in Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey, and New York.
Each site represented a major traffic generator along a sub-
urban arterial roadway. The arterials had no deceleration
lane, and the driveways were not signalized. Salient charac-
teristics of the study sites are shown in Table 35. These
include dates and times of study, median type, number of
lanes, and distances from upstream and downstream inter-
sections.

Information was gathered on the number and percent-
age of through vehicles affected by right turns. The impact
lengths of through vehicles affected were determined,
and, in turn, influence areas were computed. The results
were used to quantify the effects of multiple driveways
and to develop inputs for establishing unsignalized access
spacing guidelines. The analysis procedure is outlined in
Figure 17.

TABLE 34 Access point density adjustment factors
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TABLE 35 Physical characteristics of study locations
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The study identified the following:

1. The number and percentage of through vehicles in the
curb lane that are impacted at a single driveway,

2. The percentage of through vehicles in the curb lane that
are impacted over a series of driveways,

3. The distances back from a single driveway entrance
that cars begin to be affected—the impact length and
the spatial distributions of impacted vehicles,

4. The “influence areas” or influence distances before
(upstream of) a driveway entrance (This involves
adding perception-reaction distance and car length),

5. The variations of influence distances by roadway oper-
ating speed,

6. The proportions of affected through vehicles in the
curb lane that would extend to or beyond at least one
driveway over a section of road at various operating
speeds, and

7. The emergent access spacing implications. (A basic
premise is that minimizing the number of access
points that a driver must monitor simultaneously sim-
plifies the driving task, thus, spacing guidelines
could be established to reflect the acceptable fre-

quency with which the influence length for a right-
turn-in vehicle would extend to or beyond another
driveway).

Through Vehicles Affected by Right Turns

The number and percentage of through vehicles affected
by vehicles turning right were obtained from field opera-
tions. The effects of right turns were analyzed. The results
were extended to assess the percentage of through vehicles
in the right lane that would be impacted over a series of
driveways.

Single Driveways.Traffic volume and impact characteristics
at each study site are shown in Table 36. The right-lane volume
ranged from roughly 245 to 820, with an average of roughly
525. The right-turn-in volume ranged from roughly 10 to 245,
with an average of roughly 100. The percent of right-lane
through vehicles impacted by right turns ranged from roughly
2 to more than 45 percent, with an average of 17 percent.

Figure 18 plots the percent of through vehicles affected as
a function of right-turn-in volumes. A good linear relation-

Figure 17. Flow chart for establishing unsignalized access spacing
guidelines.
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ship exists with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.78.
The percentage of through vehicles affected was about 0.18
times the right-turn volume.

A comparison of actual and predicted values is shown in
Table 37. In this table, the 38 entries are ranked by increas-
ing right-turn-in volume. The absolute difference between
the predicted and actual number of right turns averaged 16.
Some 16 site-entries had a difference of fewer than 10 vehi-
cles, and 8 had a difference of between 10 and 20 vehicles.

Multiple Driveways.The percentage of through traffic that
would be affected over a 1⁄4-mi road section was derived by
extending the preceding analysis. It was estimated that each
driveway would have approximately the same right-turn vol-
ume. “Through” volumes reflected those vehicles not mak-
ing right turns at any one driveway.

Four levels of right-turn volumes were derived. Their
impacts were based on the following values given on the four
“subtotal” rows in Table 37.

TABLE 36 Volume and impact data for one-hour intervals for each study site
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Percent of Through Vehicles
Right-Turn Volume (vph) in Right Lane Impacted

<30 2
31–60 7
61–90 12
Over 90 22

The probability of right-lane through vehicles being impacted
at least once per 1⁄4 mi was estimated by the formula:

where:
n = number of driveways per 1⁄4 mi

P1 = probability of a through vehicle being
impacted at a single driveway

The results of these calculations are given in Figure 19 and
Table 38. These values are independent of speeds because
they deal only with the percent of right-lane through vehicles
affected—not how far back the impact area extends. Thus, 
if there was a driveway spacing of 100 ft and resultant 13.2
driveways per 1⁄4 mi and a right-turn volume of 30 to 60 vph,
about 64 percent of the through vehicles would be affected.
If the driveway spacing was increased to 400 ft, 23 percent
of the through vehicles would be affected.

pr P n
1= − −( )1 1 7( )

Driveway Impact Lengths

The information gathered from the 22 sites was analyzed
to identify key patterns of driver behavior. Frequency and
cumulative frequency distribution curves were prepared of
impact lengths for each site. Figure 20 presents a composite
of the cumulative distributions of impact length for all sites.
For these plots, the x-axis gives impact length and the y-axis
gives the percent of impacted vehicles that are impacted
beyond a specified length.

A review of the individual patterns indicated the follow-
ing impact length characteristics:

• Range (15–425 ft),
• Mean (99–234 ft),
• Median (79–211 ft),
• Mode (90–275 ft), and
• 85th Percentile (116–302 ft).

However, more important than the percentages of
affected vehicles is the distribution of impact lengths
expressed in terms of the percentages of all right-lane
through vehicles, whether affected or not. These values
were obtained by multiplying the percentage of right-lane
through vehicles affected by right turns for each hour at
each study site by its corresponding impact length distribu-
tion curve. A similar procedure was used to obtain com-

Figure 18. Percent of right-lane through vehicles impacted by right-turn-in vs. right-turn-in volume.
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TABLE 37 Comparison of actual and predicted through vehicles impacted
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Figure 19. Percent of right-lane through vehicles impacted at least once per 1⁄4 mi.
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posite curves. The subtotal rows in Table 37 give group
averages for the four classes of right-turn-in volumes pre-
viously identified (i.e., less than 30, 31–60, 61–90, and over
90.) These percentage values were applied to the compos-
ite cumulative frequency distribution (Figure 20). The
results are shown in Figure 21.

This figure shows the composite curves for the four ranges
of right-turn volumes. The curves can be used to estimate the
percentage of through vehicles in the right lane that would be
affected for various distances from a driveway for each range
of right-turn-in volumes. Thus, for a distance of 150 ft
upstream of the driveway entrance and a right-turn volume
greater than 90 vehicles per hour, roughly 7 percent of the
right-lane through vehicles would be affected. At a distance
of 100 ft upstream of a driveway, and a right-turn volume of
60 to 90 vehicles per hour, almost 7 percent of the right-lane
through traffic would be affected. At a distance of 200 ft,
roughly 2 percent would be affected.

Driveway Influence Lengths

The influence lengths or areas associated with various
right-turn volumes and driveway frequencies were also
established. This involved defining influence length com-
ponents, determining influence distances for a single drive-
way at various speeds, and extending the results to a series
of driveways.

Influence Distance Concepts.The “influence area” or
“influence distance” associated with right turns at a driveway
consists of three components. These are as follows:

• The impact length—Determined from field observations.
• Car length—The car length was added because the 

field observations of impact lengths were taken at 
the front of each car and the influence length should be
measured to the rear of a vehicle. A value of 25 feet was
used.

TABLE 38 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles impacted at least once per 1⁄4 mi
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Figure 20. Cumulative frequency distribution of impact lengths for all impacted vehicles; composite for all sites.
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Figure 21. Cumulative frequency distribution of impact lengths for right-lane through vehicles, for aterials classified by right-turn-in
volume.
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• Perception-reaction distance—A perception reaction
time of 2 seconds was used as typical of suburban con-
ditions. (This represents the average of the 1.5 sec and
2.5 sec that AASHTO specified for urban and rural con-
ditions, respectively.)

The equation for perception and reaction distance is:

d = 1.47 S t

Where:

d = the perception-reaction distance in feet
1.47 = the conversion factor from miles per hour to feet

per second
S= the speed in miles per hour
t = the reaction time in seconds

A vehicle is considered to be influenced at or beyond
another driveway if the influence length is greater than
or equal to the driveway spacing, minus the driveway
width. Figure 22 shows the situation where the vehicle
is not influenced at or beyond another driveway (influ-
ence length < driveway spacing – driveway width).

Influence distances were computed for the study sites.
They were based on an average running speed of 30
mph. (Running speed is the travel distance divided by
running time—the duration during which a vehicle is in
motion.) The resulting influence area (in feet) is:

Influence Area = Impact Length + Car Length + PIEV
distance 

Influence Length = Impact Length + 25 + 30(2)(1.468)
= Impact Length + 113

Figure 23 shows the cumulative frequency distribution of
influence lengths for the four right-turn-in volume groups. It
is similar to Figure 21, with the curves shifted 113 ft to the
right to account for the above calculation. The posted speeds
at the study sites ranged from 30 to 45mph, with an average
of 35.6 mph. Therefore, to be conservative, this figure was
considered for posted speeds of 30 mph.

Single Driveway.The influence distance of a single drive-
way will increase as speeds increase. This is because driver
behavior is keyed to separation in time (as well as space) and
because perception-reaction distances increase as speeds
rise. The analysis found that the impact length was related to
speed and the distance from the upstream traffic signal.

1. Length Changes.Accordingly, the following equation
was used to obtain impact lengths for various speeds in
suburban settings:

where:

L is the mean impact length in feet.
s is the running speed in mph. (s ≥ 30 mph)
d is the distance in feet from the nearest upstream traf-
fic signal.

This equation predicts the mean impact length for
different running speeds. It was used to convert the
impact length for any percentile from a running speed
of 30 mph to other speeds. The running and posted
speeds were considered to be comparable for purposes
of calculating impact lengths and influence areas.

Solving the above equation for “d,” yields a value of
1,142 ft. Substituting different speed values into the
equation while holding “d” constant yields their corre-
sponding mean impact lengths. Dividing these num-
bers by 154 ft, the mean impact length for a posted
speed of 30 mph, gives a factor for converting impact
lengths at any percentile for a posted speed of 30 mph
to impact lengths at the same percentile for any other
speed. The results are shown below.

Posted Mean Impact
Speed Length Factor Speed Ratio

30 154 1.00 1.00
35 164 1.07 1.17
40 194 1.26 1.33
45 241 1.56 1.50
50 306 1.98 1.67
55 389 2.52 1.83

Thus, to transform the 30-mph impact length curve
to that for any other speed, the impact length for each
percentile should be multiplied by the factor given
above. Alternatively, impact lengths could be esti-
mated based on the ratio of the observed speed to 30
mph. These indexes are also shown.

2. PIEV Distance and Car Length. The car length
remains constant. The PIEV distances are calculated
with a different speed. The resulting values are as 
follows:

Posted Speed (mph) PIEV Distance

30 88
35 103
40 117
45 132
50 147
55 161

L s s d =  0.361[( 30)  +  ] +  0.050  +  86.073
(R  =  0.778)

2

2

−
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3. Example.The following example illustrates these pro-
cedures for estimating the influence length to ensure
that not more than 10 percent of the through vehicles
are influenced beyond a given distance.

• As shown in Figure 23, for the influence length curve
for driveways with right-turn-in volumes greater than
90 vph, the 10 percent value on the y-axis corresponds
to 225 ft on the x-axis. This means that 10 percent of
the right-lane through vehicles are influenced beyond
a distance of 225 ft for a posted speed of 30 mph. This
distance may be calculated as follows:

Influence Length = Impact Length + PIEV Distance
= + Car Length
= 112 + 30 (2) (1.468) + 25
= 225 ft

• For 35 mph, the influence length is estimated as
follows:

Influence Length = Impact Length + PIEV Distance
= + Car Length
= 112(1.07) + 35 (2)(1.468) + 25
= 248 ft

Figure 22. Determination of influence length.
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Figure 23. Cumulative distribution of influence lengths for right-lane through vehicles, for aterials classified by right-turn-in
volume.
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4. Influence Areas for a Single Driveway.Influence
length curves for posted speeds of 35 to 55 mi per hour
were prepared and are included in Appendix B.

Multiple Driveways.The influence length curves were
expanded to assess the effects of multiple driveways. The
results are shown in Table 39 for a posted speed of 30 mph.
Tables for speeds ranging from 35 mph to 55 mph are
included in Appendix B. These exhibits provide useful
guides for assessing the effect of a series of driveways on
through vehicle performance.

A description of Table 39 follows. The first two columns
in this table show driveway spacing in increments of 25 ft
and the corresponding number of driveways per 14 mi
(defined as n). For each of the four right-turn-in volume per
driveway categories, P2 is the probability of a vehicle being
influenced at or beyond another driveway for a single drive-
way condition. Figure 23 is used to get the P2 values for any
given driveway spacing. Thus, for a 225-ft influence length
(30 mph) with more than 90 entering right turns per drive-
way, 10 percent of the through vehicles would be influenced
beyond this distance (Figure 23). When 30 ft are deducted for
the driveway width and the figure is reentered at an influence
length of 195 ft, the corresponding value for a single drive-
way is 14.7 percent. This is the value that is entered as P2 in
Table 24 (for R> 90 vph and a driveway spacing of 225 ft).

The percentage of through vehicles in the right lane influ-
enced at or beyond another driveway at least once per 1⁄4 mi
is derived as follows. The probability of being influenced 
at or beyond another driveway is P2. The probability of 
the complement, not being influenced at or beyond another

driveway, is 1 − P2. The probability of not being influenced
at or beyond another driveway for n driveways is (1 − P)n. If
n is the number of driveways per 1⁄4 mi, (1 − P)n is the prob-
ability of not being influenced across another driveway for a
1⁄4-mi segment. The complement of this, the probability of
being influenced at least once per 1⁄4 mi, is then 1 − (1 − P)n.

The tables provide a means of assessing impacts where a
driveway is added, closed, or consolidated. This involves com-
paring the impact percentages for speed and right-turn vol-
umes for the before and after conditions. This information may
be used to identify the cumulative effect of decisions concern-
ing driveway location and unsignalized access spacing.

Comparisons of Results

Table 40 identifies a range of unsignalized driveway spac-
ings that are based upon “spillback,” a measure of operational
performance. “Spillback,” is defined as a right-lane through
vehicle being influenced at or beyond the driveway upstream
of the analysis driveway. Spillback occurs when the influence
length is greater than the driveway spacing minus the driveway
width. The spillback rate represents the percentage of right-lane
through vehicles that experience this occurrence.

Table 40 presents a comparison of access spacings com-
puted for spillback rates that range from 2 to 25 percent. The
more liberal the standard (i.e., the greater the percentage of
vehicles influenced at or beyond another driveway), the
shorter the required driveway spacing. Similarly, the lower
the assumed right-turn volumes (average per driveway), the
shorter the allowable spacing. The table also shows New 
Jersey and Colorado standards for comparative purposes.

TABLE 39 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles influenced at or beyond another driveway: 
posted speed = 30 mph
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APPLICATION GUIDELINES

This section contains guidelines for assessing the safety,
travel time, and operations impact of unsignalized access
spacing. It also suggests guidelines for identifying the need
for right-turn deceleration lanes and for establishing access
separation distances. Finally, it identifies the emergent plan-
ning and policy implications. The various guidelines reflect,
build upon, and apply the information contained in previous
sections of this report.

Safety Impacts

The generalized effects of access spacing on accidents can
be estimated by applying the accident rate indexes shown in
Table 41. The composite indexes show the relative increase
in accidents that can be expected as the total driveway den-
sity in both directions increases. These indexes suggest that
doubling the access frequency from 10 to 20 per mile would
increase accident rates by 40 percent. A road with 60 access
points per mile would have triple the accident rate (200 per-
cent increase) as compared with a spacing of 10 access points
per mile. Each additional access point increases the accident
rate by about 4 percent.

Figures 24 and 25 present accident rates by median type
and total access density (both directions) for urban-suburban
and rural roadways, respectively. These are shown for the
midpoints of the unsignalized access spacing groups and
reflect adjustments to eliminate apparent inconsistencies in

the reported data. In urban and suburban areas, each access
point (or driveway) added would increase the annual acci-
dent rate by 0.11 to 0.18 on undivided highways and by 0.09
to 0.13 on highways with TWLTLs or nontraversable medi-
ans. In rural areas, each access point (or driveway) added
would increase the annual accident rate by 0.07 on undivided
highways and 0.02 on highways with TWLTLs or nontra-
versable medians.

Representative accident rates by signalized and unsignal-
ized access density are shown in Figure 26 for urban and sub-
urban areas. These rates contain adjustments to account for
apparent inconsistencies.

Each unsignalized driveway may add about 0.02 to the
accident rate at low signal densities and from 0.06 to 0.11 at
higher signal densities.

The rates in Figure 26 may be used to estimate the changes
associated with increasing unsignalized access density at any
given signal density (driveways to single-family residences
should be excluded). However, the figure should not be used
to estimate the effects of adding signals. This is because in
deriving the rates, signal density served as a surrogate for
cross-street traffic.

States may underestimate accidents along sections of
roadway with both heavy ADTs and driveway traffic because
there is a greater proportion of nonreportable accidents.
Therefore, care should be exercised when these rates are
applied along heavily traveled roadways in large metropoli-
tan areas. In such cases, basic accident rates should be
obtained; the values in the table should be used to assess the
differential cumulative impact of adding driveways.

TABLE 40 Unsignalized access spacing comparisons
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The following procedure may be used to estimate the
cumulative impacts of changing unsignalized access spacing
along a section of road:

Given:    Actual Accident Rate = A
Existing Driveways Per Mile = D1
Existing Signals/Mile = S1
Proposed Driveways Per Mile = d2

Obtain: Estimated existing and future rates (R1 and R2) from
Figure 26.

Apply: The ratio of R2/R1 to the actual rate A.

The following example will help to illustrate the application
of this procedure.

The actual accident rate on a roadway with three signals
per mile and 18 driveways per mile is 7.0 accidents per mil-
lion VMT. An additional 12 driveways are planned, result-
ing in a total of 30 driveways per mile.

The projected accident rate is calculated as follows using
Figure 26 to estimate R1 and R2.

Travel Times

The travel times along unsignalized multi-lane divided
highways with no traffic signals can be estimated by the pro-
cedures developed by Reilly (59) and set forth in the 1994
Highway Capacity Manual.Speeds are estimated to be
reduced 2.5 mph for every 10 access points up to a 10 mph
reduction for 40 access points per mile. The procedure takes
into account those access points on one side of a roadway.
However, if access points on the opposite side of the road-
way have a significant effect on traffic flow, they may be
included in determining access point density.

More detailed analysis by Reilly showed a speed reduction
of 0.15 mph per access point and 0.005 mph per right-turn-
ing movement per mile of road (see Table 42). Thus, for 40

Projected Rate = Actual Rate
R2
R1

= 8.7 acc. VMT

× = ×7 0 5 6
4 5

. .
.

access points per mile and 400 right turns per mile, the speed
reduction would be 8.0 mph. When the right-turn volume
increases to 600, the speed reduction becomes 9 mph. The
1994 HCM value in both cases is 10 mph.

Operations Impacts

Operations impact procedures and estimates are set forth
for the following:

• Travel times;
• Vehicles “impacted” by a single driveway and by mul-

tiple driveways; and
• Influence area lengths, including spillback implications

across upstream driveways.

Through Vehicles Impacted

The percentage of through vehicles in the right lane that
would be impacted at a single driveway is approximately 18
percent of the right-turn volume. This typically applies wher-
ever the total right-lane volume ranges from 250 to 800 vph.
The approximate percentages of right-lane through vehicles
impacted for various right-turn volumes are as follows:

Right-Turn Percent of Right-Lane Through Vehicles 
Volume Impacted at a Single Driveway

≤ 30 2
31–60 7
61–90 12
> 90 22

Table 43 extends these results to a series of driveways along
a 1⁄4-mi section of road. The right-turn volumes should repre-
sent the averages for the study section. Thus, for a 200-ft 
driveway spacing and right-turn volume of 40 vph per drive-
way, about 40 percent of the vehicles in the curb lane not turn-
ing right would be impacted at least once. Similarly, for a 400-
ft spacing and 80 right turns per hour per driveway, about 35
percent of the right-lane through vehicles would be impacted.

Table 44 summarizes the cumulative distributions of
impact distances.

TABLE 41 Suggested accident indices for unsignalized access spacing



Figure 24. Estimated accident rates by type of median–urban & suburban areas.

Figure 25. Estimated accident rates by type of median–rural areas.



Figure 26. Estimated accident rates by access density–urban & suburban areas.
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Influence Distances

The influence distances add driver perception-reaction
distances and car lengths to the impact lengths. The exhibits
in Appendix B to this report give the percentage of right-
lane through vehicles that would be influenced at or beyond
a single driveway for various posted speeds and right-turn
lane volumes and driveway spacings. Table 45 presents the
results for a 45-mph posted speed.

The use of this (and related tables in the appendix) is
straightforward:

1. Select the table with the appropriate posted speed. In
this case, the speed is 45 mph.

2. Estimate (or obtain) the number of right turns entering
a driveway during the peak hour.

3. Where there are several driveways along a section of
road, estimate the average right-turn volume per hour
per driveway and the number of driveways per 1⁄4 mi.

4. Look up the appropriate entry in the table to obtain the
likely percent of through vehicles influenced by drive-
way traffic, both at individual driveways and in the sec-
tion of road.

This information may be used to identify the cumulative
impact of making decisions concerning driveway location
and unsignalized access spacing.

Two examples using Table 45 follow:

1. There are six driveways in the 1⁄4-mi section to be ana-
lyzed. This corresponds closely to a 225-ft spacing. The
average driveway right-turn entry volume is 40 vph. At
a spacing of 225 ft and a right-turn volume of 40 vph,
7.3 percent of the right-lane through traffic would be
influenced at or beyond a single driveway. However,
36.0 percent would be influenced at or beyond at least
one of the driveways in the 1⁄4-mi section.

2. If the driveways were consolidated so there were three
driveways per 1⁄4 mi, the impacts would be as follows:
three driveways per 1⁄4 mi results in close to a 450-ft
spacing. The average right-turn-in volume per drive-
way would be 80 vph. At this spacing, 2.9 percent of
the right-lane through vehicles would be influenced at
or beyond an individual driveway and 8.2 percent of
the vehicles would be influenced at or beyond at least
one of the driveways in the 1⁄4-mi section. Thus, drive-
way consolidation has reduced the impact.

Illustrative Applications

Illustrative applications, reflecting the results of the safety
and operations analysis, were developed for deceleration
lanes and for unsignalized access spacing.
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Deceleration Lanes

Right-turn deceleration lanes are desirable to remove turn-
ing vehicles from through travel lanes, thereby reducing
speed differentials and minimizing effects and delays to
through vehicles. The percentage of through vehicles in the
right lane that must slow down or change lanes provides one
possible basis for establishing right-turn lanes. Safety must
be a major consideration in decisions to provide a right-turn
lane.

For arterial right-lane volumes of 250 to 800 vph, the per-
centage of through vehicles impacted was about 0.18 times
the right-turn volume. This results in the following impacts;
these may provide a basis for decisions regarding provision
of right-turn lanes:

% Right-Lane Through Right-Turn-In Volume vph
Vehicles Impacted (Approximate)

0 0
2 10
5 30
10 60
15 85
20 110

A criterion of 2 percent impacted suggests a minimum
right-turn volume of 10 vph. This may be applicable in cer-
tain rural settings. A criterion of 10 percent impacted sug-
gests a minimum of approximately 60 vph. A criterion of
20 percent suggests a right-turn volume of 110 vph. The lat-
ter criteria may be applicable in certain urban areas. The

TABLE 43 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles impacted at least once per 
1⁄4 mi

TABLE 42 Speed reductions for uninterrupted multi-lane arterials
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TABLE 45 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles influenced at or beyond another driveway: posted speed = 45 mph

length of the deceleration is a function of the impact length
and storage requirements.

Access Separation Distances

Both operational and safety considerations should govern
unsignalized access spacing. A third consideration is the
access classification of the roadways involved.

Direct property access along strategic and principal arteri-
als should be discouraged. However, where access must be
provided, adequate spacing should be established to maintain
safety and preserve movement.

Figure 27 compares the access separation distances for a
range of spillback rates with the standards for Colorado and
New Jersey. Except for posted speeds of less than 40 mph,
the two methods produce values that fall between the New

TABLE 44 Cumulative distribution of impact distances



Figure 27. Comparison of access separation criteria.
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Jersey and Colorado (AASHTO safe stopping sight distance
values) criteria.

Access separation distances, based on an average driveway
volume of 30 to 60 vph, are shown in Table 46 for spillback
rates of 5, 10, 15, and 20 percent. For the lower speeds of 30
and 35 mph, the access separation distance shown is based on
the safety implications of driveway density. For roadways with

a primary function of mobility, there should not be more than
20 to 30 connections per mile (both directions).

As shown in Table 46, for a posted speed of 40 mph, the
access spacing would range from 285 ft to 400 ft, depend-
ing on which spillback rate was selected. For a posted speed
of 50 mph, the access spacing would range from 345 ft to
520 ft, depending on the spillback rate.

TABLE 46 Access separation distances based on 10-percent and 20-percent
spillback
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CHAPTER5

CORNER CLEARANCE CRITERIA (TECHNIQUE 1C)

INTRODUCTION

Corner clearances represent the minimum distances that
are (or should be) required between intersections and drive-
ways along arterial roads. As stated in the AASHTO A Pol-
icy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets:“Drive-
ways should not be situated within the functional boundary
of at-grade intersections. This boundary would include the
longitudinal limits of auxiliary lanes.”

Inadequate corner clearances can result in traffic-operation,
safety, and capacity problems. These problems can be caused
by blocked driveway ingress and egress movements, con-
flicting and confusing turns at intersections, insufficient
weaving distances, and backups from far-side driveways into
intersections.

Specific operational and safety problems include

• Through traffic is blocked by vehicles waiting to turn
into a driveway.

• Right or left turns into or out of a driveway (both on
artery and crossroad) are blocked.

• Driveway traffic is unable to enter left-turn lanes.
• Driveway exit movements are impacted by stopped

vehicles in left-turn lanes.
• Traffic entering an arterial road from the intersecting

street or road has insufficient distance.
• The weaving maneuvers for vehicles turning onto an

artery and then immediately turning left into a driveway
are too short.

• Confusion and conflicts resulting from dual interpreta-
tion of right-turn signals.

This chapter summarizes relevant literature pertaining to
corner clearances and the key findings of eight case studies
and identifies planning and operational actions to improve
operations and safety.

STUDIES AND ANALYSES

A few studies have explored the operational and safety
aspects of corner clearances. McCoy and Heimann (64, 65)
assessed the impacts of corner clearances on saturation flows.
Long and Cheng-Tin (66) derived formulas for estimating

required corner clearance distances, and Kaub (67) derived a
model for estimating corner clearance distances.

Studies were conducted by McCoy and Heimann (64, 65)
at two locations in Lincoln, Nebraska, to evaluate the effects
of driveway traffic on saturation flow rates at signalized
intersections. The studies were based on more than 400 pairs
of departure and prevailing headways in the curb lane. Some
148 headway pairs were for queues of passenger cars that
passed straight through the intersection. The authors found
that driveway traffic can reduce the saturation flow rate on
signalized intersection approaches. The amount of the reduc-
tion was found to depend on the corner clearance of the drive-
way and the proportions of curb-lane volume that enter and
exit the driveway. The authors suggested that additional stud-
ies should be performed for a wider range of driveway and
approach conditions.

Long and Cheng-Tin (66) developed an analytical model
for determining desired corner clearances. The model was
patterned after the 1985 Highway Capacity Manualin estab-
lishing an initial minimum corner clearance (IMCC) and then
adjusting for prevailing conditions. The model, expressed
analytically, is

MCCi = IMCCi x II fi (8)

where:

MCCi = corner clearance for traffic conditions
IMCCi = initial minimum corner clearance

II f i = product of individual adjustment factors for
facility type, median type, driveway channel-
ization, driveway width, driveway volumes
(daily and peak hours), coincidence of driveway
and arterial peak period volumes, driveway cor-
ner turning speed, and curb-lane widths.

The individual adjustment factors generally ranged from
about 0.80 to 1.50; composite factors would affect the unad-
justed values by as much as 20 percent.

Separate minimum corner clearance distances were
derived for saturated and unsaturated conditions. The
larger of these distances would govern the minimum cor-
ner clearances.

The minimum initial corner clearance for saturated condi-
tions represents the distance at which there would be no



increase in saturation flow rate and hence no loss in intersec-
tion capacity. It was approximated by the space per vehicle
multiplied by the effective green time per cycle and then
divided by the saturation headway. A saturation of 2 sec and
a space per vehicle of 25 ft results in an initial corner clear-
ance of 250 ft and 500 ft for 20 and 40 sec of effective green
time per cycle, respectively.

For undersaturated conditions, the model assumes that
safety and traffic operational needs govern corner clearances.
Stover’s (68) minimum functional distances for desirable
conditions were assumed to represent the initial corner clear-
ance for undersaturated conditions. These values are listed in
Table 47.

Several points are worth noting regarding this analysis.
First, there is little basis for assessing the various adjustment
factors, the validity of the basic models, and the practicality
of the results. Second, it does not consider queuing that
would decrease as the green per cycle increases. Third, it
focuses on establishing spacing guidelines for corner clear-
ance—not assessing effects.
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Kaub (67) developed an access spacing model based upon
driver perception-response times and vehicle dynamics. His
“Access Management Accident” (AMA) models reflect 
driver perception-reaction times, acceleration rates, and
braking rates for both through and turning vehicles. When a
driveway is located on the “far” side of an intersection,
allowance is made for accelerating right-turn vehicles at the
street intersection. Table 48 gives minimum access distances
to protect right-turn vehicles in deceleration. The illustrative
values are generally higher than AASHTO safe stopping
sight distances.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Current corner clearance criteria were assembled for selected
cities, counties, and states. These criteria, summarized in
Table 49, show a wide range of practices. Corner clearances
range from as little as 16 ft (urban area in Iowa) to more than
300 ft (Colorado). Many fall within the 100- to 200-ft range.

Case Study Overview

Case studies of corner clearances were prepared to illus-
trate current practices, problems, and opportunities. The case
study examples were generally selected by public agencies
and included sites in Florida, Michigan, New Jersey, Nevada,
and New York. Available roadway geometry, traffic vol-
umes, and accident histories were reviewed. Corner clear-
ance distances were scaled from maps and plans. Several
examples had features that eliminated them from more
detailed evaluations: some had unusual intersection geome-
try that would limit their applicability elsewhere; others were
located along collector rather than arterial roads; and some-
times, insufficient background information was available.

TABLE 47 Initial minimum corner clearance
distances for undersaturated conditions

TABLE 48 Access management accident (AMA) model example minimum access distance to
project right-turn vehicles in deceleration



The case studies focused on typical four-leg and ‘T’ right-
angle intersections and exhibited a broad range of practices.
They contained a mix of lot frontages and land uses. Most
were in suburban environments.

Salient characteristics of the case studies analyzed are
summarized in Table 50. Some key observations follow:

• Corner clearance distances varied widely depending
upon specific circumstances; they ranged from 2 to 250
ft. The distances were measured based on the methods
used by the governing agency because the definition of
corner clearance varied. The measurement from near-
edge-to-near-edge was the most common, but center-
line-of-intersecting-street to centerline-of-driveway and
other methods were found. Ideally, a uniform method of
measuring should be adopted.

• Queuing or spillback across driveways was reported to
be the most pervasive problem. However, in a few cases,
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backups into intersections occurred when heavily used
driveways were too close to intersections.

• The near-side queuing problem is compounded by sev-
eral related factors: heavy traffic, multi-phase traffic sig-
nals, and the ability to turn left into or out of driveways.
The left-turn problem can be alleviated by installing
physical medians on multi-lane roads.

• Roadway widening to increase capacity sometimes
reduces corner clearance requirements.

• Placing driveways too close to intersections appears to
result in a higher rate of accidents. Accident data, where
available, indicate a high incidence of driveway-related
accidents. At the Okemos Road-Jolly Road intersection
in Ingham County, 34 percent of reported/recorded acci-
dents were driveway-related. At the Western Avenue-
New Kamer Road intersection in Guilderland (Albany),
New York, 50 percent of accidents were driveway-
related. Along Pemberton Road south of Broad Street

TABLE 49 Summary of corner clearance criteria



TABLE 50 Summary of corner clearance case studies
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Road in Henrico County, Virginia, 35 accidents oc-
curred at a single driveway during a 4-year period. How-
ever, most accident reporting systems do not provide 
a sufficient level of detail to identify driveway/corner
clearance-related accidents.

• The likelihood of accidents and poor intersection oper-
ations increases when there are multiple sites with poor
corner clearances that add many conflict points at the
same intersection (e.g., as at Okemos and Jolly Roads in
Ingham County, Michigan).

• Corner clearances are often limited by the dimensions
of the properties involved. Even then, it is sometimes
possible to relocate driveways near the property line
farthest from the intersection. It also may be possible
for the corner lot to have access via an easement
through the next lot.

• Improving or “retrofitting” minimal corner driveway
distances is not always possible or practical; it is often
opposed by property owners and may be costly to imple-
ment. Efforts to combine, close, or relocate driveways
frequently meet with resistance from property owners
involved, especially where service stations or retail out-
lets rely heavily on pass-by traffic.

• The added costs of driveway closure, relocation, or
modification or the reconfiguration of site circulation
make retrofitting expensive. Implementing improved
corner clearances through retrofitting has varied impacts
on owners’ perception of how easily customers can
reach their businesses.

• For existing developments, standards may not be easily
met because of typically small corner lot frontages in
older communities. Land use and zoning practices
throughout the United States historically created small
corner lots with narrow frontages. Small corner
frontages exist along many arterials, must be acknowl-
edged, and cannot routinely be brought up to “best prac-
tice” standards. Other approaches to improving inter-
section safety, capacity, and overall performance should
be considered (e.g., either joint or shared access with
adjacent lots or frontage/rear access roads).

• There are several ways to address insufficient corner
spacing distances. One is to provide, as in New Jersey,
a limitation on maximum vehicular usage (based on type
of environment—urban or rural—and total site
acreage); another is to provide alternative and joint
access, as in Ingham County, Michigan, where the cor-
ner clearance distance on a main roadway was increased
by using a joint access point for one of the sites.

• One of the most important lessons observed is that ade-
quate corner clearance distances can be achieved with
the least impact and cost when they are required before
land subdivision and site development approval.
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APPLICATION GUIDELINES

The examination of corner clearance should distinguish
between near-side and far-side requirements. Near-side cor-
ner clearance requirements should consider the spillback or
queuing across a driveway at a traffic-signal-controlled inter-
section. Far-side clearances should provide adequate separa-
tion between vehicles turning onto a roadway and those
entering or leaving a driveway. Ideally, both requirements
should be met. However, too often there are inadequate prop-
erty frontages, and/or highway-oriented land uses require
corner locations with proximate access.

The following principles should guide corner clearance
and driveway planning:

• Ideally, no driveways should be permitted off of major
highways. This requires safe and convenient alternative
access and reasonable internal site circulation.

• Where this is not possible, major highways should
have physical (restrictive) medians to preclude left
turns. Each corner parcel should have one driveway
per roadway that is placed as far from the intersections
as possible.

• Along undivided major highways, it is desirable to elim-
inate left-turn ingress and egress at driveways within the
“influence area” of an intersection. This may entail pro-
viding short sections of a median divider and/or adopt-
ing a driveway design that discourages or prevents left-
turn maneuvers.

• Driveways should be located as far from the intersection
as possible—either at or within 10 ft of the property line
furthest from the intersection.

Actions vary for retrofits and new facilities. Corrective
retrofit actions include

• Locating driveways at the farthest edge of the property
line from the intersection;

• Consolidating driveways with adjacent properties,
thereby increasing corner clearances;

• Closing driveways along the arterial and requiring prop-
erty access from the secondary road; and

• Installing a raised median barrier on approaches to inter-
sections to preclude left turns into or out of a driveway.

From a planning perspective, two actions should be
encouraged; both require a proactive approach to corner
clearances:

• Establishing the desirable location of access points
before property is subdivided or developed and

• Establishing minimum requirements for property
frontages in zoning and subdivision regulations.



CHAPTER6

MEDIAN ALTERNATIVES (TECHNIQUES 2A, 2B, & 3C)

INTRODUCTION

The treatment of roadway medians has important bearing
on how well roadways operate, their accident experience,
and the access they provide to adjacent developments. The
basic choices for designing the medians are

• Whether to install a continuous TWLTL,
• Whether to install a nontraversable (physical) median on

an undivided roadway, and
• Whether and when to replace a TWLTL with a nontra-

versable median.

This basic decision process is illustrated in Figure 28. This
chapter contains an integrated analysis of the three median
techniques. This chapter also

• Reviews and synthesizes the extensive literature that
describes the safety impacts of median options,

• Presents available information on the operational fea-
tures and benefits of the three options,

• Describes the various safety and operational models that
have been developed, and

• Suggests guidelines and parameters for assessing
impacts.

TWLTLs and medians improve traffic operations and
safety by removing left turns from through travel lanes.
TWLTLs provide more ubiquitous access and maximize
operational flexibility. Medians physically separate oppos-
ing traffic, limit access and conflicts, and provide better
pedestrian refuge. Median design requires adequate provi-
sion for left turns and U-turns to avoid problems associated
with concentrating these movements at signalized inter-
sections.

SAFETY EXPERIENCE

Many studies have analyzed the safety benefits of
installing TWLTLs or nontraversable medians on undivided
highways and replacing TWLTLs with nontraversable (bar-
rier) medians. This section summarizes the individual stud-
ies and compares their results for each of the three median
options. Its primary focus is on accident rates for various
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median types and designs drawn from the recent literature.
However, it also draws from significant research conducted
in the 1950s and 1960s. These older studies have been
included in the literature review for completeness, but are
omitted from the summary conclusions.

The various studies assess safety in two ways. Some
studies (particularly those where TWLTLs or medians were
installed on “undivided” highways) report results of before-
and-after comparisons for a given facility. Many studies,
however, compare accident experience and rates on high-
ways with different cross-sections (i.e., medians versus
TWLTLs).

The before-and-after studies assume that there is little (or
no) change in roadway geometry or traffic conditions other
than the left-turn treatment. This approach has been used for
many years by traffic engineers in assessing the benefits of
various treatments. However, some researchers have sug-
gested that benefits can be overstated unless sites for treat-
ment are selected randomly.

The comparative approach evaluates accident histories for
various sites with given midblock left-turn treatments. The
comparisons imply that conditions are essentially similar at
the various sites except for the median treatments—a situa-
tion that is not generally realized. Therefore, differences
between sites are examined statistically through regression-
based procedures.

Both types of studies indicate that accident rates are
reduced when TWLTLs or medians are introduced on undi-
vided multi-lane highways. Most studies, and the models
derived from them, also suggest that safety is improved
where physical medians replace TWLTLs.

The following sections summarize the results of various
studies by type of treatment.

Two-Way Left-Turn Lanes (TWLTLs)

The first continuous TWLTLs were reported to have been
installed in Michigan. Since then, they have been widely
applied as a means of improving traffic flow on 2-lane and 
4-lane undivided roadways. Their application was especially
widespread on roadways in developing suburban areas with
intensive commercial developments and frequent driveways.
They also have been applied to 6-lane roads. Many perceive



TWLTLs as a compromise between no median and a curbed
one, especially where right-of-way is limited.

The center lane is used for left turns in both directions of
travel. At signalized intersections, there is a transition to con-
ventional left-turn treatments (Figure 29). Pavement mark-
ings are sometimes supplemented with overhead signs.
Where there are many driveways along an arterial, the
TWLTL area obviates the need for continued transitions for
left-turning vehicles such as found with conventional left-
turn lane designs. The head-on accident collision-potential,
occasionally perceived as a problem, has not been realized in
most situations.

A literature review found 15 studies that contained infor-
mation on accident frequencies, types, and rates associated
with TWLTLs. Table 51 compares the results of the post-
1970 studies in terms of changes in numbers of accidents
and in rates. Many of the variations reflect the different
ways that data were collected and accidents were reported.
Reductions in total accidents were reported in 9 out of 10
cases, with a median reduction of about 33 percent. Reduc-
tions in accident rates were reported in 10 out of 12 entries;
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the median reduction was about 38 percent. The Bowman-
Vecellio data for suburban arterials dramatically conflicts
with the other findings and may reflect how the data were
obtained.

Table 52 summarizes the accident reductions by type of
accident. Consistent reductions were reported in rear-end,
sideswipe, head-on, and fixed-object accidents. Left-turn
accidents generally decreased. Right-angle and other acci-
dents showed no consistent benefits.

Medians

Nontraversable medians are an important means of man-
aging access along multi-lane highways (Figure 30). They
may be continuous between street intersections, provide
access for left-turning vehicles only (“directional”) or per-
mit opening for all traffic (“full”).

Medians have several important safety benefits. They
physically separate opposing directions of travel, thereby
virtually eliminating head-on accident potentials. They
control (sometimes eliminate) left turns and other move-
ments across the median. This translates into fewer con-
flicts, greater safety, and more uniform arterial speeds.
However, these benefits may be offset by the increased
turning volumes at median openings—especially at nearby
signalized intersections where left turns may be transferred
(especially where medians are continuous between street
intersections). Where left turns from the arterial are per-
mitted, it is essential that the medians provide separate
lanes with ample storage. Otherwise, the safety and capac-
ity benefits associated with removing the turns from the
through-travel lanes will be lost.

Many studies over the years have shown that divided
highways (i.e., highways with a nontraversable raised
median) experience lower accident rates than undivided

Figure 28. Median decision choices.

Figure 29. Continuous two-way left-turn lane.



TABLE 51 Accident experience with TWLTLs
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TABLE 52 Accident experience by type of accident with TWLTLs percent difference
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highways. This is because the median allows fewer oppor-
tunities for conflicts and erratic movements. Table 53 com-
pares the results of the post-1970 studies. Accident reductions
were reported in most cases. Accident rates were reduced in
all studies, with a median reduction of about 35 percent.

The accident rates for 10 undivided highways ranged from
1.11 to 11.28 per million VMT. The mean was 5.29; standard
deviation was 3.43; and coefficient of variation was 61 per-
cent. The accident rates for highways with medians ranged
from 0.94 to 7.43; the mean was 3.34; standard deviation was
2.17, and coefficient of variation was 61 percent. A student
‘t’ test indicates that the means are significant at the .06 level.

Several observations are of interest:

• The low accident rates for the Rhode Island data, both
with and without medians are for a fully controlled
access facility.
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• The median data for Minnesota and Utah include par-
tially controlled access roadways.

• The Bowman-Vecellio data for suburban arterials
appear to understate the benefits of introducing medians.

Replacing TWLTLs with Nontraversable
Medians

A current access management and safety concern in
many communities is where and when nontraversable
medians should replace TWLTLs. TWLTLs have improved
safety (and traffic flow) by removing left turns from the
through traffic lanes. Therefore, they have been widely
used to provide access to closely spaced, low-volume com-
mercial driveways along arterial roads. But from an access
management perspective, they increase rather than control
access opportunities. For this reason, a number of highway

Figure 30. Reduction in conflicts by installation of continuous nontraversable median on a
previously undivided highway.



TABLE 53 Synthesis of median safety experience
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agencies have installed physical (restrictive) medians on 
4- and 6-lane highways to better manage highway access
(Figure 31). The medians reduce the number and location of
conflicts. This results in improved safety, even though there
may be some increase in rear-end accidents at median open-
ings. However, rerouted left-turn volumes may increase con-
gestion and accidents at downstream signalized intersec-
tions, and the median may have an adverse economic impact
on some business establishments.

In the past, the safety benefits of medians versus TWLTLs
appeared to produce somewhat conflicting results. However,
a growing body of information assembled since the 1980s
indicates that 4-lane and 6-lane divided roadways with non-
traversable medians (with protected left-turn lanes) have
much better safety records (lower average accident rates)
than 5-lane and 7-lane roadways where the odd lane is a
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TWLTL. A few studies have shown benefits based on before-
and-after studies of the same roadway; most, however, com-
pare accident rates for the two basic types of roads.

The accident rate comparisons from the various studies
are summarized in Table 54. The accident rates for TWLTLs
ranged from 3.20 to 11.07 per million VMT, with a mean of
7.25, a standard deviation of 2.64, and a coefficient of vari-
ation of 36.0 percent. The accident rates for restrictive medi-
ans ranged from 2.09 to 8.15 per million VMT, with a mean
of 5.17, a standard deviation of 1.82, and a coefficient of
variation of 35.2 percent. A student ‘t’ test between the
means shows a highly significant difference (at the .01
level).

The accident rates were reduced in 15 out of 16 entries,
with the percentage difference ranging from a 15 percent
increase (on CBD streets in Atlanta, Phoenix, and Los Angeles/

Figure 31. Replacing continuous left-turn lane with restrictive median.



TABLE 54 Synthesis of safety experience comparing TWLTLs with nontraversable medians by percent difference
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Pasadena) to a 57 percent reduction reported for 4-lane arte-
rials in Michigan. The median percentage reduction was
about 27 percent.

Table 55 shows the reported percentage differences in var-
ious kinds of accidents on roads with medians in relation to
TWLTLs. Sideswipe, rear-end, right-angle, left-turn, head-
on, and pedestrian accidents were consistently reduced.
Rear-end accidents were generally reduced, although Ten-
nessee reported an increase in rear-end accidents. These 
differences reflect the more positive control of pedestrians
and motorists provided by medians, the reduction in unsig-
nalized left-turn access, and the provision for left turns at sig-
nalized intersections. However, the greater pressure and traf-
fic congestion at signalized locations may increase rear-end
accidents.

In summary, the medians appear safer than TWLTLs.
Care, however, should be exercised in providing adequate
capacity and design at signalized intersections to en-
sure that the safety benefits do not become offset by 
congestion-related collisions.

ACCIDENT PREDICTION MODELS

Estimating the benefits from installing different median
types in urban and suburban settings requires the ability to
predict the reductions in vehicle and pedestrian accidents.
This requires assessing the accident history at locations with
similar geometric, design, traffic, and environmental condi-
tions from which predictive relationships can be derived.

This section reviews and compares the various accident
prediction models that have been developed over the past 25
years.

These models, summarized in Table 56, predict annual
accidents per million vehicle miles or per mile of roadway.
One model predicts annual midblock accidents at a specific
driveway location. Appendix A of the median synthesis
report provides a detailed description of the individual 
models.

Table 57 compares the various safety model results. An
examination of this table indicates the following:

• The models show generally consistent results for the
relative safety of the three median alternatives, even
though they predict somewhat different accident rates
for any given set of conditions. The “undivided” treat-
ment has the highest expected accident frequency over
the range of traffic volumes. The model results support
the 30 to 35 percent accident reduction found in before
and after studies (for converting from an undivided
cross section to either a TWLTL or nontraversable
median).

• The raised median generally has the lowest predicted
number of accidents. The main exceptions are the results
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predicted by the Harwood model that estimates fewer
accidents for TWLTLs at all traffic levels.

• The Bowman-Vecellio model consistently predicts
fewer accidents on roadways with raised medians than
on TWLTLs and fewer on roadways having a TWLTL
than on undivided roadways. This accident model sug-
gests that the number of predicted accidents increases in
a linear manner from an ADT of 10,000 to 40,000.
Whereas, the rate of increase in the predicted accidents
for raised medians overall begins to level off from 30,00
to 40,000.

• The average of the various models generally results in
fewer accidents on roadways with raised medians than
with TWLTLs. This difference is more pronounced
when the Harwood data are excluded. Figure 32 shows
the resulting patterns and provides a broad guide for
application.

That the different models produce different results prob-
ably reflects the localized database from which each
regression model was developed. The consistency of 
the Bowman-Vecellio model in predicting total accidents
may be explained by the large and geographically diverse
database.

The following factors explain some of the differences
among the number of accidents predicted by the various
models:

• The number of accidents will decrease as the reporting
threshold increases. The Bowman-Vecellio model
included this variable because their database included
data from three cities in three different states. This may
explain some of the difference between the Walton-
Machemehl (Texas) and Parker (Virginia) models, for
example.

• The Bowman-Vecellio model (81, 101) considered the
number of signalized intersections per mile, but did not
find it statistically significant. This presumably was
because the number of signals per mile is correlated with
other variables in the model (e.g., the number of drive-
ways and the unsignalized intersections per mile and
type of adjacent land development). McCoy-Ballard
also found signals to be not significant for undivided 
or TWLTL roadways as did Chatterjee et al. for both
nontraversable medians and TWLTLs and Squires-
Parsonson for raised medians.

The Bowman-Vecellio model appears to offer the most
logical and consistent results. Again, this may be the result
of its large, geographically diverse database. It may, there-
fore, be the most transferable.

The Bonneson-McCoy model for midblock accidents (not
shown in Table 57) also appears to give consistent results.
Comparison of annual midblock accidents per year for the
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TABLE 56 Summary of safety models for median alternatives

TABLE 57 Comparison of safety model results
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three types of median options are summarized in Table 58 for
the following conditions:

• No parallel parking,
• Sixty-five driveways per mile, and
• Business or office land use.

The model found that accident frequency is significantly
correlated with average daily traffic demand, driveway den-
sity, the density of unsignalized street approaches, median
type, and adjacent land use. In general, accidents were more
frequent on street segments with higher traffic demands,
driveway densities, or street densities. Accidents were also
more frequent when land use is business or office instead of

residential or industrial. When parallel parking is allowed on
an urban arterial street, accident frequency was higher with
the undivided cross section than with the other two median
treatments. When no parking is allowed, the differences were
less distinct. In most situations, however, the raised-curb
median tended to yield the lowest accident frequency.

OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

It is generally recognized that TWLTLs and physical
medians reduce delays and improve traffic operations. There
is, however, very little “before and after” information on the
operational effects of these median designs. Several com-



puter simulations have attempted to “model” these impacts
and to set thresholds for where each treatment should be
applied.

Operations Experience

Most operational studies focused on TWLTLs. Many ana-
lyzed driver behavior in response to roadway geometry. A
few “before and after” comparisons were made, and several
studies reported that delays were reduced by median
improvements. Operational experience has been limited,
making systematic comparisons difficult.

Operations Models

Several models have been developed over the past 15
years to assess the operational effects of various median
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alternatives. These models have utilized both simulation and
analytical techniques to quantify changes in stops and delays
(or speeds) for various roadway types, traffic volumes, and
driveway frequencies. The principal models are summarized
in Table 59. A further description of each is provided in
Appendix B of the median synthesis report.

Implications

There have been relatively few actual operational studies
(i.e., “before and after” of the effectiveness of various
median alternatives. These studies (along with operational
models) clearly indicate that removing left-turning vehicles
from the through traffic lanes reduces delays whenever the
number of through travel lanes is not reduced.

The models of traffic performance at midblock locations
where left turns take place have generally utilized simulation
techniques such as TRAF-NETSIM or TWLTL-SIM. The
most sophisticated model is the one prepared by Bonneson
and McCoy as part of their 1996 NCHRP Report 395,
“Capacity and Operational Effects of Midblock Left-Turn
Lanes” (102). Their multi-faceted model provides a sound
basis for assessing the through and left-turn approach delays
associated with various median alternatives.

The various models consistently indicate that TWLTLs
and nontraversable medians result in fewer delays than undi-
vided roadways, especially as arterial traffic volumes
increase. The models show TWLTLs resulting in lower
delays than raised medians—especially in high-volume situ-
ations. But the differences are not generally statistically sig-
nificant and have not been fully documented in actual prac-
tice. They appear to be attributed to left-turn bay blockage 
in the models and/or added travel distances involved—
conditions that are amenable to correction by design.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Property acquires value because of its location, the keys
being accessibility and exposure. Accessibility is generally
measured by the ease with which people and vehicles can

Figure 32. Predicted average annual accident frequency
(excludes Harwood data).

TABLE 58 Annual midblock accident frequency



reach, arrive at, and depart from a site. Exposure is usually
measured by the number of people and vehicles that pass by
the site. The economic impacts of the various median alter-
nates largely reflect the extent to which access is improved,
restricted, or denied.

The installation of a physical median limits direct access
to properties and may require the rerouting of left turns and
involve longer travel distances. This, in turn, may limit both
the exposure to and the effective exposure of a site. However,
the increase in capacity associated with the installation of a
median may improve the accessibility and increase the expo-
sure, just like adding travel lanes to the roadway.

Measuring and assessing the impacts of restricting left
turns has been difficult. The impacts not only depend on the
extent that access to adjacent property increases or decreases,
but also on the type of activity involved and the background
economic conditions. Some activities, such as a regional
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shopping center or office complex attract their clientele from
a large area, and overall access time to markets play a major
role. Other activities, such as service stations and drive-in
restaurants, rely on intercepting pass-by traffic; in such
cases, left-turn restrictions and increased travel distances
could adversely affect business. Table 60 gives illustrative
examples of business sensitivity to pass-by traffic. Table 61
shows pass-by percentages for a range of retail activities.

The effects of left-turn restrictions also depend on changes
in business conditions and traffic volumes, shifts in popula-
tion and purchasing power, and the development of compet-
itive business sites. Consequently, only a few studies have
quantified actual effects. Instead, most studies have focused
on perceptionsof effects and the attitudes of the various
groups affected.

The introduction of a raised median limits left-turn access
to those locations with median openings. This tends to

TABLE 59 Summary of operations models for median alternatives



adversely affect those businesses (i.e., service stations and
fast food restaurants) that rely on pass-by traffic and, in a few
cases, other businesses. In Texas, traffic serving businesses
not located at median openings declined 44 percent. Along
Jimmy Carter Boulevard in metropolitan Atlanta, 21 busi-
nesses experienced decreased sales volume while 15 had
increased their sales. Along Memorial Boulevard in Atlanta,
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several businesses closed, but the closings were influenced
by other factors.

The perceived effects on business appear to be greater than
those that actually occurred. Along Oakland Park Boulevard,
almost 30 percent believed their business volumes declined,
while in other Florida communities, negative effects were
perceived by 43 percent. Poorer business conditions result-
ing from installing medians were perceived by 12 to 55 per-
cent of the respondents in the Bonneson-McCoy survey.

The Texas study and analysis of service stations indicate
that left-turn access into businesses decreases in relative
terms as traffic volumes increase. Thus, business impacts
depend not only on the business type and location, relative to
median openings along a road, but on traffic volumes as well.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

This section contains guidelines for assessing the safety,
travel time, and economic effects associated with the various
median alternatives. The guidelines build on the information
contained in previous sections of this chapter.

Safety

Safety experience suggests that the installation of
TWLTLs or nontraversable medians, reduces accident rates
by about 30 to 40 percent of those experienced with undi-

TABLE 60 Illustrative examples of business sales
sensitivity to pass-by traffic

TABLE 61 Reported pass-by trips as percent of total (averages)



vided cross sections that do not remove left turns from the
through travel lanes. Studies conducted since the 1980s have
shown that roads with raised medians are generally safer than
those with TWLTLs; accident rates averaged about 5.2 and
7.3 per million VMT, respectively. However, both rates 
and effects vary from location to location, reflecting facility-
specific conditions and accident reporting procedures. Thus,
these values should be used only to provide a first broad-
gauged assessment.

Accordingly, various safety models have been developed
to better refine estimation of impacts. The generalized results
of these models—shown earlier in Figure 32—provide a
broad guide for estimating accidents. They suggest the
annual accident rates per mile shown in Table 62 for the three
median options.
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More refined estimates can be obtained by applying the
Bowman-Vecellio accident prediction model. The model
takes the form

The coefficients for the model are shown in Table 63.
Midblock accident impacts may be estimated using the

various Bonneson-McCoy tables and graphs. Representa-
tive results are summarized in Table 64, and more detailed
tabulation are contained in Appendix C. These tables give
expected annual accident frequencies for 1⁄4-mi road seg-
ments. Effects of changes in median type or access fre-
quencies can be obtained by re-entering the appropriate
tables and comparing the differences. Effects of changes in
segment length can be estimated by applying the following
equation:

Thus, for a 1⁄2-mi section, the accidents per mile would be
1.8 times the accident values shown in the tables.

The guidelines from NCHRP Report 395are most applic-
able in areas where (1) the percentage of property-damage-
only accidents ranges from 60 to 75 percent; (2) traffic sig-
nals are spaced 1,000 ft or more apart; (3) the traffic signals

Acc mile Acc mile
for length x, = for mile

Length

in feet section
1

4
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×
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TABLE 62 Estimated total accidents/mile/year average of
various safety models

TABLE 63 Bowman-Vecellio vehicle accident  prediction model



are coordinated; (4) there is no parallel parking; (5) the arte-
rial has four or five through lanes; (6) the access points are
aligned to form four-leg intersections; and (7) there are no
exclusive right-turn bays. Guidelines can be used outside of
these ranges, but become less reliable as the amount of devi-
ation increases.

Operations

Traffic operations along most urban and suburban arterial
roadways are strongly influenced by conditions at traffic-
signal-controlled intersections. Impacts of alternative mid-
block median treatments can be estimated from the NCHRP
Report 395analyses, which are summarized in Table 65 and
detailed in Appendix C.

A simple example illustrates the application of these tables
for a roadway carrying 32,500 vehicles per day with left turns
per 1,320-ft segment accounting for 10 percent of the daily
traffic. For a TWLTL with 90 access points per mile, there
would be 3,200 annual hours of delay. Conversion to a raised
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median with 30 driveways per mile would result in 3,100
annual hours of delay. Note that for an undivided cross sec-
tion with 90 driveways per mile, there would be 8,000 annual
hours of delay.

Economic Impacts

The economic impact associated with installing a raised
median and limiting certain access points to right turns only
will depend upon the following factors:

• The size and type of each abutting land use at the loca-
tions where left-turn access will be reduced,

• The reliance of each land use on pass-by traffic,
• The number of vehicles turning left into the activity or

land use,
• The average purchase per vehicle (or person), and
• Economic trends for the surrounding areas.

It is reasonable to expect that some pass-by trips that can
no longer turn left into a roadside establishment will seek

TABLE 64 Annual midblock accidents per 1⁄4-mi section–business or 
office land use

TABLE 65 Annual delay to major street left-turn and through vehicles



other ways to reach the same location or a similar use that can
be reached without turning left; there would be no reduction
in these trips at locations where left-turn access remains. It is
also reasonable to expect that “destination-oriented” trips will
find alternate routes. For any site where left-turn access is
denied, the maximum adverse impacts represent the product
of (1) the number of left-turn entrants and (2) the proportion
of those turns that represent pass-by (intercept) trips. The loss
would represent the average dollars per purchase multiplied
by the number of trips involved. The economic impacts over
a section of highway would be summed for the individual
establishments involved. Thus, the maximum loss would be

where:
Ni = number turning left at location i per day
Pi = % pass-by at location i
Di = Dollars/Purchase
M = number of establishments where left-turn

entrance is denied

The number of left turns can be observed in the field. The
percent pass-by traffic can be estimated based upon the pro-
portion of pass-by traffic reported in various studies. Table
66, Column A, gives the generalized values for the propor-
tion of pass-by traffic for various land uses.

N P Di i i
M

1
11∑ ( )
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Where the number of left turns is not known, the propor-
tion may be estimated from Column B in Table 66. These
values reflect the increasing reticence of drivers to turn left
from an arterial highway as opposing traffic volumes
increase.

These estimates represent maximum impacts, because
repetitive pass-by traffic might change travel patterns, stop
on the return trip, or take advantage of well designed or con-
veniently located U-turn facilities. Impacts also would be
less where an alternate left-turn access into a property
remains open. There may be no overall impact on the com-
munity because this business traffic would be diverted to
other area establishments. Moreover, sales at other estab-
lishments along a section of road might show an increase as
a result of improved accessibility.

The following examples illustrate the application of
Table 66:

• Assume that 500 vehicles per day turn left into a com-
munity shopping center and 30 percent of these vehicles
would represent “pass-by” traffic. Thus, the maximum
daily loss in traffic would be about 150 vehicles per day.
If the average purchase is $20 per vehicle, then the daily
loss would be $3,000.

• Assume left turns will be prohibited into a service sta-
tion along a road with 10,000 ADT. From Table 66, the
pass-by traffic represents 55 percent of the total and 40

TABLE 66 Economic impact model



percent of entrants are turning left. Thus, a maximum of
22 percent of the customers would be lost if left turns
were prohibited.

• Assume that left turns would be prohibited into a high-
turnover restaurant along a roadway carrying 30,000 vehi-
cles per day. The pass-by traffic accounts for 40 percent of
the total entrants. About 15 percent of the customers would
turn left into the restaurant. The anticipated maximum
impact would be a 6 percent loss in customers.

To estimate the maximum daily and annual economic loss,
information would be needed on the purchases per vehicle
(or customer) at any given establishment—both on a daily
and annual basis.

Development Costs

Construction costs for TWLTLs and raised medians were
estimated in NCHRP Report 395(102). The estimated con-
struction costs per mile in 1996 dollars are shown in Table 67.
These costs were based upon the urban highway construction
costs reported by Cohen and Reno (159) and the incremental
costs estimated by Harwood and Glennon (160) and Parker
(97). An incremental cost of $24,000 per mile was estimated
for providing TWLTLs on undivided highways and a cost of
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$211,000 per mile for providing raised medians on roads with
TWLTLs. These costs were assumed to be in addition to the
costs of providing the fifth lane.

The differences in development costs per mile for the var-
ious median options are shown in Table 68. This table also
shows annual costs based upon a 20-year design life and a
debt service (amortization) rate of 4 percent. Actual costs
will vary widely from region to region, depending on specific
local conditions, and could be as much as twice these values.

Selecting a Median

Selecting a median alternative will depend upon many
policy, land use, and traffic factors. These factors include
(1) the access management policy and access class for the
roadway under consideration; (2) the types and intensities
of the adjacent land use; (3) the supporting street system
and the opportunities for rerouting left turns; (4) existing
driveway spacings; (5) existing geometric design and traf-
fic control features (e.g., proximity of traffic signals and
provisions for left turns); (6) traffic volumes, speeds, and
accidents; and (7) costs associated with roadway widening
and reconstruction.

Table 69 gives a comparative analysis of the three midblock
left-turn treatments based upon the research for NCHRP

TABLE 67 Estimated development costs per mile associated with alternative midblock left-turn treatments



TABLE 68 Ranges in reconstruction costs for midblock left-turn treatments

TABLE 69 Comparison of three midblock left-turn treatment types
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TABLE 70 Illustrative computations of benefit-cost ratio conversion from TWLTL to raised median
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Report 395. It contains a detailed description of the strengths
and weaknesses associated with midblock left-turn treatments.

More detailed guidelines for alternative midblock left-turn
treatments were derived by Bonneson and McCoy based on
benefit-cost comparisons. Illustrative benefit-cost computa-
tions are shown in Table 70. Appendix C contains further
examples of NCHRP Report 395tables. These tables indicate
when TWLTLs should be converted to raised medians for
business-office and residential land uses.

These tables were based on the following assumptions:

• Annual accidents per 1⁄4 mi were multiplied by $15,000 to
obtain annual accident costs for each alternative.

• Annual through and left-turn delays (in hours) were
multiplied by $16/hr to obtain annual delay costs.

• The differences in total annual costs (delay costs plus
accident costs) between the two options represent the net
benefits.

The tables show the “tradeoff ” conditions for converting
from one median option to another. When the benefit-cost

ratio exceeds 2.0, the alternative left-turn treatment is rec-
ommended. When the benefit-cost ratio is less than 1.0, no
change is recommended. The gray areas on the tables depict
conditions where the benefit-cost ratio ranges between 1.0
and 2.0; more detailed site-specific evaluation is needed
before considering a change.

The tables assume that there is no change in the number
of driveways. However, especially when raised medians
are installed, the number of left-turn driveways will be
reduced. In these cases, it is necessary to use the appendix
tables (E-17, E-18, or E-19) to obtain the annual accidents.
These values then can be expressed in monetary terms for
each median option, and differences in annual costs can be
computed and compared directly with differences in con-
struction costs.

The quantification of delays, accidents, and development
costs should be tempered by the practical realities associated
with roadway retrofit. Compatibility with adjacent roadway
cross-sections, and availability of right-of-way, for example,
may influence median selection. Still, the tables provide use-
ful inputs into the median selection process.



INTRODUCTION

Left turns may pose problems at driveways and street
intersections. They may increase conflicts, delays, and acci-
dents and often complicate traffic signal timing. These prob-
lems are especially acute at major suburban highway inter-
sections where heavy left-turn movements take place, but
occur also where left turns enter or leave driveways serving
adjacent land development. The following illustrate these
problems:

• More than two-thirds of all driveway-related accidents
involve left-turning vehicles (113).

• Where there are more than six left turns per traffic 
signal cycle, virtually all through vehicles in the
shared lane may be blocked by the left-turning vehi-
cles (114).

• Where left-turn lanes are provided along multi-lane
highways, each opposing left-turning vehicle reduces
the through vehicle capacity by the number of through
lanes it crosses (e.g., 100 left turns/hour across three
traffic lanes reduces the through vehicle capacity by 300
vehicles) (114).

Thus, the treatment of left turns has an important bear-
ing on the safety and movement along arterial roadways.
It is one of the major access management concerns. Left-
turn movements at driveways and street intersections may
be accommodated, prohibited, diverted, or separated
depending on specific circumstances. Table 71 gives exam-
ples of each option and shows when each should be con-
sidered (115).

Left-turn lanes are normally provided by offsetting the
center line or by recessing the physical (or painted) median.
Examples of single and dual left-turn lanes are shown in Fig-
ure 33; a typical shared lane treatment is shown for compar-
ison purposes (115).

The left-turn lanes offer the following important benefits:

• They remove the turns from the through travel lanes.
This reduces rear-end collisions and increases capacity.

• They improve the visibility of oncoming traffic for vehi-
cles turning left (Figure 34). This helps to reduce right-
angle collisions.
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SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

Many studies, mainly conducted in the 1960s and 1970s,
have documented the safety and operational benefits of left-
turn lanes. The widespread acceptance and use of left-turn
lanes by traffic engineers and designers suggests that this
treatment has been cost-effective.

The safety benefits of providing left-turn lanes as re-
ported by the individual studies are presented in Table 72.
This table shows that the removal of left turns from the
through traffic lanes resulted in accident rate reductions
ranging from 18 to 77 percent; the statistical median reduc-
tion was more than 50 percent.

Table 73 shows the reported percentage changes in various
kinds of accidents when left-turn lanes are introduced. There
is a generally consistent reduction in rear-end- and left-turn-
related accidents. Right-angle (i.e., crossing-related) accident
rates decline at signalized intersections but show a mixed
result at unsignalized locations. This may involve greater 
driver uncertainty on the crossroad. On balance, however,
left-turn lanes do improve safety and should be provided
wherever practical.

OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

Operations-related studies have generally focused on
assessing the delay reductions and capacity gains result-
ing from replacing shared lanes with left-turn lanes. Stud-
ies have also identified the conditions where left-turn
lanes are warranted. Current practice of left-turn treat-
ments at intersections are summarized in NCHRP Synthe-
sis 225(128).

Through Vehicle Effects

Shared left-turn lanes result in a complex interaction
among the left-turning vehicles, the through traffic in the
same lane, and the opposing traffic. As shown in Figure 35,
left turns may block following through vehicles. The number
of through vehicles impeded or delayed will depend on the
number of left-turning vehicles and their positions in the
queue at a traffic signal.

CHAPTER7

LEFT-TURN LANES (TECHNIQUE 3A)
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TABLE 71 Treatment of left turns at intersections and driveways

Simulation and probability analysis have suggested the
following values for the proportion of through vehicles
blocked by left turns (114):

Left Turns/ Proportion of Through 
Per Cycle Vehicles  Blocked

0.5 0.25
1 0.40
2 0.60
3 0.70
4 0.75
5 0.80
6 0.84
7 0.86
8 0.88
9 0.89

10 0.90

Thus, when there is one left turn per cycle, approximately
40 percent of the through vehicles in the shared lane are
blocked; when there are three left turns per cycle, approxi-
mately 70 percent of the through vehicles are blocked. A pro-
tected left-turn lane, in contrast, generally results in no
impedance to the same-direction through traffic.

Results of a simulation analysis of two-lane roads by
Craus and Mahalel (122) are shown in Table 74. The pro-
portions of through vehicles stopping and decelerating are a
function of the number of vehicles in the opposing direction
and the percentage of left turns in the same direction of
travel. The proportions of stopped and slowed vehicles
increase as the left-turn percentages, opposing traffic flows,
and same direction volumes increase. For an opposing vol-
ume of 800 vph and a through volume of 800 vph, the per-
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Figure 33. Examples of left-turn lanes.
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Figure 34. Improved visibility from providing turn lanes.

TABLE 72 Synthesis of safety experience with left-turn lanes
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Figure 35. Intersection operations—shared traffic lane.

TABLE 73 Synthesis of accident experience by type of accident
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TABLE 74 Simulation of left-turn delays—(tow lane road – no left-turn lane), slow and stopped through vehicles as a function
of number of vehicles in the opposite direction

centages of through traffic delayed and stopped were esti-
mated as follows:

Percent of Percent Percent 
Left Turns Delayed Stopped

2.0 3.3 7.2
5.0 7.0 18.2

10.0 11.0 37.9
15.0 12.2 54.4
20.0 9.6 68.4

For an opposing volume of 200 vph and a through volume of
800 vph, the percentages of through vehicles affected were
as follows:

Percent of Percent Percent 
Left Turns Delayed Stopped

2.0 0.6 1.1
5.0 1.8 2.8

10.0 2.7 6.7
15.0 3.8 9.5
20.0 5.2 12.2

The values shown may be used to estimate the reduction in
through vehicle stops and slowing if a left-turn lane were
provided.

Delay Effects

Studies by Harwood and Hoban (130) have quantified the
reduction in delay that results from providing left-turn lanes on
2-lane highways. Their findings are shown in Figure 36. There
is relatively no delay (and minimal benefits) for two-direction
traffic volumes below 400 vph. Delay (and benefits) increases
significantly for two-way volumes above 1200 vph.

Capacity Effects

The capacity of a roadway is controlled by its critical inter-
sections. The capacity depends upon the conflicting lane vol-
umes, the green times available for movement, and the com-
position of the traffic stream. The capacity effects of shared,
single, and multiple left-turn lanes can be estimated in vari-
ous ways: (1) complex procedures in the 1994 Highway
Capacity Manual(131) can be used to estimate capacities,
v/c ratios, delays, and service levels; (2) simplified formulas
can be applied that give reasonable results for most traffic
planning purposes; and (3) critical lane conflict volumes can
be used.

The capacity of a through lane depends on the effective
green time available, although sometimes this green time
must be shared with opposing left turns. The capacity of a
shared lane is generally less, and under typical urban or sub-
urban conditions might be about 40 to 60 percent of that of a
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through lane. Thus, along a four-lane arterial, provisions of
left-turn lanes would increase the capacity from about 1.5 to
2.0 lanes in each direction—a 33 percent increase.

A series of formulas derived by Levinson (114) can be
used to provide more precise estimates of through and shared
lane capacity. The formulas reflect the assumption that the
capacity of a through lane at an intersection is reduced by
opposing left turns or by the blockage effect of left turns in
the same direction. The capacity of a shared lane represents
the minimum of these computations. The suggested formu-
las are shown in Table 75.

The effective opposing traffic per lane is computed by
dividing the opposing traffic by the following factors, when
there are shared left-turn lanes on that approach:

• 1 lane 1
• 2 lanes 1.5
• 3 lanes 2.5

Figure 36. Delay savings of left-turn lanes on two-lane
rural highways.

TABLE 75 Shared lane capacity formulas (simplified)
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This is necessary to account for the uneven distribution of
traffic among lanes. The values of the “Modified” blockage
or impedance factors, B, are as follows:

Left Turns Per Cycle B

0.5 0.30
1 0.48
2 0.72
3 0.84
4 0.90
5 0.96
6 or more 1.00

Each of the approaches to estimating intersection capacity
recognizes the reciprocal relationship between through traf-
fic and conflicting left turns. In each case, the number of
through vehicles that can be accommodated increases as the
conflicting left turns are reduced; this relationship underlies
the provision of dual left-turn lanes and the diversion or pro-
hibition of left turns.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

Planning Considerations

Left turns should be removed from the through travel lanes
wherever possible. Therefore, provisions for left turns (i.e.,
left-turn lanes) have widespread application. Ideally, left-
turn lanes (or jughandles) should be provided at driveways
and street intersections along major arterial and collector
roads wherever the turns are permitted. This is essential to
improve safety and preserve capacity.

The 1994 Highway Capacity Manual(131) indicates that
exclusive left-turn lanes at signalized intersections should be
installed as follows:

• Where fully protected left-turn phasing is to be pro-
vided;

• Where space permits, left-turn lanes should be consid-
ered when left-turn volumes exceed 100 vph (Left-turn
lanes may be provided for lower volumes as well on the
basis of the judged need and state or local practice, or
both); and

• Where left-turn volumes exceed 300 vph, a double left-
turn lane should be considered.

Further guidelines for when left-turn lanes should be pro-
vided are set forth in several documents for both signalized
and unsignalized intersections (115, 128). These guidelines
key the need for left-turn lanes to (1) the number of arterial
lanes, (2) design and operating speeds, (3) left-turn volumes,
and (4) opposing traffic volumes.

The design of left-turn lanes is straightforward. The lanes
should be shadowed (protected) from the through travel lanes
and transitions around the lanes for through traffic (where
required) should be gradual. The storage lengths should be
maximized by keeping entry tapers relatively short. Storage
for 1.5 to 2 times the peak-hour vehicles turning left per cycle
will minimize the chances of overflow resulting from random
arrivals. (The lower value is appropriate where signals are
coordinated and arterial traffic moves in platoons.)

Estimating Effects

The estimation of safety and capacity effects is straight-
forward.

Safety

The provision of left-turn lanes has been found to reduce
accidents and accident rates by about 20 to 65 percent. Table 76

TABLE 76 Reported accident reduction factors for left-turn lanes
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gives accident reduction factors reported in the literature that
may be used to estimate benefits of left-turn lanes.

Capacity

The capacity gains (and delay reductions) may be esti-
mated by applying the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual

(131) procedures to signalized intersections with various left-
turn arrangements. Table 77 illustrates the capacity gains that
are estimated from the 1994 HCM procedures. It is based 
on a volume of about 500 to 700 vph per lane each way, a 
50 percent green plus clearance time for the arterial roadway, 
3-sec lost time, and a 1,900-vph saturation flow rate. It pro-
vides a broad guide as to the benefits of providing left-turn
lanes or prohibiting left turns.

TABLE 77 Capacity implications of shared and exclusive left-turn lanes



CHAPTER8

U-TURNS AS ALTERNATIVES TO DIRECT LEFT TURNS (TECHNIQUE 3D)

INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, U-turns are being used as an alternative to
direct left turns in order to reduce conflicts and to improve
safety along arterial roads. U-turns make it possible to pro-
hibit left turns from driveway connections onto multi-lane
highways and to eliminate traffic signals that would not fit
into time-space (progression) patterns along arterial roads.
When incorporated into intersection designs, U-turn provi-
sions enable direct left turns to be rerouted and signal phas-
ing to be simplified.

Figure 37 illustrates the many conflicting movements
where there are closely spaced, full median openings and
how the number of conflicts can be substantially reduced by
replacing full median openings with “directional” openings
that only allow left-turn ingress to abutting developments;
the left-turn egress movements would be made by turning
right onto the arterial road and then making U-turns down-
stream. The figure also illustrates the reduction in conflict
points that could be achieved if most median openings were
closed; the remaining median openings at intersections
would have to be redesigned to accommodate the additional
turning movements.

CURRENT PRACTICES

Cities and states use various approaches for reducing the
number of conflicts along their arterials. California provides
dual left turns at intersections with collector streets, with the
innermost lane accommodating U-turns. Florida prohibits
left-turn exits onto major arterials, and provides midblock 
U-turn lanes to accommodate these movements. New Jersey
uses jughandles along multi-lane divided highways. Michi-
gan uses U-turn channels on highways with wide medians
and prohibits all left turns at signalized intersections. How-
ever, most states do not have standards and handle U-turn
provisions on a case-by-case basis.

The prohibition of direct left turns from existing drive-
ways may transfer the displaced left turns to the nearest
traffic-signal-controlled intersection unless intermediate
U-turn lanes are provided. The increased left-turn volumes
at public road intersections would require longer left-turn
phases which could reduce the green time and capacity for

the through movements. U-turns provisions are especially
important along roadways with relatively few median
openings.

Several approaches have evolved for accommodating the
diverted left-turn volumes by providing U-turn lanes in
advance of, at, or beyond intersections. The U-turns may be
made from conventional left-turn lanes or via jughandles
from the right (curb) lanes. Illustrative treatments are shown
in Figure 38. These approaches are as follows:

• Left-turn lanes can be provided for U-turning vehicles
in advance (i.e., upstream) of signalized intersections.
This avoids concentrating development-related turning
traffic at signalized junctions of major crossroads.

• Dual left-turn lanes can be provided at signalized inter-
sections with the inner lane dedicated to U-turns. Many
states now provide these lanes, however, they still
require multiphase traffic signal controls.

• Left- and U-turn lanes can be provided downstream of
signalized intersection, thereby allowing two-phase traf-
fic signal controls.

These approaches translate into two basic design concepts
for providing U-turns along multi-lane divided highways
without overloading signalized public road intersections:

1. Figure 39 shows how left turns can be provided in
advance of intersections in combination with dual
left-turn lanes at intersections. This concept avoids
concentrating all development-related turning traffic
at signalized junctions of major cross roads. The
dual left-turn lanes at the signalized crossroad in-
crease left-turn capacity, but still require multiphase
operations.

2. Left turns can be prohibited at signalized intersections.
Left-and U-turn lanes can be provided about 660 ft on
the far side (i.e., downstream) of intersections. These
lanes may be signalized and may accommodate dual
left-turn/U-turn movements. This concept is sometimes
called the “Michigan U” or directional crossover,
because Michigan has provided many such lanes along
its divided “boulevard” arterials with wide medians
(usually 45 ft or more).

97
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Figure 37. Conflicts at median openings.
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Figure 38. U-turns as an alternative to direct left turns.
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U-turns as an alternative to direct left-turn exits may also be
applied in environments where there are no traffic signals.
The effects will be site specific.

SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

Several states have reported that closing full-median open-
ings and replacing them with directional U-turns improves
safety. Michigan has installed directional U-turn crossovers
to accommodate indirect left turns for more than 20 years.
Designs have evolved over the years, and several studies

have documented their safety and operational benefits. The
mean intersection-related rates were 1.388 for directional
crossovers as compared with 1.644 for bidirectional
crossovers—a 15 percent reduction. The corresponding rates
for intersection-related injury accidents were 0.407 and
0.580 respectively—a 30 percent reduction. The study
showed substantial reductions in right-angle, rear-end, left-
turn, and head-on accidents (135).

The results of replacing four bidirectional (full) median
openings on 0.43 mi of Grand River Avenue in Detroit,
Michigan, with directional openings are shown in Figure 40.

Figure 39. Left-turn/U-turn lanes in advance of intersection.

Figure 40. Accident comparisons Grand River Avenue, Detroit.
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The average number of accidents per year was reduced from
32 to 13 —about a 61 percent decline. Angle accidents were
reduced by 96 percent, sideswipes by 61 percent, and rear-
end accidents by 17 percent. Injury accidents decreased by
75 percent (136).

The safety effects of directional versus bidirectional
crossovers in Michigan were analyzed for some 123 seg-
ments of boulevard containing 226 mi of highway (137). The
segments were separated into those with either bidirectional
or directional crossovers, and then further stratified by the
number of signals per segment. The results are summarized
in Table 78, for those segments where signal density was
specified. The percent differences in accidents per 100 mil-
lion vehicle miles at various signal densities were as follows:

Signals Per Completely Completely Percent Difference
Mile Bidirectional Directional Difference

0 420 480 +14
>0–1< 533 339 −36

1–3 1,685 856 −49
> 3 2,658 1,288 −52

These results indicated that on divided highway sections
without traffic signals the directional U-turn median
crossovers had a 14 percent higher accident rate than those
with bidirectional median crossovers. However, as the den-
sity of traffic signals increased, divided highways with only
directional crossovers had a decreasing relative accident rate
as compared with sections of divided highways with bidirec-

TABLE 78 Accident rates by type of crossover and signal density, Michigan
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tional crossovers. When there was more than one signal on
average per section, the accident rate for directional
crossovers was roughly one-half of that for bidirectional
crossovers. The study also compared accident rates for
boulevard sections with road sections containing TWLTLs.
Boulevard sections with directional crossovers had 426 acci-
dents per hundred million VMT as compared with 857 for
roads with TWLTLs.

OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS

A few studies have analyzed the capacity gains and delay
reductions associated with providing U-turns as an alterna-
tive to direct left turns. A study by Koepke and Levinson

(138) found that the directional U-turn design provided about
14 to 18 percent more capacity than the conventional dual
left-turn lane designs. Table 79 summarizes the detailed
analysis results. Results of simulations of critical lane vol-
umes, taking into account overlapping movements, are
shown in Table 80. The simulations showed reductions of
about 7 to 17 percent in critical lane volumes, depending on
the number of arterial lanes (six or eight) and the traffic mix.

A Michigan study (136) cited capacity gains of 20 to 50
percent as a result of prohibiting left turns at intersections
and providing two-phase signal operations. Reported level of
service comparisons for 4- and 8-lane boulevards, shown in
Figure 41, suggested a 20 percent capacity gain. This
increase is consistent with that estimated by Koepke and
Levinson (138).

TABLE 79 Estimated capacity gains Michigan “U” vs. dual left-turn lanes

TABLE 80 Estimated reduction in critical lane volumes Michigan “U” vs. dual 
left-turn lanes
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Figure 41. Divided highways level of service comparison, Michigan.

There has been little documentation of the effects of pro-
viding U-turns as an alternative to direct left turns from drive-
ways. Therefore, additional analysis of the operational effects
associated with diverting the left turns was performed.

A review of the elements and factors associated with direct
and indirect left turns at unsignalized intersections indicates
that direct left turns must find gaps in the two-directional
traffic stream. In contrast, the right-turn/U-turn maneuver
involves obtaining gaps in one direction at a time.

1. Direct Left Turns. The direct left-turn egress movement
from an access drive or minor cross street must yield to
all other movements. Thus, it is the most likely movement
to be delayed. On roadways with wide medians, the direct
left-turn exit from an abutting development requires (a)
stopping in the driveway, (b) selecting a suitable gap in
the traffic stream approaching from the left, (c) acceler-
ating across the traffic lanes and coming to a stop in the
median, (d) selecting a suitable gap in the traffic stream
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approaching from the right, and (e) completing the left-
turn movement. However, with narrow medians (i.e., less
than 20 ft in width), drivers must search for gaps avail-
able in both directions of travel.

The high arterial volumes found in urban and suburban
areas—500 to 700 vehicles per hour per lane—result in
few usable gaps for exiting left turns. This translates into
limited capacity and long waits. Sometimes motorists turn
right to avoid the difficulty associated with the left-turn
delays. Moreover, the potential capacity for left-turn exits
becomes very small when total conflicting volumes
exceed 1,500 vph (154, 155). Large vehicles and access
drives on upgrades further reduce the actual capacity.

2. Indirect Left Turns. The right-turn/U-turn movements
only involve obtaining gaps in one direction at a time.
The elements in the right turn followed by a U-turn
include (a) stopping in the driveway exit; (b) selecting
a suitable gap in traffic approaching from the left; 
and (c) turning right, accelerating, weaving, and then
coming to a stop in the left-turn/U-turn lane. Assum-
ing “stop sign” control, vehicles then must wait for a
gap in the opposing traffic before completing the U-
turn movement. As shown in Figure 42, the operating
problems associated with direct left turns are largely
eliminated.

The safety and travel time effects of the right-turn/U-turn
maneuver from access drives are a function of artery traffic vol-
umes and the separation distances between driveway exits and
the U-turn channel. Figure 43 illustrates the gap acceptance and

Figure 42. Right-turn/U-turn design maximizes
drivewway egress in a signalized system.

Figure 43. Right-turn/U-turn maneuver from access drive to 
U-turn median opening.



APPLICATION GUIDELINES

The following assumptions underly the application of indi-
rect left turns as an alternative to direct left turns:

• A U-turn median opening can serve several access 
drives and eliminate the need for direct left-turn exit
movements from driveways.

• A median at least 25 ft (7.6 m) wide is necessary to help
ensure that a crossing or left-turning vehicle, stopped in
the median perpendicular to the through traffic lane, will
not extend beyond the median.

• A vehicle turning left from an access drive and stopping
in the median opening must yield to through traffic
approaching from the left and vehicles turning left from
the through lane. If there is even a moderate volume of left
turns from the through lane, the left-turn egress capacity
is small. If it is a full median opening, the left turn from
an access drive also needs to yield to an opposing left-
turning vehicle already stopped in the median opening.
These conditions are alleviated when the direct left-turn
exits are prohibited. A narrow median opening will allow
only one left-turning vehicle at a time to advance into the
median opening. A wide median opening allows multiple
vehicles to stop in the opening. However, this may create
a confusing and conflicting pattern of movements, angle
stopping in the median opening, and some drivers’ vision
obstructed by other vehicles.

• As the intensity of land development increases, the traf-
fic demand to access abutting properties also increases.
Left-turn traffic at closely spaced full median openings
can “interlock.”

• A left-turn lane at a median opening for directional left-
turn/U-turn movements can be designed to store several
vehicles because storage is parallel to the through traf-
fic lanes.

• Median storage for larger vehicles such as recreational
vehicles, school buses, trucks, and a car pulling a trailer
cannot be provided unless the median is exceptionally
wide. It is usually more practical to provide for U-turns
by such vehicles at selected locations using a jughandle
design. Alternatively, added width can be provided in
the opposing paved travel way at selected locations to
accommodate these wide-radius turns.

• In prohibiting direct left-turn exits from driveways, it
is desirable to provide U-turn lanes in advance of
downstream signalized intersections. Passenger cars
can normally make U-turns along divided six-lane
arterials. Along divided four-lane arterials, it may be
desirable to add width or to use paved shoulders to
accommodate U-turns.

• When U-turns are provided as an alternative to left turns,
median width at signalized intersections should be ade-
quate to accommodate the vehicles normally making the

weaving patterns for various separation distances and ar-
tery traffic volumes. Increasing separation distance gives
drivers more maneuvering space, allows longer storage
lanes, and improves safety, although travel times could
increase.

Travel Time Effects

The travel time effects associated with providing U-turns
as an alternative to direct left turns were estimated. An ana-
lytical model was developed and calibrated to estimate the
travel time savings (or losses) when unsignalized left turns
are diverted for various distances. It can apply to both sub-
urban and rural environments where there are no nearby traf-
fic signals. This model is shown in Figure 44. It reflects the
number and importance of the conflicts associated with the
events involved in each movement. The key findings are as
follows:

• A right turn followed by a U-turn will require up to
2 min of travel time, assuming a diversion distance of
about 1,320 ft.

• A single-stage left-turn exit (where medians are too nar-
row to safely store two or more vehicles) will involve
the following delays (not including acceleration times):

Volumes (vph)
Artery Left-Turn Delay per 

Two directions Exit Vehicle (Seconds)

1,000 50 20
1,000 100 25
2,000 50 200
2,000 100 530

These values suggest that when arterial traffic exceeds
375 to 500 vphpl on a four-lane facility the computed
delays would exceed those associated with the right-
turn/U-turn movement. Higher volumes (700–900
vphpl) that are common along many suburban arterials
would produce even higher left-turn egress delays in
theory. In practice, motorists become impatient when
gaps exceed 1 to 2 min and are apt to avoid the direct
left-turn egress.

• The two-stage left-turn process, where medians can
safely store waiting vehicles, reduces delays to left-turn-
ing traffic. Nevertheless, this process still results in long
delays to left-turning vehicles when the volumes on the
major street are relatively high (i.e., more than 2,000
vph), and the left turns exceed 50 per hour. In these
cases, even with substantial circuity (1,320 ft or 402 m
from the access drive to the U-turn median opening, or
a 0.5 mi of additional travel) the right turn followed by
a U-turn involves less time than calculated left-turn
egress movements under moderate to high volumes.
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U-turns. Generally, a median width of at least 40 ft
(preferably 60 ft) should be available. Midblock median
openings may be made with less than 30-ft width.

• It is essential to provide a consistent treatment for left
turns along any highway. The differing left-turn options
(direct left turns, jughandle, Michigan U) should not be
mixed. Driver expectancy must be respected.

The “Michigan U” concept for indirect left turns places the
U-turn channels about 660 ft downstream of intersections,
eliminates all left turns at the main intersection, and allows
two-phase signal controls. However, it requires a median
width at intersections of 40 to 60 ft, depending on the type of
vehicles involved. Narrower cross sections may be sufficient
where there are few large trucks.

Figure 44. Analytical framework for providing U-turns as an alternative to direct
left turns.
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The directional U-turn design, such as applied in Michigan,
generally requires more median width than the conventional
design. Its operational advantages include the following:

• It allows two-phase signal operations with a greater pro-
portion of time allocated to arterial traffic flow. Shorter
cycle lengths are possible, allowing more flexibility in
signal progression.

• Each direction of travel can be treated as a one-way
street, with separately signalized driveways if desired.

• The wider median improves aesthetics and provides
storage space for pedestrians.

• Through lane fly-overs or fly-unders can be incorporated
within the right-of-way with relatively little or no
widening as the need arises.

Safety Effects

The safety effects of U-turns as an alternative to left turns can
be estimated from Table 81. This table suggests a reduction of
about 20 percent by eliminating direct left turns from driveways
(139). Roadways with wide medians and directional crossovers
had half the accident rates of roads with TWLTLs (137).

Statewide accident analyses of stop-sign-controlled, direc-
tional versus bidirectional left turns in Michigan (135)
reported a 15 percent reduction in accident rates. More recent
studies (137) were performed of directional and bidirectional
left turns at signalized and unsignalized locations. On high-
way sections without signals, the directional U-turn median
crossover had a 14 percent higher accident rate than the bidi-
rectional median crossover. However, as the density of traf-
fic signals increased, divided highways with only directional
crossovers had a decreasing relative accident rate compared
with sections with bidirectional crossovers. Accident rate
reductions of 35 to 50 percent were shown where there was
more than one traffic signal per section. Reductions of more
than 60 percent were reported at individual intersections.

Operations Effects

Operational benefits include shorter travel times, less delay,
and increased capacity. Right turns followed by U-turns can
provide comparable, if not shorter, travel times than direct left
turns from driveways under heavy volume conditions when
the diversion distances are generally less than 0.5 mi. Simula-
tion analysis in Michigan reported that indirect left turns at
unsignalized locations may experience less delay than direct

TABLE 81 Accident rate differences—U-Turns as alternate to direct left turns
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left turns depending on the arterial volume, the left-turn vol-
ume, and the additional travel distance involved. Overall arte-
rial delay would be less when the volume-to-saturation ratio
exceeds 0.3. The provision of U-turns on the downstream side
of signalized intersections and right-turn lanes on all ap-
proaches as well as the prohibition of direct left turns can
increase intersection capacity by 14 to 20 percent over inter-
sections where single (or dual) left-turn lanes are provided.

Capacities can be readily computed by conventional HCM
methods. Alternatively, critical lane analysis can be used to
provide an initial picture of intersection performance. In both
cases, the actual traffic entering the intersection (after diver-
sion of left turns) must be considered.

Figures 45 through 48 shows the effects of providing mul-
tiple left-turn lanes and redirecting left-turn lanes at inter-
sections based on critical lane analysis. Similar computations

Figure 45. Critical volumes with single left-turn lanes.
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Figure 46. Critical volumes with dual left turns on high-volume approaches.
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Figure 47. Critical volumes with dual left turns on all approaches.
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Figure 48. Critical volumes with left turns diverted (i.e., Michigan “U”).



The provision of dual left-turn lanes on all approaches
reduces critical lane volumes by 12 percent, but still requires
multiphase traffic signal controls. The rerouting of left turns
(and their prohibition at the main intersection) reduces criti-
cal lane volumes by 17 percent and allows two-phase signal
controls.
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can be made for other intersection configurations or traffic
volume mixes. The results are as follows:

Critical Percent
Figure Conditions Lane Volume Reduction

45 Single Left-Turn Lanes 1,600 –
46 Dual Left Turns on 1,500 6

High-Volume Approach
47 Dual Left-Turn Lanes 1,400 12

on All Approaches
48 Left Turns Rerouted 1,335 17
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CHAPTER9

ACCESS SEPARATION AT INTERCHANGES (TECHNIQUE 1D)

INTRODUCTION

Freeway interchanges provide the means of moving traf-
fic between freeways and arterial streets and have become
important focal points of activity in urban, suburban, and
even some rural locations. They have become magnets for
road traffic, and they have stimulated much roadside devel-
opment in their environs. Where intersections are too close
to the ramp termini of the arterial/freeway interchange, heavy
weaving volumes, complex traffic signal operations, fre-
quent accidents, and recurrent congestion have resulted. As
a result, land development at interchanges should be suffi-
ciently separated from ramp terminals.

Although access is controlled on the freeway within the
interchange area, there is often little, if any, access control
along the arterial roads. Existing street intersections along
the arterial are often spaced too close to interchanges. In
addition, curb cuts and median breaks for large and small
traffic generators compound the problem. There is growing
recognition that access separation distances and roadway
geometry should be improved from an access management
perspective. This need was recognized in a recently com-
pleted research study, NCHRP Project 3-47—Capacity
Analysis of Interchange Ramp Terminals (141).

There are also land-use issues (e.g., how an interchange
relates to the surrounding community, how new land devel-
opment conflicts with existing activities, and how improper
use of the land will affect its potential). These too affect or
may be affected by access separation distances.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Access separation policies are contained in various
AASHTO publications and in state DOT design policies. The
AASHTO booklet, A Policy on Design Standards - Interstate
System, July 1991(142), for example, states that, “control
should extend beyond the ramp terminal at least 100 feet in
urban areas and 300 feet in rural areas. These distances
should usually satisfy congestion concerns. However, in
areas where the potential exists which would create traffic
problems, it may be appropriate to consider longer lengths of
access control.” Many states have established more stringent
policies than AASHTO that reflect the importance of pro-

viding sufficient access control lengths and/or separation dis-
tances along crossroads (arterials) at interchanges.

State Policies

Table 82 summarizes the separations reported by some 19
state (or provincial) DOTs. Separation distances in rural
areas range from about 300 to 1,000 ft, and those in urban
areas range from 100 to 700 ft. The guidelines generally are
less than some of the access spacing requirements that are
needed to ensure good arterial signal progression and to pro-
vide adequate weaving and storage for turning traffic—left
turns in particular.

Case Studies

The following lessons are apparent from the case studies
of access separation distances summarized in Table 83:

1. The proximity of traffic signals to upstream free-
flowing or yield-control ramps results in congestion,
with spillback onto ramps.

2. Movements from free-flow ramps into left-turn lanes
pose two problems: (a) weaving distances are usually
inadequate, and (b) heavy left-turn movements impede
arterial traffic. This condition can be alleviated in part
by signalizing the ramp terminal (subject to progres-
sion considerations) and/or increasing the separation
distances; this was done at several interchanges in
Florida.

3. Often, the arterial roadway functions as a distributor for
freeway-to-activity center traffic. This “double loads”
the arterial by superimposing short trips and turning
movements onto the normal arterial traffic. Alleviating
this condition calls for restructuring both street and
interchange patterns.

STUDIES AND ANALYSIS

The spacing between ramp terminals and cross-route
access points must allow for proper merging, weaving, and
diverging of ramp and arterial traffic. The ability to change



lanes and the deceleration and storage requirements for left
turns also influence access spacing.

A 1968 study identified general principles that apply to
most types of interchange development (143):

• The most appropriate use of interchange area land (in
terms of the regional economy) should be encouraged,
consistent with maintaining an efficient and safe traffic
facility.

• Land near interchanges should have sufficient depth to
provide access to interior tracts, and developments with
shallow frontages should be discouraged.

• Land use should be of a type that requires only a mini-
mum number of access points and intersections along
the arterial, particularly in the vicinity of ramp entrances
and terminals.

• Development with frontage facing away from the arte-
rial and onto service drives and local streets should be
encouraged.

The study recommended that “the design of interchange
traffic facilities should be coordinated with the simultaneous
development of a comprehensive plan for the interchange
area,” and that “the practice of acquiring property access
rights be expanded in critical cross-route problem areas.”
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These findings and recommendations provided the basis for
Illinois’ access control policies at interchanges.

A background paper on interchange access management
prepared for Oregon DOT sets forth suggested guidelines
and standards for access spacing at interchanges (144). The
guidelines resulted from detailed analysis of the various
merging, weaving, sight distance, and left-turn storage
requirements at various design volumes and speeds. The
resulting guidelines for freeway interchanges are summa-
rized in Table 84 for 2-lane and multi-lane roads.

• The nearest major cross route (arterial) intersection with
a street on both sides of the interchange should not be
less than 1,320 ft.

• The distance to the first access on a 2-lane road ranges
from 750 to 1,320 ft. On a 4-lane road, this distance
ranges from 750 to 1,320 ft for right turns downstream
from off-ramps and 990 to 1,320 ft for median openings
and for right-turn entry upstream from on-ramps.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

Several application guidelines were developed on the
basis of the review of previous studies and current experi-
ences found in the case studies and elsewhere. These guide-

TABLE 82 Access separation distances at interchanges



lines provide a framework and suggest representative values;
however, they should be adjusted to reflect local conditions.

There are many different types of interchanges along free-
ways, expressways, and strategic arterials. They range from
diamonds to full cloverleafs and may include direct connec-
tions; however, from an access spacing standpoint, they can
be categorized as those with free-flowing entrances and exit
ramps and those where ramp entrances and terminals are con-
trolled by traffic signals or stop signs. These types and their
access management and spacing implications are shown in
Figure 49 and described as follows:

• Ramp Intersections Controlled by Traffic Signals.
Signalized and unsignalized access spacing should
reflect established guidelines for the types and operating
environments under consideration. The signalized ramp
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intersection is treated similarly to other signalized inter-
sections; however, queuing from the ramp onto the free-
way mainline must be avoided.

• Ramps with Free-Flow Entry or Exit. Access separa-
tion distances to the first downstream median opening or
signalized intersection should consider the various
movements and operations involved. These include the
merge where the ramp traffic enters the arterial, the
weaving movements to enter the median lanes, the tran-
sition into left-turn lanes, and the required storage
length.

Estimating Separation Distances

Figure 50 illustrates the elements to be considered in com-
puting access separation distances. These include (1) the dis-

TABLE 83 Case studies of access separtation distances at interchanges



tance required to weave across the through travel lanes, (2)
the distance required for transition (i.e., to move) into the
left-turn lane or lanes, (3) the distance needed to store left
turns with a low likelihood of failure, and (4) the distance
from the stop line to the centerline of the intersecting road or
drive. In addition, driver perception-reaction distance could
be added.

Where only right-turn access is involved (there would be
no left turns or median breaks) the relevant distances include
weaving and the distance to the centerline.

Weaving Distances

Most weaving analysis has centered on freeway opera-
tions. Oregon and Florida studies used a series of curves
developed by Jack Leisch (144, 145, 146). The values from
these curves are listed in Table 85. Weaving distances are
given for five speed ranges for weaving volumes from 200 to
2,600 vehicles per hour. Weaving distances of less than 400
ft should generally not be used.
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Table 85 may be used to estimate the required weaving
distance for a given weaving volume and speed. Alterna-
tively, it may be used to estimate the likely speeds for a given
volume and weaving distance. At speeds and volumes nor-
mally encountered in urban and suburban areas, weaving dis-
tances of 700 to 800 ft will be adequate for most conditions
along 2-lane roads. Along multilane roads, weaving dis-
tances of 1,200 to 1,600 ft will usually be adequate.

Transition Distance

The transition or “lane change” distance to enter the stor-
age lane depends on the approach speed and the number 
of lanes to be crossed. A 150- to 250-ft distance appears 
reasonable.

Left-Turn Storage

Left-turn storage lanes should be adequate to handle the
anticipated turning volumes with a low likelihood of over-

TABLE 84 Suggested minimum access spacing standards for 2- and 4-lane cross routes 
at freeway interchanges, Oregon
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Figure 49. Types of ramp access to/from arterial roads.



flow or failure. Storage length can be estimated from the fol-
lowing equation:

Where V = Left turns per hour (flow rate)
Nc = Cycles per hour

l = Left turns per cycle
R= Randomness factor for less than 5 percent

failure
R= 2.0 for random operations (i.e., rural)
R= 1.5 for operations where traffic tends to platoon
L = Length of left-turn storage in feet

Where there are dual left-turn lanes, the resulting value can
be reduced by roughly 45 percent. Thus, the length of a sin-
gle left-turn lane in feet may be estimated to be as much as
50 times the number of left turns per cycle. For dual left-turn
lanes, the length of each lane in feet may be estimated to be
as much as 28 times the number of left turns per cycle. The
actual storage also will depend on the degree of randomness
of arriving left-turning vehicles.

Street Width Distance

Where separation distances are measured from the center-
line of the road crossing the arterial, an additional distance of

L RV
N

R
c

= = (25) (12)125
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half the right of way should be added. This distance will nor-
mally approximate 50 ft.

Perception-Reaction Distance

It may be desirable to add a perception-reaction distance.
Calculated at 2.5 ft per second, it will probably add roughly
125 ft. These components should be added to obtain the
required access separation distance. Table 86 gives sug-
gested access separation distances for various left-turn vol-
umes and weaving distances. The 800-ft weaving distance
will generally apply to a single lane of travel in each direc-
tion while the 1,200-ft and 1,600-ft weaving distances will
generally apply to 2 and 3 lanes of travel in each direction.
These “default” values can be used as alternatives to the val-
ues cited in Table 85.

Planning Implications

Providing adequate separation distances will reduce
related congestion and safety problems; however, turning
movements—left turns in particular—and their effects on
arterial traffic flow will not disappear. Two approaches are
available for alleviating this problem:

• Frontage roads along freeways can be better integrated
with ramps at interchanges so that one road rather than
two roads intersect the arterial in each direction of

Figure 50. Factors influencing access separation distance.
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TABLE 85 Estimated weaving distances

TABLE 86 Estimated access separation distances (feet)



travel. In addition, a continuous system of frontage
roads can provide additional property access and
reduce reliance on arterial road access.

• Interchange configurations can be developed and modi-
fied to provide direct access to major streets or develop-
ments, thereby avoiding “double loading” arterials and
reducing weaving and turning volumes.
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These actions can best be taken in the initial interchange
planning and location process as part of a joint land use and
transportation planning effort. The product of such an
“interchange access management plan” would be more
rational arrangements of streets and development, better
access separation distances and preservation of mobility and
safety over the long term.
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CHAPTER10

FRONTAGE ROADS (TECHNIQUES 6A AND 6B)

INTRODUCTION

The frontage road, as an access control technique, reduces
the frequency and severity of conflicts along the main travel
lanes of a highway. Direct property access is provided from
the frontage roads and prohibited from the main travel lanes.
The resulting spacing between the intersections along the
main roadway facilitates the design of auxiliary lanes for
deceleration and acceleration. Thus, frontage roads segregate
through and local land-service traffic, thereby protecting the
through travel lanes from encroachment, conflicts, and
delays.

Frontage roads, however, may require more circuitous
access to adjacent land developments. They may also com-
plicate the operations at signalized intersections thereby
reducing some of the overall benefits achieved. How well
they function depends on how well these considerations are
reflected in the design and operations. Unless they are care-
fully designed and selectively applied, both in new and retro-
fit situations, frontage roads may not achieve the desired
results.

Frontage roads generally are, but need not be, parallel to
the roadway for through traffic. They may be provided on
one or both sides of the main highway. They may be contin-
uous, or they may extend for short sections only. They may
operate one-way. Figure 51 illustrates the different types of
frontage roads normally found.

The design of a frontage road is affected by the type of ser-
vice it is intended to provide. Where a frontage road is con-
tinuous and passes through highly developed areas, its pri-
mary function is that of general service, and it assumes the
character of an important street. At the other extreme, where
a frontage road is only a few blocks long, follows an irregu-
lar pattern, borders the rear and side of buildings, or serves
only scattered development, traffic will be light and opera-
tion will be local in character.

From an operational and safety standpoint, one-way
frontage roads are preferable to two-way roads. The safety
advantage in reducing vehicular and pedestrian conflicts on
intersecting streets often compensates for any inconvenience
to local traffic. Where frontage roads parallel a freeway and
accommodate traffic from slip ramps, the efficiency and
safety associated with one-way frontage roads greatly sur-
passes those of two-way frontage roads.

Two-way frontage roads may be appropriate in partially
developed areas where the adjoining street system is so irreg-
ular or so disconnected that one-way operation would intro-
duce considerable added travel distance and cause undue
inconvenience. Two-way frontage roads also may be neces-
sary for suburban or rural areas where points of access to the
through facility are infrequent, where only one frontage road
is provided, where roads or streets connecting with the
frontage roads are widely spaced, or where there is no paral-
lel street within reasonable distance of the frontage roads.

FREEWAY FRONTAGE ROADS

Frontage roads along freeways and expressways are used
in many urban, suburban, and even rural settings to maintain
the integrity of the local street system and provide access to
adjacent development. The frontage roads can be integrated
with the interchange and ramping system to alleviate con-
gestion on interchanging arterials near major streets and
activity centers. If desired, frontage roads can increase the
connectivity and access opportunities for developments that
front along freeways. Figures 52-A, B, and C illustrate free-
way frontage road/interchange concepts.

Freeway frontage roads generally operate one-way in
developed areas and are integrated with ramping patterns;
diamond interchanges are common—sometimes with U-turn
loops provided just short of the interchanges to permit rever-
sal of direction before the traffic signals.

ARTERIAL FRONTAGE ROADS

Fully developed frontage roads effectively control access
to the through lanes on an arterial street, provide access to
adjoining property, separate local from through traffic, and
permit circulation of traffic on each side of the arterial. They
may be used in conjunction with grade separation structures
at major cross streets, in which case the arterial takes on
many of the operating characteristics of a freeway. Frontage
roads and grade separations afford the ultimate in access con-
trol in densely developed areas. Figure 53 (147) shows how
a frontage road becomes an integral part of upgrading an
arterial roadway while simultaneously serving adjacent
development.



Frontage roads along arterials must be carefully designed
to avoid increasing conflicts at junctions and delays on inter-
secting roads. The following planning and design guidelines
should be considered in installing arterial frontage roads in
both new developments and retrofit situations (148):

1. Frontage roads, especially for “retrofit” situations,
should operate one-way and should enter or leave the
mainline lanes as merging or diverging movements.
There should be no signalized junctions along the arte-
rial or the frontage road in this area (Figure 54).

2. The separation of frontage roads at cross streets should
be maximized to ensure sufficient storage for crossroad
traffic between the frontage roads and the arterial. The
absolute minimum separation should be 150 ft, where
two-way frontage roads are provided. This dimension
is about the shortest acceptable length for placing signs
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and other traffic control devices. Greater distances are
needed to provide adequate left-turn storage and to sep-
arate operation of the two intersections. Spacing of at
least 300 ft (preferably more) enables turning move-
ments to be made from the main lanes onto the frontage
roads without seriously disrupting arterial traffic and
thereby minimizes the potential of wrong-way entry
onto the through lanes of the predominant highway.

3. “Reverse” frontage roads, with developments along
each side, are desirable in developing urban areas. A
desirable separation distance is 600 ft with a minimum
distance of 300 ft. The frontage road may operate either
one-way or two-way (Figure 55).

4. Frontage roads that can be terminated at each block
operate well with respect to the arterial roadway and the
cross street. This type of design should be considered
where continuity of the frontage road is not needed.

Figure 51. Types of frontage roads.



5. Where major activity centers front along an arterial
roadway, frontage roads should be incorporated into
the ring road or otherwise eliminated.

6. A minimum outer separation of 20 ft should be used to
provide space for pedestrian refuge and safe placement
of traffic control devices and landscaping.

7. Pedestrian and bicycle movements should use the
frontage roads. Parking may be permitted where the
frontage roads traverse residential areas.

The reverse frontage road concepts can be adapted to and
incorporated into community and subdivision designs for
newly developing areas. Access along arterial streets would
be limited to specifically designated locations that fit the sig-
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nal progression pattern. A series of collector roads would
intersect the arterials at selected locations and link the arte-
rial roads with the surrounding residential and commercial
areas. A series of “loop” access roads would link each com-
munity circulation system with the collector street. These
“reverse frontage roads” would serve developments on
each side.

This concept has several desirable attributes from both a
land development and access management perspective: (1) it
reduces “strip” developments along arterials and the atten-
dant marginal interference; (2) it allows traffic signals only
at locations that permit optimum progression because the
need for other signals is eliminated; (3) it provides a logical
graduation of traffic movements from arterials or collectors

Figure 52. Freeway frontage road/interchange concept.
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Figure 53. Crooks Avenue interchange.



Figure 54. Arterial frontage road concept for retrofit conditions.

Figure 55. Illustrative reverse frontage road concept.
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to local streets; (4) it permits a cohesive internal design of
residential and commercial areas; and (5) it permits future
upgrading of arterials to expressway standards (149).

One-Way Frontage Roads Operations

One-way arterial frontage roads with narrow separation
distances from the main travel lanes are found in several
urban areas. Frontage roads such as along the Grand Con-
course and Queens Boulevard in New York City have mid-
block slip ramps to and from the main travel lanes. Left turns
from the outer roads and right turns from the main roadways
are restricted.

An illustrative service road concept for high-volume sub-
urban roads that draws on these experiences is shown in Fig-
ure 56. The key features include

• Minimum 1⁄2-mi spacings between crossroads,
• Approximately 1,400 ft of relatively unrestricted prop-

erty access,
• Basic 200-ft arterial road right of way,
• Acceleration and deceleration lanes for slip ramps,
• Left-turn bays from service roads and right-turn bays

from the arterial at intersections,
• Dual left-turn lanes (as needed) from arterial, and
• Protected signal phases for left turns.

When two major arterials with frontage roads intersect, a
grade separation may be necessary. Alternatively, it may be
necessary to break the continuity of one or both sets of
frontage roads to simplify traffic signal operations.

Two-Way Frontage Roads

Two-way frontage roads with wide setback distances pro-
vide opportunities for property access from both sides of the
frontage roads and enable left turns to be redirected and
removed from the main intersection to allow two-phase sig-
nal operations. As shown in Figure 57, this is accomplished
by prohibiting movements on the frontage road across the
intersecting street. The same principle can be applied where
grades are separated between the two roadways.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

Frontage roads along arterials that interchange with free-
ways may be desirable to reduce left turns and weaving,
avoid double loading of arterial roads, and improve property
access. Frontage roads should be closely coordinated with
the supporting street system, especially in areas where devel-
opment is allowed or planned.

The applications of frontage roads will depend on traffic
and land-use needs as well as property availability. Frontage



Figure 57. Intersection concept for two-way reverse frontage roads (backage).

Figure 56. Service road concept for suburban strategic arterial.
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roads may allow closer access spacings than would be prac-
tical from main travel lanes to enhance local access and to
better integrate with overall community designs.

A minimum midblock width (D-1 in Figure 58) of 30 ft is
necessary to enable shoulders to be provided on both the
main highway and the frontage areas to allow for drainage
between the roadway. This minimum distance can be main-
tained at intersections of one-way frontage roads where right
turns from the main road and left turns from the frontage road
are prohibited.

The preferred alternative to restricting turns is to locate the
frontage roads a considerable distance from intersecting
crossroads to lengthen the spacing between successive inter-
sections along the crossroads. This permits the intersections
between the cross street and the frontage road to be well
removed from the cross street intersection with the main
lanes. Separate signal phases can be used to relieve some of
the conflicts between the various movements; however, this
can be done only at the expense of increased delay to most of
the traffic.

Accordingly, outer separations at intersections of 150 ft or
more between the arterial and frontage roads is desirable in
urban areas wherever practical and feasible. In rural areas, a
minimum separation of 300 ft (D-2 in Figure 57) is desirable.

The 150-ft dimension reflects the following considerations:

1. It is about the minimum acceptable length needed for
placing signs and other traffic control devices to give
proper direction to traffic on the cross street.

2. It usually affords acceptable storage space on the cross
street in advance of the main intersection to avoid
blocking the frontage road. Under high traffic volume

conditions, a queuing analysis should be made to
ensure that the frontage road intersection is located
beyond peak-hour traffic queues on the crossroad.

3. It enables turning movements to be made from the main
lanes onto the frontage roads without seriously disrupt-
ing the orderly movement of traffic.

4. It facilitates U-turns between the main lanes and the
two-way frontage road. (Such a maneuver is geometri-
cally possible with a somewhat narrower separation,
but it is extremely difficult with commercial vehicles.)

5. It alleviates the problem of wrong-way entry onto the
through lanes or the arterial.

6. It separates points of conflict between the frontage traf-
fic and the main highway traffic.

Narrower separations may be acceptable where frontage
road traffic is very light, where frontage roads operate one-
way only, or where some movements can be prohibited.

Frontage roads reduce marginal frictions, allow public
agencies complete control of access to the arterial, and
accommodate parking and loading. Frontage road design
must address potential effects at major crossroad intersec-
tions, especially when the distances between the frontage
road and arterial are short, the intersections are signalized,
and the storage distances on the crossroad are inadequate.
When commercial development occurs along frontage
roads, the resulting traffic volumes may create congestion
and increase accidents as a result of low-capacity overlap-
ping maneuver areas, close conflict points, and complex
movements needed to enter and leave the main travel lanes.
For these reasons, arterial frontage roads must be very
carefully designed to protect both arterial and crossroad
operations.

Figure 58. Key variables in relocating frontage roads at intersections.



CHAPTER11

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research was performed to develop methods to pre-
dict and analyze the safety and traffic operations effects of
selected access management techniques for different road-
way variables and traffic volumes. Accordingly, more than
100 individual techniques were identified and grouped
according to policy and roadway design features. The more
significant techniques—generally those that relate to access
spacing or median/left-turn treatments were analyzed in
terms of their safety, travel time/delay, and capacity. In some
cases, economic effects were also quantified. Where effects
could not be quantified, case studies of current practices were
assembled and analyzed.

ACCESS EFFECTS

The key findings and conclusions relating to effects were
as follows:

1. The spacing of traffic signals affects both safety and
operations. Data on the safety effects of traffic signals
suggest that accident rates rise as signal density
increases, but the information is limited, and the effects
of intersecting volumes are not clearly identified. Long
and uniform signal spacing permits effective progres-
sion at desired travel speeds. As signal frequency
increases, progression efficiency is reduced, with a cor-
responding increase in delays. In general, there is a 2-
to 3-mph drop in speeds for each traffic signal per mile
added.

2. Accident rates rise as the density of unsignalized access
connections per mile increases. The patterns are gener-
ally consistent among states.

3. The number of impacted through vehicles traveling in
the curb lane increases as high-volume driveways are
spaced closer together. The likelihood of spillbacks
across a driveway rises with either an increase in the
traffic volumes entering driveways and/or the driveway
density.

4. Corner clearances (i.e., driveway setback distances on
the near and far side of intersections) vary widely
among states and communities. In most cases, access
drives are located within the functional areas of inter-
sections and/or within the normal queuing distances. 
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Safety and operations improve when corner clearance
is increased.

5. Several decades of research have documented the safety
and operational benefits associated with installing
TWLTLs or nontraversable medians on undivided high-
ways. Raised medians result in lower accident rates than
TWLTLs. They make it possible to reduce the fre-
quency of conflicting movements which, in turn, also
improves safety.

6. The provision of left-turn storage lanes improves both
safety and capacity by removing turning traffic from
the through lanes. The safety benefits have been well
documented, and several studies have clearly quanti-
fied the gains in capacity.

7. Indirect left turns or U-turns are increasingly used as an
alternative to direct left turns. They make it possible to
prohibit left turns from driveway connections onto
multi-lane highways and to eliminate traffic signals
that do not fit into time-space patterns. When incorpo-
rated into intersection designs, they allow left turns to
be rerouted and signal phasing to be simplified. Safety,
capacity, and travel time benefits have been reported.

8. Access spacing or setback distances on arterial road-
ways near freeway interchanges are generally inade-
quate for the weaving and left-turn storage movements
that must be accommodated. Often, problems are com-
pounded by locating frontage roads too close to ramp
terminals.

9. Frontage roads along freeways—when properly inte-
grated with interchanges—can reduce arterial left turns
and weaving movements as well as improve access to
development. Frontage roads along arterials reduce
marginal frictions, but they can increase conflicts at
junctions and delays on intersecting roads unless care-
fully designed. Therefore, arterial frontage roads
should be used selectively.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Access management techniques—access spacing in par-
ticular—can be addressed through both retrofit (correc-
tive) and policy actions. Access separation distances
should be established as part of access management pro-



grams, site retrofit actions, and community zoning ordi-
nances. Advance purchase of right of way and/or access
rights is also desirable.

The basic policy issues are to (1) classify roads as deter-
mined by the transportation plan, (2) establish access and
geometric standards for each class of roadway, (3) limit
access along major arterials, and (4) consider restricting left
turns where access is provided along arterials.

Comprehensive access management codes should indicate
where access is allowed or denied for various classes of roads,
specify allowable spacings for signalized and unsignalized
connections, and set forth permit procedures and require-
ments. Codes may define or limit the application of specific
techniques.

There should be a sufficient network of supporting local and
collector streets that provide direct access to adjacent devel-
opments. These secondary streets should connect to arterials
at appropriate and well-spaced locations. They make it possi-
ble to minimize direct property access on major arterials.

Access should be provided from strategic and primary
arterials only when reasonable access cannot be provided
from other roadways. In such cases, access should be limited
to right turns wherever possible.

Left-turn and cross egress should be separated and placed
at locations that fit into overall signal coordination patterns
with high efficiency.

Sound land use and development planning is essential to
permit effective arterial traffic flow while allowing attractive
property access. Access spacing standards (including corner
clearance requirements) should be established in advance of
actual development. Zoning, subdivision, and access spacing
requirements should be consistent.

Where land remains to be subdivided or platted, larger
frontages should be encouraged. In New Jersey for example,
the amended Municipal Land Use Law restricts municipali-
ties from approving the subdivision of lots along state high-
ways where the proposed lots would not conform with State
Access Code spacing requirements. Colorado law prohibits
the approval of subdivision requests that require access that
is inconsistent with the state’s access regulations.
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The size of corner lots in developing areas should be ade-
quate to meet safety and queuing requirements. Adequate
corner clearances require lot frontage of at least 150 to 250
ft—these distances are also consistent with desired minimum
unsignalized access spacings.

Better coordination of land use, interchange geometry, and
arterial streets is essential to avoid “double loading arterials”
with left turns, weaving movements, and traffic congestion.
Strategically placed frontage roads can play an integral role
in this effort. It is equally important to anticipate future
developments in the quadrants of an interchange and to for-
mulate appropriate access concepts that preserve the arterial
street system while serving these developments. A suitable
supporting street system is essential.

Median width and opening policies are essential design
elements. Raised medians are more effective than painted
channelization from an access management perspective.
Wide medians that allow indirect U-turns in lieu of direct left
turns should be considered for new arterials where space per-
mits because they improve safety and simplify intersection
operations and signal timing/coordination.

Any access control or management plan must be done sys-
temwide to avoid shifting problems. Many access manage-
ment techniques deal with a single location (e.g., closing a
median at a driveway). Some techniques (e.g., a continuous
median) may transfer problems to other locations upstream or
downstream from the location under consideration. In such
cases, broader analyses of benefits and effects are essential.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Several needs emerged from the research effort: (1)
expanding and refining the safety database relating to access
density; (2) quantifying the effects of median closures—both
signalized and unsignalized—and their upstream and down-
stream effects; and (3) assembling more information on driv-
er selection of roadside businesses based on accessibility
considerations, such as the proportion of pass-by traffic,
repeat traffic, and destination trips by direction of approach.
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APPENDIX A

RECOMMENDED CLASSIFICATION OF ACCESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
BY POLICY AND ROADWAY FEATURE

A. POLICY (MANAGEMENT ELEMENTS)

A-1 Administrative and Regulating Procedures (Access Code) 
Spacing Requirements

A1-1 State policies/plans/programs for access.
A1-2 Local policies/plans/programs for access.
A1-3 Regulate minimum spacing of traffic signals (1a).
A1-4 Regulate minimum spacing of driveways (1b).
A1-5 Regulate minimum corner clearance (1c).
A1-6 Regulate minimum property setback from roads.
A1-7 Optimize driveway spacing in the permit authorization stage.
A1-8 Regulate maximum number of driveways per property frontage.
A1-9 Consolidate access for adjacent properties.
A1-10 Require highway damages for extra driveways.
A1-11 Deny access to small frontage.
A1-12 Require access on collector street (when available) in lieu of additional

driveway on highway.
A1-13 Establish access separation distances at freeway interchanges (1d).
A1-14 Regulate driveway construction and maintenance.

A-2 Zoning and Subdivision Regulations

A2-1 Land use/zoning regulation.
A2-2 Designate the number of driveways regardless of future subdivision of a

property.
A2-3 Require adequate internal design and circulation plan.
A2-4 Redesign internal road system.
A2-5 Key allowable trip generation to access spacing.

A-3 Purchase of Access Rights

A3-1 Buy abutting properties.
A3-2 Acquire land.
A3-3 Acquire easements to provide alternate access routes.

B. DESIGN

B-1 Interchanges

B1-1 Build interchange (at major intersection or activity center).
B1-2 Modify freeway ramps to improve access.
B1-3 Build freeway frontage road.

( ) indicates priority techniques.
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( ) indicates priority techniques.

B-2 Frontage Roads

B2-1 Construct a local service or frontage road to provide access to individual
parcels.

B2-2 Construct a bypass road.
B2-3 Build a reverse frontage road.
B2-4 Locate or relocate an intersection of a parallel frontage road and cross-

road further from arterial/crossroad intersection (6b).

B-3 Medians - Left Turns

B3-1 Install median barrier with no direct left-turn ingress or egress.
B3-2 Install restrictive median with left-turn deceleration lanes (2a).
B3-3 Install restrictive median on undivided highway (2a).
B3-4 Replace continuous TWLTL with restricted median (2b).
B3-5 Close existing median openings (2c).
B3-6 Replace full median opening with median designed for left turns from the

major roadway (2d).
B3-7 Install channelizing islands to prevent left-turn deceleration lane vehicles

from returning to the through lanes.
B3-8 Install median channelization to control the merge of left-turn egress

vehicles.
B3-9 Provide left-turn deceleration/storage lane where none exists (3a).
B3-10 Install left-turn acceleration lane (3b).
B3-11 Install continuous TWLTLs (3c).
B3-12 Install alternating left-turn lane.
B3-13 Install isolated median and deceleration lane to shadow and store 

left-turning vehicles.
B3-14 Install left-turn deceleration lane in lieu of right-angle crossover.
B3-15 Install median storage for left-turn egress vehicles.
B3-16 Increase storage capacity of existing left-turn deceleration lane.
B3-17 Channelize left-turn lanes across wide medians.
B3-18 Provide U-turns as alternative to direct left turns (3d).
B3-19 Provide jughandle and eliminate left turns along a highway (3e).
B3-20 Construct flyover to accommodate left-turn egress/and ingress

movements.
B3-21 Prohibit left turns.
B3-22 Build left-turn connecting roads.

B-4 Right Turns

B4-1 Install right-turn acceleration lane (4a).
B4-2 Install continuous right-turn lane (4b).
B4-3 Install right-turn deceleration lane (4c).
B4-4 Install channelizing islands to prevent driveway vehicles from backing 

onto the highway (5c).
B4-5 Install channelizing islands to move ingress merge point laterally away

from the highway.
B4-6 Move sidewalk-driveway crossing laterally away from highway.

B-5 Access/Driveway Location - Retrofit

1. Consolidation
B5-1-1 Consolidate driveway access for adjacent properties (5a).
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B5-1-2 Consolidate existing access whenever separate parcels are assembled
under one purpose, plan, entity, or usage.

B5-1-3 Encourage connections between adjacent properties (even when each has
highway access).

2. Reorientation of Access
B5-2-1 Encourage connections between adjacent properties (even when each has

highway access).
B5-2-2 Require access on collector street (when available) in lieu of additional

driveway on highway.
B5-2-3 Relocate or reorient access.

3. Relocation
B5-3-1 Coordinate driveways on both sides of street (align opposing driveways

or establish minimum offset) (5d).
B5-3-2 Locate a new driveway opposite an intersection or driveway and install

a traffic signal where warranted and properly spaced.
B5-3-3 Install two one-way driveways in lieu of one two-way driveway.
B5-3-4 Install two two-way driveways with limited turns in lieu of one standard

two-way driveway.
B5-3-5 Install two one-way driveways in lieu of two two-way driveways.
B5-3-6 Install two two-way driveways with limited turns in lieu of two standard

two-way driveways.

B-6 Traffic Controls

B-6-1 Install traffic signal at high-volume driveways.
B-6-2 Install traffic signals to slow highway speeds and meter traffic for

larger gaps.
B-6-3 Restrict parking on the roadway next to driveways to increase driveway

turning speeds.
B-6-4 Provide reversible operation of access drive.
B-6-5 Implement curbside loading controls.
B-6-6 Prohibit left-turn driveway maneuvers on an undivided highway.
B-6-7 Install one-way operations on the highway.
B-6-8 Replace curb parking with off-street parking.

B-7 Access/Driveway Design

B-7-1 Widen right through lane to limit right-turn encroachment onto the
adjacent lane to the left.

B-7-2 Install channelizing island to prevent left-turn deceleration lane vehicles
from returning to the through lane.

B-7-3 Channelize driveways to discourage or prevent left-turn maneuvers (5b).
B-7-4 Install barrier to prevent uncontrolled access along property frontages (5c).
B-7-5 Install median channelization to control the merge of left-turn egress

vehicles.
B-7-6 Install driveway channelizing island to prevent left-turn driveway

encroachment conflicts.
B-7-7 Install driveway channelizing island to prevent right-turn deceleration

lane vehicles from returning to the through lanes.

( ) indicates priority techniques.
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( ) indicates priority techniques.

B-7-8 Install driveway channelizing island to control the merge area of
right-turn egress vehicles.

B-7-9 Regulate the maximum width of driveways.
B-7-10 Install visual cues of the driveway.
B-7-11 Improve driveway sight distance.
B-7-12 Regulate minimum sight distance.
B-7-13 Optimize sight distance in the permit authorization stage.
B-7-14 Increase the effective approach width of the driveway (horizontal geo-

metrics).
B-7-15 Improve the vertical geometrics of the driveway.
B-7-16 Increase the turning speed of right-angle median crossovers by increas-

ing the effective approach width.
B-7-17 Install additional exit lane on driveway.
B-7-18 Require two-way driveway operation where internal circulation is not

available.
B-7-19 Control driveway design elements.
B-7-20 Install barrier to prevent uncontrolled access along property frontage (5c).
B-7-21 Provide full driveway access with steady flow in one direction of travel

on arterial road.
B-7-22 Design driveways so signals impact only one side of artery at any one

location.
B-7-23 Widen driveways to improve storage.
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APPENDIX B

EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE DRIVEWAYS ON FACILITIES WITH POSTED SPEEDS 
OF 35 TO 55 MPH
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APPENDIX C

EXCERPT TABLES FROM NCHRP REPORT 395
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